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INTRODUCTION 

Tms mooograpb is the first of a series in which it is proposed 
to examine lIOJDe of the attempts which have recently been 
made to establish and enforce minimum standards of pay
ment. Whatever may be thought of the policy of If the 
minimum wage." it will be agreed that the subject is suffi
ciently important to deserve study in the light of such 
experience as is available. From 1824. when Parliament 
aboIished. in the teeth of the opposition of some employers 
and nearly an the workpeopJe concerned, the last working 
remnants of the wage-reguJation of the old regime.· down 
to 1909. when the Trade Boards Act was passed. the deter
mination of wages in England was Jeft entirely. except for 
the somewhat ineffective protection given to workers on 
public contracts by the "Fair Wages" resolutions of 

. I J Ceo. IV. C. 66. by which wen repealed 13 Ceo. IlL Co 68. 
32 Ceo. UI. C. 64, aDd 51 Ceo. W. Co 1. These three Acts had 
empowered the Justices of the City of London, Westminster. 
the Towel' Hamlets aDd Middlesex to fix the wages of silk
weavers in their respective areas. They were administered 
in practice dOWD, at least, to 1818, aDd probably till 1824 
CUI MiDutee of Evidence and Report of Committee 011 Ribboa 
Wea".., 1'1', the Second Report of the Select Committee of 
the House of Lorda OD the Meana of Extending the Famga 
Trade of the Country, 1831, aDd HaDaard's ParliamenWy 
Debate.. New Series. voL ilL. fHJSsiIIt). The last Act actually 
on the statute book for fixinc wages was 8 Ceo. ID. Co 11. 
which fixed the hours and wages of journeymen tailors in the 
Clty of London, aDd was repealed in 1824 by the Act rePeaI
ilIg the CombinatiOil Laws. But, unlike the Acts applying to 
the IilIt trade, it had been • dead letter for II1aDJ years ( __ 
GeJtoa, TM ~lori,., T,.w). 

ix 
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February 13th, 18gI, and March lOth. IgOg. to bargaining 
between workers and employers. But at the present time 
the tide seems to be turning. To the :first four industries 
scheduled by the Trade Boards Act in IgOg, four more were 
added in J9I3. The Trade Boards Act, which was itself 
influenced by the e,xample of Victo~a. has been followed by 
the Miners (Minimum Wage) Act of IgI2. and is already 
being imitated by other countries. In France, Germany and 
-Belgium, bills have been introduced to fix minimum rates of 
J>ayment for'special classes of workers •. and Germany has 

. ac1:!J,a1ly passed an Act setting up Trade Committees of a kind 
somewhat similar to the English Trade-Boards, which touch 
the borderland of wage-regulation, though they 'have not as 
yet power to fix minimum rates which shall be obligatory. 
In America minimum wage Acts of one kind or another have 
been passed in nine states, Massachusetts. California, 
Colorado, Minnesota, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Nebraska 
and Wisconsin; ,and bills dealing with the same subjett have' 
been introduced in three other states. Missouri, Pennsylvania 
and Ohio. Nearly all these Acts and proposals have certain 
grave defects. German and Belgian reformers seem to ,be 
under the ancient delusion that home workers need a minimum 
wage more than 'workers in factories; French and Ameri~n 
-in common with some English-reformers. that women 
need protection in the matter of wages more than men; 
while the Act of Massachusetts, with its pathetic ,appeal to 
public opinion' as a substitute for legal penalties. is regarded 
by its own promoters as a very inadequate ·measure. But 
as an indication of a movement of opinion they are as 
significant as were' the ill-drafted, ill-administered Factory 
Acts of PIe early nineteenth century. 

Apart from Mr. and Mrs. Webb's Industrial Democracy. 
which deals exclusively with the standard rates established 
by trade unions. and from the Report of Mr: Ernest Aves 
upon Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration in Australia 
and New Zealand. previous writers upon the subject have 
usually. so far. as I am aware. approached it either from the 
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standpoint of economic theory or from that of the student 
of. administrative machinery. Professor Pigou's Wealth 
"nil Wel/tJI'6 is an example of the first type of work, M. 
Raynaud's VerI Ie .alaire minimum of the second. Till 
recently, indeed, theirs were the only methods possible. 
For the study of economics is, after all, one branch of con
temporary history, and, like other kinds of history, it is 
limited by the material available for analysis. But owing 
to recent departures in legislation evidence is now coming 
to light which can be used as a partial criterion of the social 
and economic effects prodliced by the intervention of a 
puhlic body to fix minimum rates, and it is therefore 
possible to appeal, for a solution of certain primary problems, 
to the light of experience. Is it practicable to set up repre
tentative machinery which will be capable of dealing with 
the technica1 difficulties involved in drafting lists of piece 
prices? If minimum rates are fixed, is it possible to enforce 
c:omp1iance with them? What are the indirect effects of a 
rise in wages brought about by the intervention of a Trade 
Board? Does it lead to the dismissal of the slower or older 
worken, to a rise in prices to the consumer, to greater 
efficiency on the part of the workers or of the management, 
or of both? Does it hamper industry in the face of foreign 
competition, or does it confinn the experience of Lancashire 
that a relatively high minimum is compatible with cheap 
production, perhaps. indeed, essential to it? On what 
principles are minimum rates to be fixed? Should they be 
II the highest that the trade will bear"? Or should they 
be based on some rough idea as to what constitutes a living 
wage? Should there be a flat rate for all the workers in an 
industry? Or should the minimum fixed vary from one 
district to another? 

It is obvious that questions such as these cannot be 
answered with confidence till after the lapse of a much 
longer period than bas yet intervened since the establishment 
of minimum rates by the existing Trade Boards. It is 
obvious also that, owing to the great diversity in the organ-
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isation, prob1emsand resources of different industries, the 
experience of a single Trade Board can not be sufficient to 
throw light upon more than a few among them. If there is 
such a thing as a Ie rep~niative industry," it is vertainly 
,not to be found in the chain trade, which is the subject of the 
following pages. That trade is, for several reasons, very 
far from being typical of the majority of the industries to 
which the Trade Boards Act has, as yet, been applied. It 
has never yet been faced by serious foreign competition, 
either in home or in foreign markets. It is still almost 
entirely a handicraft, and there is little soope for " speeding 
up," or-though the future is uncertain-for the introduction 
of machinery. The branches of it which are afIected by 
the Chain Trade Board are carried on in small workshops 
or in sheds attached to the workers' own cottages. To 
assume, therefore, that the consequences of the Chain Trade 
Board's detenni.riations are likely, to' appear in all other 
industries in which minimum rates are .fixed, that, for 
example, because the fixing of minimum rates in the chain 
trade has ,resulted in some advanve in the price of chain, a 
rise in prices is likely to be the normal result of raising wages, 
would be a serious error. I have dealt first with the chain 
trade p~y because it was the first industry for which a 
Trade Board established minimum rates, partly because its 
conrentration in a small area make!! it relatively easy to 
investigate. The reader must, however, be prepared to 
revise by the experienve of other Boards' conclusions based 
on that of the Chain Trade Board. • 

It would have been impossible for me to offer even the 
imperfect sketch contained in the following pages without 
the assistance of numerous individuals. I am indebted to 
the Chain Trade Board for pennission to examine its records, 
and to its officials and members for endless advice and 
criticism, in particular to its chainnan, Mr. Ernest Aves, to 
its secretary, Mr. G. T. Reid, to its previous secretary, Mr. 
J. A. Heaton, and to Mr. J. J. Mallon, secretary of the 
Anti-Sweating League and a member of the !3<>ard. During 
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a visit to Cradley Heath I had an opportunity of Jeaming 
the views of employers and workers too numerous to mention. 
whom I desire to thank DOW. I must especially express my 
gratitude to Mr. J. FeDows, chainna.n of the Employers' 
Association in the Chain-maJdn.g Industry, to Mr. C. IL Sitch, 
aecretary of the Hand-hammered Chain Branch of the 
National Federation of Women Workers, who has helped me 
with numerous suggestions, and to Miss H. M. Stocks, who. 
together with Mr. C. IL Sitch, made it possible for me to 
obtain the information as to the earnings of women chain
makers which is printed on pp. 89-99, and to Mr. A. Green
wood. Miss Bulkley. and Miss Hill. who have assisted me 
in the preparation of the statistical tables. The report of. 
the proceedings taken by the Board of Trade against an 
employer paying Jess than the rates fixed by the Trade 
Board, which is contained in Appendix B. is reproduced from 
the WorcestersAi,., aM StafjordsAi" County Express by the 
kind permission of the Editor. Mr. A. Moody. For the use of 
the information given me. and for the views expressed. I alone. 
of course, am responsi~ 

R. H. TAWNEY. 



THE CHAINMAKERS' 
MINIMUM RATES 

I 

THE ORGANISATION OF THE CHAIN-MAKING 
INDUSTRY 

THE manufacture of Hand-hammered and Dollied or -Torno, 
mied Chain, which was included in the schedule to the 
Trade Boards Act of 1909 as one of the four trades to which 
the Act applied without a Provisional Order, is concentrated 
in a space of between three and four miles on the borders of 
South Staffordshire and East Worcestershire.- The area is 
an epitome of economic history, and there are few parts of 
England where either the past has survived so visibly into 
the present or the present has so radically transfonned 
the pasL Comprised, for administrative purposes, in the 
Urban District of Rowley Regis, which had in I9I! a popula. 
tion of 31.000 persons, the chain-making townships, Cradley, 
Cradley Heath, Old JIill, Quarry Bank, Netherton, lie on 
the coalfield which stretches north and south from CaDDOCk 
Chase to the Clent Hills, and fonn one unit of the ring of 

• The total number of chainmakers in England and Wales 
was, ill '911. 1323. and out of these 6550 resided in the Ad
ministrative Counties of Worcestershire and Staffordshire. 
the County Borough of Dudley. and the Rowley Regis Urban 
DistricL Of these, 3038 resided in the Urban District of 
Rowley Rep (1990 in the u-adley Heath Ward of that Urban 
District). and 890 in the County Borough of Dudley. The 
total Dumber of chaiDmaken in Staffordshire was 4013. and 
in Worceatershire 2471. (I am indebte4 to th.o Jlegistrar. 
General for supplying these figures., 

I 
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industrial towns of which Birmingham is the maxket. But 
the industrial revolution which transformed Wolverhampton 
and virtually created Wednesbury, Dudley and Walsall, 
has built its new and. grimy storeys on· to Cradley Heath, 
without either destroying'or obliterating its ancient economic 
foundations. To the visitor accustomed· to the manu
facturing districts of Lancashire and Yorkshire the chain
making towns seem still to be a group of large villages. 
Fields, on which the enclosure awards of the eighteenth 
century are still visible, straggle with sooty hedges between 
houses which may be either farm cottages or urban tene
,ments; newly' built factory chimneys menace the sheds of 
chainmakers who have hammered iron in much the same way 
since iron was first hammered; and tram-lines run within 
sight of slag-heaps and of the remnants of a wood which was 
once, perhaps, a western outpost of the Forest of Arden. 

This combination of economic types which are very old 
with those which axe very new is the setting of the chain-. 
making industry. Though allied branches of the iron 
trade, such as nail-making,. have been carried on m the 
district from time immemorial, the manufacture· of chains 
for commercial purposes is itself a comparatively modern 
industry, the development of which has taken place primarily 
owing to the increasing demand for chain in connexion with 
shipping, both mercantile and naval, building and agriculture. 
The number of workers employed in it has been probably 
rather more than doubled 1 in. the course of the last fifty 
years, but even at the present day it is not large, and 

1 According to the Census Reports the growth of the industry 
in Staffordshire and Worcestershire has been as follows:-

Males. . Females. Total. 
.. 2324 572 2896 

2845. 892 3737 
2930 975 3905 

1891 3567 1587 5154 
38n 1883 5694 

• 4447 2103 c 6550 
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amounted, according to the Census of I9II, to 6550 persons. 
In the chain-making indusUy both the newest and the 
oldest methods of manufacture are found side by side. 
The organisation of production and the class of persons 
employed vary with the different qualities and sizes of chain 
produced. A typical finn in Cradley. Heath obtains an 
order for chain from a merchant in Birmingham, Manchester 
or London. It makes part of the chain in its own factory, 
and distributes orders for the rest, together with the reo 
quisite quantity of iron. to three or four shop-ownersor middle· 
men. with whom it is accustomed to have dealings. The 
shop-owners in turn manufacture part of the chain in their 
own workshops with the aid of a staff varying in number 
from three or four to twenty-five or thirty workers, and give 
Qut orders for the manufacture of the rest to .. single-handed" 
workers, who fetch the iron from them in the shape of 
bundles of rods, and make the chain in sheds attached to 
their own houses. 

In this division of the chain-making industry, between 
factories on the one hand and small workshops and domestic 
hoUgeS on the other, there is a superficial resemblance to 
the similar differentiation which exists in the clothing 
industry. The resemblance, however, is only superficial 
In the clothing industry much high-class work is given out, 
and the inferior work is often· done· in factories.' In the 
chain-making industry the inferior work is given out, and 
the best qualities and larger sizes of chain, including cables 
of which one link may weigh as much as half a hundred· 
weight, are made in factories. The factory occupiers in the 
chain-making industry number about 235,' and employ 

I But the quality of the clothing made in factories is im
proving • 

• OWn Trade Board Papers. C. 102. It is perhaps worth 
inserting here the estimate contained in this paper of the 
Dumber of persons engaged in dilIerent &ections of the trade : 
it is based mainly on information supplied by employers aIld 
trade union ol1icial& (su page 4):-
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some 1500 workers, all of whom are men. The growth of a 
factory system is quite a modem development, and there 
are workers in the trade who can remember the time when 
factories making chain could be counted on the fingers of 
one hand. It has taken place partly owing to the growth 
of the, demand for high-class" chain, the manufacture of 
which can be more easily supervised in a factory than it 
can when the chain is made at home, partly owing to the 
need of using machinery to manipulate the larger sizes, 
partly because the largest single customer, the British 
Admiralty, in pursuance of the policy.of the Fair Wages 
Clause, requires the chain supplied to it to be made upon 
the contractor's premises, partly becauSe of the. pressure of 
the union for higher wages and better conditions of employ
ment. The manufacture of the larger sizes of chains, such 
as those used for hawsers, is really a heavy kind of smith's 
work and is extremely exhausting, so exhausting that the 
working week is rarely more than forty hours. The men 

" (i) Employers-
(a) Factory oecupiers in Cradley area .. 77 

Factory occupiers in outside area . . 158 

Total 235 
(b) Middlemen 

Middlemen only. dollied section (Cradley 
area) about I SO 

Factory occupiers .and middlemen, hand-
hammered section '" . . 230 

Factory occupiers and middlemen, all " 
. sections about 400 to 500 

(ii) WorlIers-
(a) Men employed in factories .. 1500 

(b) Men outworkers (i.e. working either in sheds 
attached t<:> their houses or on premises of 
shop-owner) • • about 670 

(more probably 800 to 1000) 
(c) Women outworkers •• about 2000 

It will be noticed that. there is a discrepancy between these 
figures and those of the Census of 191 I. r 
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work in gangs CIOnsisting of a foreman or chainmaker and 
two or three strikers who are paid by the fonner i and apart 
from the lifting machinery which is used to manipulate the 
irou. the making of the chain, of which the most important 
part is the welding of the chain, is done entirely by hand. 
Since on the soundness of chains such as these depends the 
safety of life and limb, those of them used for chain cables 
and anchors are required by Act of Parliament to be tested 
before sold, and it is usual for customers to insist upon a 
test being passed by other kinds of chain, such as those 
employed for ~ and cranes, for which it is not legally 
neoessuy. For this reason CIOmpetition between the manu· 
facturen of high-clau chain is coocentrated rather on 
quality than on price. The conditions of the market are, 
therefore, &Uch as to make it easy for relatively high wages 
to be paid i and as the men employed in this branch of 
the indl1suy are strongly organised and ably led, their 
earnings compare favourably with those in other occupa
tiona whkh require similar strength and skill. 

If all chains were made under conditions similar to 
those prevailing among the factory workers, there would 
have been no demand for the application of the Trade 
Boards Act to the chain-making industry. In reality. 
however, the factories of Cradley Heath stand out from • 
confused background of small masters and domestic work· 
shops, like their own chimneys against the beautiful 
wilderness of the Black Counuy. In Cradley Heath the 
twentieth century lives side by side with the eighteenth. 
and the greater part of the chain m~nufacture is carried 
on as it has been from time immemorial, not in factories, 
but in the small workshops of the shop-ownen or in a 
room attached to the worker's cottage, the local name for 
which-" the brew house "~nshrines the domestic tradi
tions of the indusuy. The total number of workers 
employed outside factories is probably rather more than 
double that of the factory workers, IOmewhere between 
3000 and 35QO. If it be asked how it is that two such 
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different methods of production continue to exist to
gether, it may be answered, first, that cottage industry 
represents the original stock of which large scale pro
duction is a later offshoot, and its prevalence to-day is 
historically less significant than the encroachments of a 
factory system; second, that the special causes which 
have hastened the development of factory production for 
the better qualities and larger sizes of chain have had 
little influence upon the poorer qualities and smaller 
sizes, and that the factory system represents 'rather the 
appearance of a new industry than a change in the methods 
of. carrying on 'an old one. The production of the inferior 
kinds of chain in small workshops and in sheds belonging 
to the workers is, in fact, that rare thing, the survival of 
a genuine handicraft, not merely a modem device for 
securing cheap labour, as is, for example, the practic~ of 
giving out clothing to be made up in villages. The tech
nical reasons which have taken other industries into the 
factory have as yet had little influence on the chain trade; 
for in making chain there has hitherto been little sub
division of labour or use of machinery. The small capital 
and simple appliances required-an oven where the iron 
is heated, a bellows by which the hearth is kept bright, a 
block on which the iron is hammered into the shape of a 
link-make it possible for almost anyone who is born in 
the district and who Can use a hammer. to enter the in
dustry. The low piece rates and the absence of com
bination among the workers which are caused by this 
facility of entry make employers prefer to give out work 
which, if done in,the factories, would have to be paid for at 
higher rates. Above all, the social habits of a district 
which has not yet leapt the gulf of an industrial revolution 
perpetuate the system in spite of, almost as much as 
because of, its economic peculiarities. Trade Union 
officials have in the past protested before Royal Com
missions that the disappearance of the outworker and the 
small. master would be an advantage to all engaged in 
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the industry. But what may safely be said in London is 
treason in Cradley Heath, and admirers of the Distributive 
State may see their gospel realised in an industry where, 
out of some 6000 workers, between ISO and 2S0 are small 
masters, between 1000 and ISoo work at their own stalls 
in their own sheds, and the man who has invested his 
small capital in an outshop clings to it tenaciously even' 
though he could earn more money in the factory. Un
fortunately his independence is more nominal than real. 
For he is at the mercy of an employer for his market, 
whether that employer is a factory occupier or a middle
man, and the apparent liberty of domestic employment 
has hitherto been often little more than. liberty to work 
eeventy or eighty bours a week for a subsistence wage. 

Of the chainmakers working outside factories some are 
employed on the premises of a shop-owner, middleman or 
subcontractor, some are II single-handed" workers working 
at home. The distinction between the two classes is 
somewhat similar to that between both and the factory 
workers. The former make the better qualities of chains, 
the latter the inferior qualities. Tbough a certain number 
of single-handed workers get orders direct from the 
factory occupier, the immediate employer of both is 
usually the shop-owner or middleman. The sbop-owners, 
who number between ISO and 2S0, playa very important 
part in the chain-making industry. The larger men 
among them are on the way to become factory occupiers 
themselves, and in fact the factory occupiers have in the 
past been largely recruited from among them. The 
smaller shop-owners are journeymen wbo have got to
gether a little capital and invested it in a small workshop 
with II stalls" for half a dozen men and women. Their 
principal functions are two. In the first place, they are 
small masters who themselves provide workshop room, 
fuel and tools for the workers employed on their own 
premises, and normally work themselves side by side 
with them. In the second place, they act as agents througb 
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whom the factory occupiers distribute orders for chain to 
the home workets. A large factory may give out an order 
for chain which would employ several hundred workers. 
To deal with each of them separately, to enter the amount 
of iron which each has taken out, and to see that each 
brings back the chain by the date required, would entail 
a considerable -amount of trouble in the way of book
keeping and supervision. This part of the factory 
occupier's business is therefore shifted on to the shoulders 
of a speCial class of subcontractors of whom a considerable 
factory will employ five ot six. In return for a percentage 
from the firm l for which they bargain as best they can, 
they obtain btdersJ make soine of it in their own work
shops, distribute the iron needed for the rest among 

_ single-handed workerS whose individual capacities they 
know,- see that· the chairt is ready when needed, bring it 
back to the factory in one lot instead of in numerous small 
detachments and pay the workers foi' the chain which 
they make. Unfortunately their influence upon the in
dustry has not in the past been confined to relieving 

,the factory occupiers of the responsibility for producing 
the poorer qualities and smaller sizes of cham. They 
have also relieved them of responsibility fat the conditions 
of employment. Owing to the small capital needed to 
establish a workshop, their fiumbers have been quite ant 
of proportion to the needs of the industry, even as it 
is organised at present; the competition between them 
has been so keen that they have been tempted to take orders 
fat chain on terms which would Dot be remunerative unless 
wages were reduced.; and since they stand between the 
market and the wage-earnerS; who are ignorant of the price 
which they are getting from the jactory, and who are 
obliged to bargain with them- as individuals, they have 
been, if not the principals, at any rate the agents in beat
ing doWn the workerS' remunetation. 

01 the 3000 to 3500 workers employed ali the premises 
of ·shop.owners and at home, aoout 2000 are women, and 
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about 800 to 1000 are men. It is impossible to say in 
what proportion tlry are distributed between the ..,ork
shops belonging to sbop-owners and the outshops belong
ing to the workers themselves; for sheds in which chains 
are made are concealed in all kinds of unlikely places, 
and IIOt even those best acquainted with the district can 
be lUre that they know ..,here all of them are to be found. 
Speaking broadly, bowever, ODe may say that of the men 
nearly one-half, including most of the older ones, work 
at borne, while the remainder are employed in the shop
owners' workshops; and that of the women, wbile 500 
to 600 work in workshops, the majority, about 1500, 
.work at home. As Is natural in the case of an industry 
which permits of domestic duties being combined with 
work at the trade, a ftry large proportioD of the women 
working at home are married or widowed. The con
dition as to marriage and the age distribution of a group 
of worneD outworken are shown in the following tables: '-

TABU I. 
Cgullotl 86 N M arri4p. 

Married or widowed. • 409 or 70-6 per cent 
Sini1e ~ • 170 or 29". pet cent. 

Total .579 

TA8J.& II. 
AI' Dislnhlilltl . 

.... ~ .;..' 0 .... d .;.. .s .... 
" ..... .. .... .... .0 

t .. t .. .. .. .. .. .. .. to .. .. to .. ~ ..: 
-,:, -a -,:, -a 1 -a -a -a ~ 

~ :; c: c: II c: c: c c: 
D D .. D ::I D D D 0 .. -a -a -a -a -a -a 

~~ 
-a -a 

3 ~ :i i Ii a i i i :l i i .. a a ... 0 .... ~ .... s. ... .8 ... {!. => " ... ... .. 
35 : 

.0 

77 103 102 55 57 51 2' 17 12 SSO 

I n- tables are based on inquiries made at Cndley Heath 
in July 191]. T~nty-nine workers did not state their ages. 
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Naturally in these drcwnstances there are all degrees 
of irregularity in the outworkers' hours of labour.! Their 
industry is' part of the domestic life of the family, in 
w:hich all members of the family may co-operate, the 
husband, with the eldest son or daughter, working through
out the day, the younger boys and girls taking it in tum 

- to " blow" for him, and the wife giving as much time to 
the trade as other occupations will allow, sometimes 
making chain as continuously as her husband, sometimes 
coming into the shed to help him "when the baby is 
good." 

The division of labour :between men and women corre· 
sponds almost exactly with the division of the trade into 
hand-hammered and dollied or tommied chain. Hand
hammered chain consists of chain made and shaped solely 
by the use of a hammer. Though not necessarily of 
commonest quality, it does in practice comprise all the 
commonest qualities of chain produced, as it would not 
be profitable to dolly or tommy chain which was other
wise of inferior workmanship. This class of. chain is made, 
except for youths and a few old men, whose working life 
is drawing to a close, exclusively by women. It is further 
divided into short liI\,k, coil chain .and country work, a 
diVision of which more will be said when we come to 
discuss the piece lists obtaining inthe chain trade. 

The men's branch of the trade consists of dollied or 
tommied chain. It is not obvious at first sight why no 
women should be employed in this branch of the trade, 
as the very lightest kind of chain is sometinies dollied. 
The explanation is probably that the worker must be able, 
not only to make the chain, but to keep in repair the dolly 
or tommy, which consists of an iron tool brought down 
upon the link after it is welded either by hand (the dolly) 
or by the pressure of the foot upOI) a treadle (the tommy). 
The tool fits into the iron, and the worker strikes not the 
iron itself but the tool, with the result that the chain is 

I See below, pp. 91-92. 
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given a smoother finish than when it is hammered entirely 
by hand. 

Attempts have occasionally been made to establish the 
chain-making industry at Newcastle and Mancbester_ 
So far, however, they have been entirely unsuccessful, and 
out of 939 workshops, which appear upon the Home Office 
list, 918 are in the Cradley area. Nor up to the present 
has the chain-making industry bad anything to fear from 
foreign competition.. Imported chain is scarcely used in 
Great Britain, and of the chain manufactured at Cradley 
Heath a very large proportion is sent abroad. The figures 
for the last six years are as follows: 1-

1«)07. 1908. 1909- 1910. 1911• 1912. 

I--

I. I. I. I. I. I. 
Anchon, gnP-} 

598,51 491,651 441,8j'(l 497,S:ZC 184.563 nels, cables 158.520 
Cbain ]88,419 438,124 

It will be seen that the exports of chain fluctuate very 
violently according to the state of trade, as is to be 
expected in view of the close dependence of the chain
making upon the shipbuilding industry. According to the 
Report of the Census of Production the value of the anchors 
and chains produced in 1907 was £92).000, of which 
the exports for the same year <£598,504) form 64'8 per 
cent. In all probability the figure given in the Report 
of the Census of Production is an underestimate, as it is 
naturally difficult to get exact returns from the numerous 
small masters engaged in the chain-making industry. Even 
!IO the large proportion of the product which is sent abroad 

• Anoual sutemeots of the trade of the United Kingdom 
for 1911 and 1912. Before 1912 the exports of chain were not 
teparated from 'hose of anchors, grapnels, and cables. 
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is striking, and can hardly be less than 50 per cent. -In 
the year 19II the principal foreign markets and the 
amount of chain exported to them from Great Britain 
were as follows :"--

Australia 
British India 
Gennany • 
Argentim! Republic 
Norway 
Brazil • 
Netherlands 
" Other foreign countries" 
"Other ~ritish possessions n 

£76,5 17 
27,905 
27,158 
16,734 
.5,146 
14,884 
12,560 
39,879 
18,018 

The virtual monopoly by Cradley Heath of certain 
foreign and colonial markets is the more remarkable in 
view of the fact that chain is an extremely bulky article 
and expensive to transpOrt. Whether that monopoly will 
continue in the future is an open question, Com
plaints are occasionally heard that foreign countries are 
beginning to manufacture for - themselves, and that 
America. Belgium and Sweden compete with Cradley 
Heath _in neutral markets. For the present, at any rate, 
there is no sign: of stich competition adversely affecting 
the English industry. Both employers and workers are 
agreed that it has ilever been So prosperous as it has been 
during the last three years. And if in the past the workers 
engaged in the industry have been reduced to accept 
wages which were low even for a low~wage district, the 
explanation is certainly not to be found in the competition 
of foreign countries or of other parts of Great Britain, 
but in the organisation and character of the chain-making 
industry of Cradley Heath itself. 
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THE RESULTS OF PREVIOUS INQUIRIES 

Tn chain-manufacturing industry has been the subject of 
leveral public investigations, of which the most compn!
bensive are that of the Commissioners I appointed to in
qnire into the working of the Factory and Workshops Acts 
in 1876, that carried out by Mr. Burnett' on behalf of the 
Board of Trade in 1888, and that of the Select Committee I 
of the House of Lords on the Sweating System, which ex. 
tended from 1888 to ISgo. At any rate, after IB90 in. 
formation al to the general character of the cbainmakers' 
position was easily accessible, and, if Parliament did not 
intervene, its abstention was not due to lack of knowledge. 
A comparison of the facts recorded by these inquiries with 
the condition of the industry in 1910 shows that certain 
important Changel have taken place in the course of the 
last thirty years. The development of factory production 
on a large scale is a comparatively modem departure. 
Owing to the transformation of the nail industry by 
the introduction of machinery, .which was taking place 
rapidly between 1870 and IB90, the employment of women 
has considerably increased,' while that of children. has 

I C. 1443. 1876. 
• Report &I to the condition of naUmakenI and small chain

mUena in South Staffordshire and East Won:estenJhire. by 
the Labour correspondent of the Board of Trade. November 
1888. 

• Third Report and Minutes of Evidence from the Select 
Committee 01 the HoWIe of Lords on the Sweating System. 1889-

• According W the Ceasua the female workers formed ill 
I) 
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been diminished by the Education Acts. The abuses of 
payment in truck,l though in various disguised forms they 
still obtain, are far less common than they were. The con
centration of the chain industry in the neighbourhood of 
Cradley Heath has become more marked, as WaIsa.ll and 
Dudley, where a considerable quantity of chain was made 
in the 'seventies of the nineteenth century, have tended 
to specialise in other branches of production. 

Far more noticeable, however, than these changes is the 
substantial identity of the .conditions revealed in 1876 and 
:r888 with those which led to the application of the Trade 
Boards Act to the chain-making industry in :r909. Be
hind much that is written and spoken on economic subjects 
there lies the tacit assumption that industrial evils tend to 
be .eliminated spontaneously· by industrial expansion, and 
that, except in the case of a decaying trade, higher wages, 
shorter hours and increased amenity of working conditions 
are consequences which follow naturally from a mere in
crease in the volume. of production. Whatever inay be 
true of other industries, this doctrine does not receive any 
confirmation from the history of the chain trade. The 
,principal improvements which have taken place in the con
ditions of the workers in the industry in the course of the 
last thirty years, are the increased wages of factory workers, 
the diminution in .. truck" and the decrease in the em
ployment of children; and of these the first is due to· the 
formation of a powerful trade union of men, the second and 

1861 ,19'7 per cent. of all the chainmakers in Staffordshire 
and Worcestershire, and 25'4 per cent. in 1881; according 
to figures for 19II, kindly supplied me by the Registrar
General, female workers formed in that year 32'1 per cent. of 
all the.chainmakers in those counties. 

1 On truck in the chain trade see paper by Mr. Noah Forrest 
(a chainmaker) in the Transactions of the National Associa
tion for the Promotion of Social Science, 1859. and the reports 
mentioned above. There is said to be a certain amount of 
payment in truck at·the present day. 
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third partly to legislation, partly to more stringent ad
ministration. Apart from such changes as have been 
brought about either by combination or by law, the con
dition of the majority of chainmakers in 1910, prior to the 
issue of the Trade Board's determination, was substantially 
the same as it had been in 1876 and 1888, and those who 
wish to understand it cannot do better than consult the 
three reports mentioned above. At each date there was the 
same system of production in small workshops and in sheds 
attached to cottages, the same inability of the worker to 
resist the pressure of the middleman, and of the middleman 
that of the factory occupier, the same attempts to form 
effective trade unions and the same failures, the same 
variety in the piece prices paid by different firms and at 
different periods, the same sweeping reductions in times 
of bad trade and the same fluctuations in employment. 
In 1876 it was complained that" there is all sorts of trickery 
and oppression carried on by some of the masters (not all), 
such as compelling them [i.e. the workers] to have breeze 
or gleeds from them, charging them carriage, making them 
change iron, keeping them waiting for a day or two in the 
week ••• giving them sizes to make which they are not 
accustomed to." 1 In 1910, when the Trade Board had 
just issued its determination, the union officials had to 
protest I that certain masters were trying to evade it by 
raising the price charged the worker for the use of blocks 
50 per cent., by requiring the worker to make chain of a 
superior quality, and then paying for it as if it were chain 
of an inferior quality, and by accepting .. gratuities" 
from the workers as a condition of giving them employ
ment. In 1876 and 1888 much emphasis, perhaps too 

I Report of Commissioners appointed to inquire into the 
working of the Factory and Workshops Acts, 1876. App. D, 
letter 22. 

• Report of Messn. Sitch and Homer and of Miss Stocks in 
W IWUsln'sAir, oml Sl4IfJordsAir, C01Iniy Ex/W,u. 11th September 
1910. -
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much emphasis,' was laid on the part played by the shop
owner or middleman in pitting against each other the 
workers who applied to them for iron and thus reducing 
wages." When the proprietor of one small shop applied 
for work to the factor or master ... he would naturally 
say to the master, I So-and-so is at work, why cannot I 
have work?' Then the master would say, 'You do not 
work at the same price as he does; if you worked at the 
same price as he does, then you could have work;' and 
thus one man is pitted against another; he is compelled 
to accept low prices in order to get work." I In 1913 both 
employers, shop-owners and workers describe "the un
scrupulous middleman" as having ~en, up to I9II, "the 
curse of the trade." In 1888 much was made of the entire 
instability of piece-work prices: "I have worked at the 
trade," said a worker, "when the, half-inch chain ... 
was paid 75. per cwt., and since then it has been made, I 
am afraid, for less than 2S. per cwt." 8 "The outworkers' 
prices," stated a union official in 1913, "are, on the whole, 
40 per cent. less than those paid in factories. Neverthe
less, we got the outworkers' list at one time almost up to 
the level of the factory list, and we have had women's 
rates, at a time when they were well organised, higher 
than the Trade Board rates. But they soon dropped out 
of the union, and the rates fell at once." 

If the expansion of the chain-making industry which has 
taken place in the last thirty years had been accompanied by 
an advance in piece rates or earnings, the survival of these 
bad customs might perhaps have been tolerated as an evil 
which would be remedied as higher wages made the workers 
more capable of protecting themselves against oppression. 
In reality, however, there is little reason to suppose that the 
rates paid either for hand-hammered chain (the women's 

1 See below, pp. 61-62. 
I Third Report of Lords' Committee on Sweating System, 

Minutes of Evidence, 1889. 18,034. 
a Ibid~_I8,14I. 
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branch of the trade), or for dollied and tommied chain (the 
men', branch of the trade), were any higher immediately 
prior to the issue of the Trade Board's determination in 
1910 than they were when the industry was investigated 
by the Lords' Committee on the Sweating System. This 
point is of crucial importance to the formation of a reason
able judgment upon the policy of State intervention to fix 
minimum rates of paymenL Is it, or is it oot, the case 
that wages were rising before the Trade Board raised 
them? While, even if they were rising considerably, inter
vention might be desirable in order to make them rise more, 
and rise more rapidly, the need of intervention is clearly 
more urgent if, without intervention, they were tending to 
be almost stationary or to be falling. In order to test 
which hypothesis is correct the following table gives-(i) the 
piece-work prices for making three qualities of hand
hammered chain according to the list agreed upon by a 
Joint Committee of Employers and Operatives on 4th 
February 1889, and the piece-work prices obtaining for 
making the same qualities of chain in 1910, prior to the 
issue of the Trade Board's determination; (ii) the piece
work prices for making· dollied and tommied chain of 
.. common" quality (the only quality for which the Trade 
Board has fixed rates), according to the list of 1889, and 
the piece-work price, for making the same quality in 1910.1 
It should be noted that the prices given in the list of 1889 
were not necessarily, or even probably, observed in practice. 
This is, of course, one reason for the establishment of 
a Trade Board. But it invalidates any comparison 

I For' the hand-hammered and dollied lists of 1889 Bee 

Third Report of the Lords' Committee on the Sweating 
System. Minutes of Evidence. App. C. The prices given as 
paid for' hand-hammered chain in 1910 are based on inquiries 
made by the officers of the Trade Board (Chain Trade Board 
Papers. C. 210S. 16th August 1910); those given as paid for 
tommied or dollied chain have been supplied to me by the 
kindness of llr. C. H. Sitch. 
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between the workers' earnings in 1889 and in 1910 which is 
based solely on a comparison of piece-work prices. Further, 
it must be remembered that in 19IO the chain trade was 
only just beginning to recover from a severe depression. 
The rates paid in that year must, therefore, be regarded 
not as typical but as representing the result of the fatal 
process of cutting which went on prior to the establish
ment of the Trade Board. 

TABLE Ill. 

(i) Piece Rates for making Hand-hammered Chain. 

Commonest.! Per· Common. Per- Extra. Per-....--- centage ~ centage ------ centag 
Increase Increase Increw 

1889· 1910. or 1889. 1919. or 1889. 1910• or 
Decrease Decrease Decrea 

s. d. s. d, s. d. ... d. --- s. d. ... d, --
11'0.10 50 0 no info rmation 60 0 no info rmation 70 0 80 0 +14'2 .. 9 38 0 .. .. 48 0 60 0 +25 56 0 no info rmatio( .. 8 30 0 .. " 37 6 37 6 un- 44 0 

" 
,. .. 7 23 0 

" .. 28 6 28 6 cbanged 34 0 31 2l - 8'2 .. 6 17 0 13 0 -23'53 21 6 21 Ii ~. 1'74 26 0 27 0 + 3'S n 5 13 6 9 1 -32'71 16 6 12 II -21'71 19 6 16 4 -16'2 .. 4 10 6 8 ° -23'8 13 ° 9 10 -24'35 15 6 18 6 +19'3 n 3 9 ° 6 3 - 30 '55 II ° 8 3 -25 13 ° 12 6 - 3'B 
0' 2 7 6 5 II -21'11 9 3 7 1 -23'42 10 9 II 6 + 6'9 
" I} bare 6 9 no info rmation 8 6 no info rmation 9 9 no info rmatio! 

n I 6 3, 4 8 -25'33 7 9 6 4 - 18'27 9 ° 9 7 + 6'4 n -Iw 5 9 4 5 -23'18 7 ° 5 6 -21'42 8 ° no info rmatio! 

n»{ 
no no 'no ( 

infor- 3 10 .. , in'or· 4 7 ,,, infor· no info rmatiOl 
mation mation mation 

1 In the list of 1889, chain now called II commonest" is 
called II common (slap-dash)." and chain now called .. com
mon n is called ~. good ordinary n; the other two headings 
(" extra" and ~. best ") were the same in 1889 as they are 
now. 
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(ii) PU(' RaI~1 f" ",.!;i"Z Dolli~tl" To",mietl CAai". 

(iv) 

(i) (ii) (iii) Percentage 

1889. 1910• 
Median Increase 
191Q. or 

Decrease. 

I. d. I. tI. I. tI. I. tI. 
~o. 6 4· 0 25 010 30 0 27 6 - 34'S2 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. 
" .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
• .. .. 

S 31 0 21 0 .. 2J 0 22 0 -29'03 
4 . 2S 0 18 0 .. 20 0 II) 0 -24 
J 20 0 16 0 .. 18 0 17 0 - 'S • 16 0 IJ 0 .. IS 0 14 0 -12'5 
I hue · DO information no information ... 

'j"8S 1 · IJ 0 12 010 IJ 0 12 6 -
-It 10 0 II 0 .. 10 0 10 6 + 5 
H DO informalioo 8 6 .. 10 0 9 J . .. 
I bare 8 0 no information ... . .. 
I 7 0 7 0 7 ·0 uocbanged 
if no infonnatioo 5 0105 6 S J . .. 
f. bare 6 0 no information ... . .. 
it 5 4 6 0 6 0 +12'5 I bare · 4.0 no information ... . .. 

4 0 J o 10 3 6 3 3 -18'75 
full no information 3 0 3 0 . .. 

h J 8 J 0 . .. -IS'IS 

tf~U . · DO information J 0 3 0 . .. 
· 3 4 2 9 • 9 - '7'5 

full no information DO information ... .. . 
H 3 z • 6 to 2 S z 7 -IS'42 It f~1I no infurmation • 6 .. z S 2 7 ... 

no uJor!.tioo 
2 5 .. 2 7 2 6 -16'66 

I full · 2 5 .. 2 6 2 51 .., 
II • 10 

Z 3 .. z 4 z 3+ -19'12 

lar~ no information 2 J .. z 4 z 3t . .. 
· • 9 z 0 .. 2 3 • It -22'73 

CuD · · DO informatioa 2 0 .. • 3 2 It 
It z 7 I 10 " Z 0 I II -25'81 
U Cull DO information I 10 ,. • 0 1 II ... 
I • 5 no information ... .., 
·h. . · • 3 .. .. ... ... 

It will be observed that, in the majority of cases, 
the piece·work prices both for hand-hammered chain (the 
women's section of the trade) and for dollied or tommied 
chain (the men's section) were lower in 1910 than those 
fixed in 1889-. Out of twenty-five separate sizes and 
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qualities of hand-hammered chain the prices of seventeen 
had fallen, and of six had risen, two remaining unchanged; 
while all the advances except one took place on chain of 
.extra quality, and the prices of all sizes of commonest 
chain had fallen by amounts varying from 21 per cent. 
to 32 per cent. Out of seventee~ sizes of dollied or t9IIm~kd 
chain, for which information can be obtained, the prices 
of fourteen had fallen, of .two had risen, and of one was 
'unchanged; the smallest decrease being 3'85 per cent., and 
the largest 34'52 ,per cent. These facts agree, on the 
,whole, with the less reliable information derived from a 
comparison of the wage!jj earned in 19IO with those eaqled 
,at the earlier dates for which evidence is forthcoming. 
Reference to Table XVI. on pp. 97-98 will show that the 
'largest group of women chainmakers whose earnings can be 
calculated were obtaining in 19IO between 45. and 5s. a 
week. In 1876 it Was said that "women and girls get from 
2S. to 8s. a week at chain-making." 1 In 1889 a large 
firm stated that the earnings of the women chainmakers 
tmlp]oyed by them for the week ending 13th October 1889 
averaged 7s. 4d., from which 12! per cent. was to be de
ducted for shop, firing and tools.. The secretary 8 of the 
Midland Counties Trades' Federation put the average 
weekly earnings of men at from lOS. to 14s., and of women 
at between 45. and 45. 6d., while the latter were estimated 
by a clergyman 4 residing at Dudley at 6s. or 6s. 6d., and 
by four women workers Ii at 7s. (for 12 hours a day), 

1 Report of . Commissioners appointed to .inquire into the 
working of the Factory and Workshop AGts, 1876, Minutes of 
Evidence, 569.3. 

• Third Report· of Lords' Committee on Sweating System, 
.1889 • .Minutes of Evidence • .App. F. 

I Ibid. 17.867 and 17.868• 
" Ibid. 18.504. 
"Ibid. 18.816-19,273. The son of one witness earned us. 

to 135. a week at chain-making. paying forms 1iring and 
blower Qut of that. and the husband of another earned 14S. to 
1..58. a week. 
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5S. (less IS. for firing), 4S- CJd. (for 14 hours a day), and 
49. to 6s. 6d. respectively. While, therefore, an exact 
comparison of earnings in 1889 and earnings in I9Id is 
impossible, there is no reason to suppose that they were 
higher at the latter date than at the former. The earnings 
of the men working in factories rose I in the same period 
considerably, owing, it is to be presumed, to organisation. 
The earnings both of the men and of the women working 
at home or in small workshops either declined or were 
stationary, owing, presumably, to the absence 01 dective 
organisation. And real wages had declined even more 
than these figures luggest. For in 1889 prices were awost 
at the bottom of the great decline which began some ten 
years before and ended in 1896. Had, therefore, the Trade 
Board not intervened, the condition of the outworkers in 
1914 would probably have still been much what it Will in 
1876, 1888 and 1910. 

A condition of things which even so placid a body as the 
House of Lords' Committee on Sweating could describe by 
saying, .. Not only do the workpeople work long hours 
for small wages at work often unsuitable to their sex, but 
they are lubject also to numerous hardships and much 
injustice, on account of the helpless dependence of their 
condition,'" has naturally produced more than one pro
posal for reform. The suggestions made in 1876 and 
1888 ran, in the main, in well·worn channels. What struck 
the working - class witnesses most was, as was natural, 
the undercutting of men by the cheap labour of women and 
children, and the impossibility of organising effective 
trade unionism among workers, each of whom made his or 
her bargain separately with & small master and executed 

I Select Committee on Home-Work. Minutes of Evidence, 
2788 (Miss Macarthur): .. The men (i .•. factory workers] have 
increased their wages over So per cent. in the last fourteen 
years." 

• Fifth Report of Lords' Committee on Sweating System. 
1890. p. lxxxvit. 
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the work in isolation. In 1876, when the chain trade was 
being overrun by women displaced from the nail-making 
industry, the former grievance was uppermost in their 
minds, and they concentrated on two demands-the· legal 
limitation of the hours worked by women and children, and 
the prohibition of the employment of women upon chains 
exceeding 1 of an inch in diameter, partly on the ground 
that women were not ·strong enough to weld the large sizes 
of chain without inhuman exertion, partly because the 
men hoped to be relieved from their competition. The 
Commission naturally refused to accede to the last request. 
But the Factory Act of 1878, which assimilated the con
ditions of employment in workshops where young persons 
and children were employed to those obtaining in non
textile factories, not only abolished the most scandalous 
cases of overwork, but indirectly somewhat diminished the 
grievance of the men; and in 1888 less was said about 
the competition of female labour and more about the 
exactions of middlemen, the evils of domestic workshops, 
long hours and low wages. It was urged by the secretary 
of the Midland Counties Trades' Federation that outwork 
ruined the trade by making effective combination im
posSible, that all work ought to be done in factories, and 
that as a step towards this the regulations applying to 
factories should be extended so as to apply to the chain
makers' workshops. This would have the further advantage 
of abolishing the middleman"":::''' it would do away with one 
profit"L-and would thus enable wages to be raised. The same 
witness suggested that Parliament should fix a minimum I 
rate of wages--a proposal which an adroit cross-examina
tion induced him to retract; while the president of 
the Chainmakers' Society demanded that the maximum 
working day for men should be limited by law to eight 

1 Third Report of Lords' Committee on Sweating System, 
J889, J8,080. 

: Ibid. J8,039-J8,043. 
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hours.' The middle-class witnesses travelled farther afield. 
Site values should be taxed in order to give the workers 
"equal access to the land." I Co-operative factories should 
be established with capital advanced by the State, which 
would put an end to the middleman by purchasing iron 
and selling chain in the best market, and would offer the 
chainmaker sanitary conditions of employment in place 
of his stall in a shed; a Board should be elected directly 
by the workers to manage the industry; the age at which 
children might be employed would be raised to fourteen, 
and for the adult workers there would always II be plenty 
of work to do, because I should continuously curtail the 
hours of labour." I The latter scheme, which was approved 
by the Midland Counties Trades' Federation, was not 
altogether without fruit. and several small co-operative 
factories were established. But their end was the ordinary 
one of the (economically) righteous, and in less than two 
years they had ceased to exist. 

It would be cruel to examine minutely the proposals 
which the Lords' Committee on Sweating thought relevant 
to the evidence which they collected. Rightly supposing 
that they were not a body whom the public would expect 
to endorse II visionary schemes," they confined themselves, 
as far as the chain-making industry was concerned, 
to recommendations relating to the cleansing of workplaces, 
the registration of outworkers, the increase of the inspect
orate, the insertion in government contracts of a clause 

I Third Report of Lords' Committee OD Sweating System, 
1889,18,190-18.201. 

I Ibid. 18.611-18.620-
I Ibid. 21.620-21.115. App_ K. and 18.512-18.516. Mr. 

"Iabon. who produced the scheme for co-operative factories. 
leel1l8 to have alarmed the committee: II TheD what we are 
dealing with in your scheme is Dot a scheme for the relief of 
distress among these particular workers. but a scheme for 
eventually altering the whole aystem of employment. ••• 
Everybody to work and everybody to be in the pay of the 
State I" 
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requiring the articles supplied to be made in factories, and 
the prohibition of the employment of women in the manu
facture of chains exceeding a specified diameter. Of these 
proposals the last was impracticable as long as some 
thousand or fifteen hundred workers made chain at home; 
the last but one was the formal endorsement of an im
portant policy which. has conferred considerable benefit 
on the chain-making industry; and if the first three were 
so obvious as scarcely to need an inquiry extending over 
two years for their discovery, the value of the information 
collected may perhaps compensate subsequent generations 
for the impotence of the conclusions based upon it. What 
is important to notice, however, is that the proposal to 
establish minimum rates of payment was definitely rejected 
by the Committee of 1888 to 1890. But the low wages of 
the workers were the key to the situation, and almost all 
the other evils described by the Lords in their report 
flowed ultimately from the single fact that the workerS 
could be enforced to accept any payment which the 
employer dictated rather than face the loss of employment. 
Because wages were loW" they could not organise: .. 3d. a 
week to the union • . . is a loaf." 1 Because wages were 
low they were constantly in debt tff the middleman or 
shop-owner, who used the hold which this gave him to 
reduce wages still further. Because wages were low, 
women and children were obliged to supplement the 
earnings of their. husbands and fathers. Because wages 
were low the workers were underfed, living on .. bread and 
a drop of tea" ; 2 and because they were underfed their 
earnings fell still lower, for one cannot make chain all 
day on bread and tea. 

It was, therefore, a sure instinct 'which made the secre
tary of the Midlands Trades' Federation emphasise the 
desirability of fixing a minimum wage by law, and a 

1 Third Report of Lords' Committee on Sweating System, 
1889, 18,556, 19,342 • 

I Ibid. 19,131• 
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delusion that there existed some indirect method of im· 
proving the condition of the workers so long as their 
earnings remained at a level" barely sufficient to support 
existence." The most important event ill the history of 
the chain trade between 1890 and 11)09 was the formation 
in IC)OS of • society of women chainmakers under the 
title of "the Cradley Heath and District Hammered 
and Country Chainmakers' Association," which in June 
1907 became the Hammered Chain Branch of the National 
Federation of Women Worken.1 Apart from the impetus 
to organisation given by the establishment of this union, 
the change of· opinion which led to the scheduling of 
hand-hammered and dollied or tommied chain-making 
as one of the industries to which the Trade Boards Act of 
11)09 was to apply without Provisional Order was due 
not to any change in the circumstances of the chain
makers themselves, but partly to the activity of the Anti
Sweating League, partly to causes of a more general 
character, in particular the example of certain British 
colonies, which forced the question of the minimum wage 
to the front. The result was the appointment of a Select 
Committee on Home-Work, which in 1<}O8 reported in favour 
of establishing Trade Boards in four industries. Unfortu
nately, however, the chain-making trade was far from 
being the only industry which required intervention, and 
it was not altogether surprising that when the Trade Boards 
Bill was first introduced that trade should not have appeared 
in the schedule to it. That it was finally included was due 
principally to the energy and skill of Miss M. R. Macarthur, 
the secretary of the National Federation of Women Workers, 
to whom the workers at Cradley Heath; like women 
workers everywhere, owe a deep debt of gratitude. Seconded 
by Mr. Mallon and by Mr. T. Sitch, the secretary of the 
Union of Men Chajornakers, she led an agitation to make 
the chain-making industry one of the four trades to which 

• Report of Hammered Chain Brancb of National Feder&
ti011 of Women. Workers, 21St August 1909 to 31st Marcb 1911, 
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the Trade Boards Act should apply without a. Provisional 
Order. Many of the employers who had suffered from 
the undercutting of rates by unscrupulous or incom
petent competitors welcomed the proposal. On an amend
ment moved by Mr. Henderson, the chain trade was 
scheduled in the place of the ready-made blouse trade. 
Being at once the smallest, the most compact and the 
most necessitous of the industries in which Boards were 
established under the Act, it was the earliest of the four 
industries to have minimum rates fixed by its Board, 
and was thus the first trade to which minimum wage 
legislation has been applied in England since the repeal 
of the Spitalfields Acts in 1:824. 



III 

THE CONSTITUTION AND PROCEDURE OF THE 
CHAIN TRADE BOARD 

THE Trade Boards Act came into force on 1st January 
1910. Already, on 25th November 1909, the Board of 
Trade had issued regula tions establishing a Trade Board 
for the Hammered or Dollied and Tommied Chain Trade, 
and the autumn of 1909 was occupied with bringing the 
Board into existence. It held its first meeting on 7th 
January 1910, in the District Council Offices at Old Hill, 
near Cradley Heath. On loth May 1910, it presented a 
.. proposal to fix" rates for hand-hammered chain, and 
on 15th October 1910, a similar" proposal to fix" rates 
for the tommied or dollied section of the trade. After the 
lapse of three months, in which objections were heard, 
the rates were actually fixed by the Trade Board-for the 
former on 22nd August 1910, for the latter on 1st February 
191I. After the lapse of a further six months, the rates 
were made obligatory by order of the Board of Trade 
on 23rd February 19II, and 2nd August 19II, respectively. 
The first Chain Trade Board held its twenty-seventh and 
last meeting on 4th December 1912, when it came to an 
end, its three years of office having expired. Regulations 
establishing a new Chain Board were issued by the Board 
of Trade on 14th February 1913. The first meeting of the 
new Board took place on 2nd April 1913. On IIth August 
1913, it issued a .. Proposal to Vary" the rates fixed in 
1910. It has held in all five meetings, and its term of 
office will expire at the beginning of 1916. 

From this ~ary of the main events in the history ., 
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of the Chain Trade Board we may now go on to describe its 
constitution and proceedings, leaving till later our exam
ination of the actuaJ nature of its detenninations. The 
question of the authority by which rules fixing a minimum 
wage are to be made is a crucial one. Among the objec
tions brought against the establishment of legally enforceable 
minimum rates, it has frequently been urged that, even 
if economically desirable, they are not practicable. No 
authority, it has been argued, competent to make rules 
for the complicated interests involved 'could be created; , 
if brought into existence it would be baffled by technical 
difficulties, or stultified by the divergent interests of its 
members; while, if it succeeded in agreeing sufficiently 
tq issue a detennination, its decision would be regarded 
by those conducting the trade as a piece of impertinent 
and oppressive interference, which would carry with it no 
moral weight, and would receive only the superficial 
compliance needed to escape the penalties of the law. 
That these difficulties have not arisen in any serious 
fonn on the existing Trade Boards, is due partly to their 
representative character, partly to the presence of ap
pointed members, partly to the extreme and almost 
exaggerated caution with which their proceedings are 
conducted. According to section II (1) of the Trade 
Boards Act, a Trade Board is to consist of three groups 
of persons--(i) representatives of employers; (ii) repre
sentatives of workpeople; (iii) appointed members 
nominated by the Board of Trade. The choice of the 
latter, who form three out of the fifteen members of the 
Chain Trade Board, entailed no speciaJ difficulty. They 
consist of the chairman of the Trade Boards, of a gentle
man who has had much experience as an arbitrator in 
trade disputes, and of a lady who had been employed 
by the Board of Trade to investigate the conditions of 
labour, and who took the place of another lady since 
created one of the Insurance Commissioners. In the 
case of the fonner two classes, the first difficulty, in an 
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unorganised industry like the chain trade, was to find or 
create a constituency. A second difficulty was that both 
employers and employed include two classes whose 
interests are not identical: on the one hand, the factory 
occupiers and the shop-owners, who, while they employ 
wage-earners, are themselves usually employed by the 
factory occupiers; on the other hand, men workers and 
women workers. What actually happened was that the 
Board of Trade's regulations determined the proportion 

,in which these different interests should be represented, 
giving out of the six employers' seats five seats to factory 
occupiers and one to shop-owners or subcontractors, 
and out of the six workpeople's seats two seats to women 
and four to men. The fact that the manufacture of chain 
is concentrated in a small area made the choice of repre
sentative members easier tban it is in most unorganised 
industries. They were elected at public meetings held 
Ad /we after advertisement at Cradley Heath, those elected 
being naturally, however, persons already determined 
upon by the employers' association and the trade 
unions. As ultimately constituted, the Board included, 
among others, the chairman of the Employers' Association, 
the head of another large firm, a leading shop-owner, the 
secretary of the Factory Workers' Union, an official of 
the Outworkers' (Men's) Union, and the secretary of the 
Women Workers' Federation, together with three persons 
actually working at the trade. The importance of leaving 
both sides free to choose, if they please, persons who are 
not themselves directly engaged in the industry has been 
clearly established by the experience of all the Trade 
Boards. It is in the interests of a Board that each side 
should make out for itself the best case possible, which 
is usually most likely to be done if claims drafted by 
persons with practical experience of the industry are 
formulated by persons accustomed to negotiation. In 
the case of a trade where trade unionism is weak or 
recently estabJisbed. it is essential that the workers 
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should be able to choose as their representatives persons 
who cannot be intimidated, and who are accustomed to 
speaking with employers in the gate. Compared with 
a body of business men whose livelihood consists to a great 
measure in bargaining, and who obtain information as 
to the condition and prospects of the industry in the 
ordinary course of . their everyday occupation, the dis
abilities of the manual worker are, as it is, heavy enough. 
There is no guarantee that justice will be done to their 
case, unless it is expressed by persons some of whom 
have the same qualifications as the employers. 

A Trade Board does not get rid of the effect upon the 
determination of wages of bargaining, bluff, economic 
power and skilful diplomacy, though it sets limits to the 
use to which they can be put. In the earlier stages of 
the negotiations the appointed members usually content 
themselves with listening. It is left to the representatives 
of the two sides to make and debate the initial proposals; 
and, as long as this is so, the actual procedure of a Trade 
Board is very similar to that of any committee on which 
employers and employed meet to settle questions affecting 
t.heir industry. Each party begins by making offers 
which it knows that the other will not accept. On the 
Chain Trade Board, for example, the first demand of the 
workers' representatives was that women's rates should 
be fixed so as to yield the normal worker 3d. per hour; 
while the employers, on the other hand, suggested z!d. 
In negotiating as to piece prices the employers offered 
7s. per cwt. for a certain standard size and quality of 
chain; the workers asked for 8s.1 The ordinary argu
ments were used on each side, the employers urging that 
the time rate which they proposed for women compared 
favourably with that paid in other trades in the district, 
that if wages were raised unduly the trade would suffer 
from foreign competition, that the concession of the 
workers' demands would mean the wholesale displace-

I Chain Trade Board Minutes, 7th JanU(U"y 1910, 
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ment of labour by machinery, that the Trade Board's 
duty was to fix a .. minimum," not a .. standard," wage 
(a point to which we return later); the workers' repre
sentatives emphasising the low wages at present earned, 
the increasing cost of living, the probability that better 
wages would mean better work, and ridiculing the sugges
tion that the rate proposed would cause either foreign 
competition or the introduction of machinery to become a 
serious menace. When each side had manamvred for a 
position and seen enough of the other's hand, individual 
members would meet and talk matters over, and their 
differences would frequently be settled out of court by an 
arrangement to put forward an agreed rate as a compromise, 
for example (to return to the instances given above), 21<1. 
and '/So 6d.1 The extent to which the original proposals 
are modified by discussion depends, of course, to a con
siderable extent, on the relation of the representative 
members to their constituents. It is conceivable that 
one side or the other might come to the Board with a 
direct mandate to demand certain terms and accept no 
others. Something of this kind has happened upon one 
Board, where a powerful Employers' Association laid down 
the maximum which it was prepared to. offer, with the 
result that some of the members of the Trade Board 
adhered to it, against their own judgment and wishes, 
out of loyalty to their organisation. On the first Chain 
Board, however, discussion was free and formed opinion 
even on the major issue of the basis from which the rates 
were to start. Once that had been determined, the 
technical questions involved in drafting actual piece prices 
were dealt with by the appointment of subcommittees 
of employers and workpeople. It is not the least of 
the advantages of a Trade Board, compared with 
certain other methods of settling wages, that it fixes the 
responsibility for reaching a practicable conclusion upon 

I Chain Trade Board Minutes, 2nd February and 2nd March 
1910. 
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persons who are fond of describing themselves as practical 
1l).en. 

,So Jar we 1,Jave spoken as though the Trade Board's 
detennin!ltio~ depended entirely upon the representa
t,ives of employers and worke;rs. In reality, of course, a 
Boa.r4 inc~u<;les a third group, the appointed members, 
~w;n1;lePng, ~ the case of the ~hain Trade Board, three 
out of :6.fteen me1l).bers. It is scarcely too much to say 
that' the ~ppo.mted members are the pivot upon which the 
whole system turns. Their importance was not so con
spi~uous, perhaps, in the case of the :first Chain Trade 
Board, as in that of some of the other Boards, for- two 
reasons. In the :6.rst place, the employers on the :first 
C~n Trade Board, at any rate, were not quite unanimous 
in .their policy. A member would occasionally break 
away,an<;l as one of the six employers was a shop-owner, 
who, wJille he employs wage-earners himself, is al~ an em
ployee of the factory occupiers, his colleagues were to some 
extent kept in check by the knowledge that his interests 
were ,not in !lll cases .identical with their own. In the 
sec;on<;l place, whereas in the case of certain of the other 
Boards ,t1),e ma~ticeQbtains of ,,' voting by sides," which 
mean~ that the majority of each side detennines its policy, 
and that ea<:h si<le presents a united front on the Board, 
on the .ch~in l'rade Board voting takes place by head and 
notl;>y siC!les,so that a defection from one side of one vote 
1l).eans, # the ,appointed members hold their hand, that the 
questio,p- il' canie4 ~gainst it; - Nevertheless, even on the 
CJlain Ira-de ~o!lr4, the power of the appointed members 
is -consid~rable. Jnthe earlier stages it is usually not 
exer«ised.. The two sides initiate the proposals which 
are to be debate4, and the appointed members listen. 
The members of the two sides vote on a motion, and if 
each side acts as a unit .they are equal. The appointed 
members refrain frQm voting, and the motion is therefore 
not cax:ried. The two sides must put forward new motions; 
each has to consider whether, if it pitches itsr.:laim too high, 
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the appointed members may DOt vote for that of the other 
side aDd cany a motion against it. Insensibly, therefore, 
it moderates its claims. It is better for the employers to 
offer a farthing more for fear that the workpeople may 
offer to accept a farthing Jess aDd wiD the appointed 
members to their side. It is better for the workpeople 
to accept less thaD they claim rather than to aIJow the 
employers. by moderating their demands, to carry the 
appointed members with them. Their mere presence, 
therefore, narrows the margin between one party and the 
other. They Deed DOt vote or even discuss. and. in 
practice, in the earlier stages of the proceedings, they do 
DOt. AIl they have got to do is to sit still aDd look intelli~ 
gent. 

But as the two parties approach each other, the duties 
of the appointed members become active and DOt merely 
passive, because their vote will be decisive. It would be 
wrong to can them arbitrators. An arbitrator bears 
evidence and then gives his own decision. The appointed 
members do DOt give a decision of their own. Though 
their influence over the earlier stages of the Board's pro. 
ceedings is probably teDding to iocreage, on the first 
Chain Trade Board, at any rate, they voted, in practice. 
only on motions submitted by representative members, 
aDd, in any case, when a motion is carried, the decision is 
not theirs but that of the wbole Board. In the last resort,. 
bowever, they do bold a casting vote, and this fact has two 
important consequences. It means, in the first place, 
that a complete failure on the part of the Board to arrive 
at any decision at an is virtually impossible. The formula, 
10 common in most conferences of employers and workers 
-" the meeting broke up witbout any agreement being 
reached "-can rarely, if ever, have any applicatioD to a 
Trade Board, for if the appointed members disagree with 
ODe party they almost necessarily agree with the other. 
It is. of course, desinble that the settlement should be ODe 

which recommends itseU to the ffpresetl.tatl~1 of both 
J 
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sides, since they will have to explain it and help to make 
it work. But even a decision which is forced upon one 
side by the vote of the appointed members is better than 
a continuance of the industrial anarchy which goes on when 
the machinery for bargaining can be broken down by the 
dlsappointed party. One side may walk out of the room
the employers on the Chain Trade Board recently did so 
rather than acquiesce in a resolution in favour of pro
ceeding to take steps to raise the minimum time-rate for 
hand-hammered chain-making from 2!d. to 2!d.-but 
their disappearance does not terminate the Board's exist
ence, and the knowledge that its proceedings may continue 
in their absence makes them extremely reluctant to leave 
the other side with the appointed members in possession 
of the field, as long as there is any possibility of modifying 
the Board's decision. When that possibility has ceased 
to exist, the dramatic withdrawal of one party ~s not a 
matter of great practical importance. 

In· the second place, the presence of the appointed 
members does not merely help to bring the two parties 
together; it helps also to give a more rational and less 
partisan tone to the Board's discussions, and offers some 
degree of security that some weight will be allowed to con
siderations of social expediency. What this means in 
detail will necessarily vary from one time to another and 
from Board to Board. What it means in principle is 
that the presence on the Boards of persons unconnected 
with the industry does something to prevent questions of 
wages being settled by a mere wrangle of conflicting in
terests. For one thing, when either party makes state
ments it is necessary for them to endeavour to prove them, 
or they will be discounted by the appointed members, and 
the case will naturally tend to go against those making 
them. When two parties are negotiating over questions 
upon which some light can be thrown by the presentation 
of concrete evidence, it seems reasonable that such evi
dence should be produced. The reason why,..in the ordinary 
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process of collective bargaining between a trade union 
and an employers' association, that is 10 rarely done is, 
however, very simple. It is that each side is almost 
pledged to disregard any evidence which makes against 
its claims. On a Trade Board, on the other hand, there is 
a third party to convince, namely, the appointed members, 
and for this reason it becomes worth while to test the state
ments of the two sides by an appeal to facts. Thus, when 
in July 1912 the workers' representatives in the chain 
trade demanded I that the minimum rates fixed in 1910 

Ihould be raised, they based their claim partly on certain 
alleged facts which the employers' representatives denied. 
Where the persons with first-hand knowledge of the 
industry disagreed, how were outsiders to fonn an opinion? 
Was it the case that the cost of living and of fuel had risen 
since the minimum rates were fixed in 1910, that the 
quality of chain had improved, that the competition of 
foreign countries and of machine-made chain was serious? 
The only thing to do was to collect infonnation by which 
the contradictory statements could be tested. This 
accordingly, after a provisional agreement had been 
reached, the Trade Board officials did. Evidence was 
obtained and disseminated upon which lOme reasonably 
accurate judgment could be fonned of the economic 
situation of the industry." • 

For another thing, and more important still, the pres
ence of appointed members is lOme guarantee that con
siderations of a larger kind than always present them
selves to the members immediately connected with the 
industry will be taken into account. It is always poss
ible that the latter may disregard the claims of some 
minority which is not adequately represented on the 
Board, for example, women or young persons. There is a 
tendency, again, for the employers' side to argue that a 

I Chain Trade Board Minutes. 1st July. 311t July and 
13th November 1912 • 

• Chain Trade 80ard Papers. No • .}04. 
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minimum once fixed should not be altered. The duty of a 
Trade Board, it is urged, is to prevent sweating by fixing 
minimum rates; when it has fixed minimum rates, that 
fact in itself is a proof that sweating has been prevented; 
to raise the minimum further is to go beyond its functions. 
Such an interpretation of the Trade Boards Act can be 
met only by showing that public policy requires that 
wages should be as high as the conditions of the industry 
concerned will allow-whether they should be raised at the 
Cost of killing some section of the industry is a question 
which has not arisen on the Chain Trade Board, and which 
we need not discuss. It is the appointed members who 
are best able to emphasise that larger point of view, 
because they have no personal interest in the decision 
reached. 

It will be seen from what has been said above that the 
issue of a determination by a Trade Board is usually pre
ceded by a lengthy period of discussion. To anyone 
who examines the actual proceedings of the Chain Trade 
Board, or indeed of any other, the suggestion sometimes 
made that the system is likely to result in ill-advised 
interference, in rashly thrusting an iron rod into the 
mechanism of industry, will appear ,almost ludicrous., In 
practice the Boards' proceedings are characterised by a 
caution surpassing that of Government departments. The 
Chain Trade Board, in particular, cannot be accused of any 
undue precipitation in reaching its determination. It held 
its first meeting on 7th January 1:91:0. It did not issue a 
" proposal to fix" rates for hand-hammered chain till loth 
May 1910, and for "dollied and tommied" chain till 
I5th October of the same year. The rates for these two 
classes of chain were not actually fixed till 22nd August 
I910 and Ist February I9II respectively; and the Board 
of Trade did not make the former rates obligatory till 
23rd February I9II, when the Chain Trade Board had 
held as many as twenty meetings, and the latter till 
2nd August I9II. The demand for an "advance in the 
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minimum rates was first brought forward on 1st July 
1912, and it was not till a year later, 13th August 1913. 
that the .. proposal to vary," which is still merely a pro
posal,1 and has to wait for further ratification, first by the 
Trade Board, and secondly by the Board of Trade, was 
issued, and even this gives no idea of the· extreme cir. 
cumspection with which the Trade Board proceeds. At 
every stage there is a sifting of proposals. When, at 
length, after exhaustive discussion, the II proposal to fix" 
certain rates has been agreed upon, there takes place what 
is virtually a referendum of the whole industry. Notices 
containing the proposed rates are sent out and must be 
affixed in workshops. Opportunity is given to employers 
and workers to send to the Board their objections and 
criticisms. Deputations are received and heard. The 
representative members go over the proposed determina
tion with their constituents. In the case of the Chain 
Trade, Cradley Heath was visited by the Board's officials, 
and comments upon the rates were received on the spot. 
The result is that by the time the Board actually fixes 
rates almost every one who has a view to express has been 
consulted. After all this comes nominally a further period 
of waiting, the six months of II limited operation," in which 
an employer must pay the minimum unless he has a 
written agreement to the contrary, is liable to civil pro· 
ceedings but not to prosecution if he pays less than the 
minimum without having such an agreement, and is 
eligible for public contracts only if he has given written 
notice to the Trade Board that he will pay it and be liable 
to prosecution if he does not. In the case of the Chain 
Trade this last stage was cut out. When, in August 1910, 

'employers and middlemen began requiring their workers 
to agree in writing to accept less than the minimum, the 
latter, on the instruction of the union, which held that 
employers were trying to pile up stocks before the higher 

I Since this was written the Chain Trade Board has fixed new 
ratea in accordlnce with this propoaal (see below, p. 49). 
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rates carne into operation, refused. The result was a 
lock-out, lasting from 17th August to early in October, 
which affected about half the women in the. trade, and 
which was ended by the employers agreeing to give formal 
notice making the payment of the .minimum rates fully· 
obligatory upon them; and to employ only such shop
owners as agreed to pay those rates. Thus the period in 
which the payment of less than the minimum could be 
punished by a fine began earlier in the chain trade than 
in the other industries which carne under the Trade Boards. 
The Chain Board's determination had, however, been 
already so thoroughly sifted, that no practical disadvantage 
resulted from this departure from the usual procedure. All 
it· did was to prevent the piling up of stocks at low rates 
from leading to a period of unemployment when the rates 
were made obligatory by the Board of Trade. 



IV 

THE DETERMINATIONS ISSUED BY THE CHAIN 
TRADE BOARD 

THE final results of the Chain Trade Board's labours were, 
four lists laying down a minimum time rate and minimum 
piece rates for hand-hammered and dollied or tommied 
chain-making, rules incidental to their enforcement, and 
rule. as to apprenticeship. According to the provisions 
of section 4 of the Trade Boards Act, a Trade Board Must 
fix general minimum time rates, and may, if it thinks fit, 
fix either (a) general minimum piece rates (.... piece 
rates applying to all the fums in the industry), or (b) 
special minimum piece rates (i.,. piece rates applying to 
particular firms for which they have been specially drafted 
on the application of those firms to the Trade Board). 
The minimum time rate fixed by the first Chain Trade 
Board was 21d. per hour for hand-hammered chain (the 
women's section of the trade), and fromsd. to 7d. per hour 
for dollied or tommied chain (the men's section of the 
trade), according to the diameter of the iron used. These 
minimum time rates were to be paid when the ~Is. fuel, 
blast and workshop accommodation were provided for the 
worker by the employer. When, as is done by single
handed workers, these are provided by the worker, a 
higher minimum time rate must be paid, namely, 3ld. for 
hand-hammered chain, and from 6jd. to 9ld- for dollied or 
tommied chain. As it was agreed by the representative 
members of the Board that the standard working week 
should he considered to be fifty-four hours for women, 
and forty-eigh. hours for men, the weekly time wage for a 

J. 
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full week's labour, as fixed by the first Chain Trade 
Board, works out at us. 3d. for women, and at from 
20S. to 28s. for men.l The minimum fixed for women 
is, it will be agreed, extremely low; it is lower than 
the time rates fixed by anyone of the other three 
Boards established under the Act of 1:909. As is pointed 
out above, it was a compromise between the employers' 
offer of 2ld., and the workers' demand for 3d. That 
it should have been accepted by the latter was due 
rather to the special circumstances of the time when it 
was fixed, than to their adherence to the view that 21d. 
per hour could be regarded as an adequate wage for a 
woman chainmaker. When the firSt Trade Board met, 
in . January :191:0, the industry was only just beginning 
to recover from a severe depression. The exports of 
"anchors, grapnels, cables and chains," which had 
<UDounted to 38,U2 tons in :1907, fell to 27,826 tons in 
.:r908, and to 25.982 tons in :1909. In :191:0 trade began 
to revive, and the exports rose to 28.478 tons. But the 
depression of the preceding year was still vividly in the 
minds of the workers; no one. could say in the earlier 
part of :19:10 whether it was yet over; and naturally the 
resistance to a low rate--at least, as a temporary .measure 
-,was less vigorous than it would have been if trade had 
been normal. Further, the Chain Trade Board was the 
fust Board to fix minimum rates. Its members were 
naturally, though perhaps excessively, cautious. It was 
felt that if an attempt to fix a higher rate than 2ld. led to 
a rupture on the Board or to any industrial disturbance, 
the future of the whole movement might be jeopardised ; 
and as 2ld. per hour was a considerable advance on the 
wages· earned at the time by women, it was accepted. 
What the members of the Chain Trade .Board did not, 
perhaps, sufficiently realise was, that by fixing a low rate 

• Men's hours of labour vary very much: often they work , 
more than forty-eight hours per week. in which case, of course, 
their earnings are greater than those given in 'he text. 
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they might be helping to keep down wages in other in· 
dustries. The rate established by one Board is inevitably 
quoted when other Boards are fixing wages. One of the 
commonest objections to the rates of 3id. and 31<i per 
bour proposed for women by the Boards in the clothing 
and cardboard box·making industries respectively; was 
that the Chain Trade Board had fixed a minimum of 2id. 

In the chain·making industry, however, the time rates, 
though important as serving as a standard for the guidance 
of the Board in fixing piece rates, are in the actual routine 
of administration of minor consequence. The really vital 
issue was not the fixing of a time rate, but the drafting of 
piece-work lists. In this respect the determination of 
the Chain Trade Board presents a marked contrast to 
tbose of the Boards in the clothing and paper and card
board box-making trades. In the latter industries, 
where, though the majority of workers are paid by the 
piece, the variety of rates is such as to bave made general 
minimum piece rates covering the whole, or even the 
greater part, of the trade hitherto appear impracticable, 
the crucial element in the Board's determination is the 
minimum time rate. On the one band, an employer whose 
piece rates are challenged bas to prove that they yield the 
ordinary worker at least the minimum time rate, and a 
worker of normal capacity who is earning less than this 
has a prim" /acU case against him. On the other hand, 
the investigating officer who wishes to ascertain whether 
an outworker is being paid the required minimum, has 
no fixed list by which he can judge the rates at which 
she is paid. All he can do is to endeavour to ascertain 
bow many bours she works, in order to earn a given sum, 
and from it calculate as best he can whether the piece 
rates fixed by the employer are such as to yield the hourly 
minimum fixed by the Board. In the chain-making 
industry the situation is quite different. Not only, as is 
inevitable in a trade where outwork is so predominant, 
are the vast-majority of tbose employed piece-workers, 
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.but the trade has always been governed in theory by general 
piece-work lists, which, though hitherto largely inoperative 
except in the factories, in which they are enforced by the 
men's organisation, are nevertheless the ordinary apparatus 
for calculating wages. The principal task of the Chain 
Trade Board was to :6.x a list of minimum piece prices. 
The establishment of a minimum time rate, though necessi
tated by the Act, would hardly have received attention 
without it, and there was some reluctance on the Board to 
undertake it. In practice it applies only to the very few 
workers who, quite occasionally, are put on an hourly wage: 
how few these are may be judged from the statement of 
an experienced authority that there are not more than 
three Qr four shops in the whole industry where workers 
are paid by time. Any statement, therefore, that all the 
women workers in the chain trade are earning at least 
2!d. per hour, or all the men at least Sd., must be received 
with considerable caution. Except in the case of the few 
workers who are paid by time, what the Board and its 
officers are concerned in maintaining is compliance with 
the list of general minimum piece rates. This fact enor
mously facilitates the work of enforcing the Board's 
determination, and, given adequate inspection, makes 
impossible the non-compliance which, in the case of out
workers employed in the clothing and box-making trades, 
for whom no general minimum piece rates have as yet 
.been fixed, is only too easy. But it leaves the correspond
ence of the minimum piece rates with the minimum time 
rate still a matter for investigation. No doubt a rough 
correspondence does exist between them; for the piece 
rates were drafted by practical men with the minimum 
time rate in their minds. Probably, however, it is only 
rough; for the speed at which different chainmakers 
work varies enormously; if employers demand even a 
slightly better quality of chain, their output necessarily 
falls oft; and a small rise in the price of fuel is sufficient 
to bring their net earnings below the minimum. For 
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these reasons piece rates should always be fixed so as to 
yield the nonnal worker more than the minimum time 
rate. and investigations into earnings and hours should 
from time to time be made to ensure that the piece list 
really doe. yield the minimum hourly wage. 

The actual process by which rates were arrived at may be 
illustrated from the procedure of the Board with regard 
to a single problem. the fixing of rates for dollied and 
tommied chain. First of all, two time rates were agreed 
upon.' of which the fint and lower was to be of merely 
provisional service for calculating the piece rates to be 
paid upon the commonest quality of chain, the only 
quality of dollied or tommied chain for which rates were 
fixed: the second was to be the legally enforceable minimum 
time rate to be paid to time workers, and was fixed on a 
higher level. because it applied to all chains. not only to the 
commonest quality. To erect piece rates on the basis of 
time rates it was necessary to decide how much chain the 
ordinary worker could be expected to make in a given 
time. It was agreed that an average quantity of work 
was C)O yards of .. short link .. chain.- But the chain trade 
is a very exhausting one: and the larger the diameter of 
the iron worked. the more exhausting it is. It is quite 
impossible for a man who makes the heavier kind of chain 
to work as long as the man who makes the lighter kinds. 
Hence. unless be is to have a lower weekly wage because 
he does harder work. he must be paid on a higher hourly 
rate. I How much higher should the time rate paid for the 
heavier kind of chain be? This was a point which could 
be settled only by the practical experience of those 
members of the Trade Boards who were familiar with 
the technique of the industry. Their conclusions were 
verified by an inquiry subsequently made by the officer 
of the Trade Board into the number of hours normally 

J Chain Trade Board MiDDtes, 20th April19JQ. 
• Chain Trade Board Papers: Draft Report (unnumbered) 

of Procedure iD bing Dollied and Tommied Rates. 
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worked - by different groups -of workers. It was found 
that factories and workshops were generally open in 
Cradley Heath for fifty-four hours per week, that 
men making chain with links less than 1 inch in 
diameter usually worked from forty-eight to fifty hours, 
and that the working week decreased gradually as the 
diameter of the iron -worked increased, amounting in the 
case of men making between H-II' and III' full to about-

- forty to forty-two hours, and in the case of men making 
H' and over to thirty-six to thirty-eight hours.1 Different 
time rates were, therefore, fixed, which varied, -according 
to the size of the iron, as follows:- -

Minimum Time Rate. 
No.6. I.S.W.G. to 
i" to ~"+:h" 

H"to 1" +:h" 
ta" to it" + .J"¥;" 

Sd. 
Sd. 
61d. 
7d. 

The next thing to do was to construct a piece list on the 
basis of these time rates. Here the Board was helped by 
the existence of lists which were already in existence, 
though in practice they were not observed. The Board 
took one of them as a basis of discussion, I reduced some 
of the rates and raised others to produce a harmonious 
scale of prices, and added prices for intermediate sizes over 
1·, for which in the past prices had not been fixed. The 
result was the list of " Minimum Rates for makirig Dollied 
or Tommied Chain.~" -

Into the- mysteries of the piece lists as they finally 
appeared, I do not propose to enter.B Their details cannot 
easily be made intelligible to a person unacquainted with 
the industry, and it is not necessary here to do more than 

I Chain Trade Board Papers. 
I Chain Trade Board Minutes, 2Sth May 1910 • 

• The production of these lists is not desired by persons 
connected with the trade; the reader would learn very little 
from them. 
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give a general statement of their main principles. For 
the purpose of piece-work lists the chain trade may be 
grouped into the two broad divisions which we have already 
described, hand-hammered chain, the women's section of 
the industry, consisting of chain made and shaped solely by 
use of a hammer, and dollied or tommied chain, the men's 
lection of the industry, consisting of chain which, after 
being welded, is given a smoother finish by being shaped 
by means of a tommy or dolly. The hand-hammered 
branch of the trade is itself subdivided into short link, coil 
chain and country work. Short link chain is the chain in 
which the links are short, that is to say, are not more 
than about four and a half or five times the . diameter 
of the iron. Coil chain is a generic term for chain other 
than short link, which is made in long lengths for sale 
merely as chain and for no specific or known purpose. 
Country work consists of a. great variety of articles, often, 
as the name implies, for country or agricultural uses, such 
as cow ties, plough traces, etc., but also comprising articles 
ranging from rabbit-traps to convicts' leg-chains. The 
piece list represents a combination of several variable 
factors, weight of chain turned out, diameter of iron used, 
quality of chain and number of links to a foot. Thus the 
prices of short link chain are reckoned at so much per cwt. 
of chain produced. Both in the case of hand-hammered 
and of dollied or tommied chain they vary according to the 
diameter of the iron, and, in the case of hand-hammered 
chain, according to the quality of the work, four grades 
of hand-hammered short link chain being recognised 
-" commonest," "common," "extra" and " best" -for 
which different prices have been fixed. The prices of 
"country chain" are calculated in different ways according 
to the particular article under consideration, sometimes 
per cwt., sometimes per gross of links or rings, sometimes 
per number of chains made: they depend, like those of 
short link chain, on the size of the iron and the quality of 
the workmanship, with the difference that whereas in the 
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caSe of the fonner the Board has fixed a separate price 
for each grade of chain produced, in the case of the latter 
it has fixed rates only for the "commonest" chain, and 
provided in general tenns that higher qualities are to be 
paid for at higher rates. The construction of a piece list 
is, therefore, a work of considerable labour, and would be 
quite impossible of accomplishment by any body not 
composed, like a Trade Board, of persons who have 
practical experience of the industry. 

The constitution of the Trade Board, however, makes the 
technicalities, _which puzzle the outsider, quite a minor_ 
matter. Provided its members can agree as to the basis 
from which the piece list is to start, the adjustment of 
individual rates is comparatively easy. The custom of the 
trade in fixing piece rates has always- been to base the 
large number of prices which have to be settled upon a 
standard price for iron of a certain diameter, and to cal
cu1ate the prices of chain of larger or smaller dimensions 
from this datum. The different lists which have been 
from time to time -in use are known by the price which 
they fix for this particular size. Thus there is a 6s. 6d. 
list, a 6s. list, 5s. 6d., 5s., 4s. 6d., 45., 3~. 6d. lists, under 
which the worker is paid from 6s. 6d; to 3s. 6d., as the case 
may be, for making links of the size which is taken as a 
basis; and the worker who knows on which list he or she 
is being paid can calculate what the prices should be for 
chain of different sizes and qualities. The crucial issue 
for the Trade Board to detennine was the basis from which 
its list was to start; The employers wanted the Board 

,to fix prices -on the basis of the 45. list for dollied chain, 
and the 3S. 6d. list for hand-hammered chain, the workers 
on the basis of the 5s. list for the fonner and the 45. 6d. 
list for the latter. Ultimately the 45. 6d. list for dollied 
and 'the 45. list for hand-hammered were adopted as a 
compromise, and four lists of prices were produced, one for 
"short link" hand-hammered chain, two (including a 
supplementary list issued later) for "country chain"_ 
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and one for dollied or tommied chain. These lists fix the 
price to be paid to the worker, according to the diameter 
of the iron, quality of the chain and other facton men· 
tioned above. Since the chain may be made either by 
a .. single-handed worker" in his or her own home, or on 
the premises of a shop-owner, each list includes two scales 
of prices. of which one is to be paid when workshop, tools, 
and fuel are provided by the worker, and the other, 
which is 25 per cenL lower than the first, is to be paid 
when they are provided by the employer. The question 
whether the lists apply to any particular section of workers 
depends entirely on the quality of work which they are 
doing. Chain made in factories, for example, is of 
high quality, and is in practice paid for on a higher list 
than that fixed by the Trade Board. The rates thus 
fixed are still in operation, but in July and November 
1912, resolutions were moved I by the workers' repre
sentatives in favour of taking steps to vary the time rate 
for hand-hammered chain from 21d. to 3d. an hour, If with 
consequent alterations of piece rates," and to make in·' 
creases in the dollied and tommied rates of roughly similar 
amounts. . The workers' side of the Board put forward 
its original demand for a minimum for hand-hammered 
chain of 3d. an hour, the figure since fixed for women 
making cardboard and paper boxes. and supported their 
case by arguing tbat the price of necessaries had risen 
since the rates were fixed, that the price of breeze had gone 
up, which meant that the workers' net earnings were 
reduced, that the quality of the chain produced bad im· 
proved and that trade was now prosperous, whereas, when 
the first minimum rates were fixed, it was unusually de
pressed. The employers declined to put forward any· 
alternative proposal, except the maintenance of the 
existing minimum, denying the workers' statements as to 
the rise in prices, and arguing that if rates were raised the 

I Chain Trade Board )!inutes. 1st July, 31st July and 
13th November 1912. 
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trade would suffer from foreign competition and from the 
introduction of machinery, and that once a minimum 
had been fixed by the Trade Board it should be left to the 
trade unions to secure better terms for their members if 
they could. The appointed members suggested a minimum 
time ,rate of 2id. for hand-hammered chain as a com
promise, but this also was rejected by the factory occu
piers' representatives, who carried their. opposition to the 
length of retiring ina body from the meeting when a 
resolution in regard to hand-hammered chain was, after 
much. delay, finally put.! The resolution was therefore 
carried in their absence, by those .who remained. This 
resolution was in favour of increasing the rates by !d. an 
hour, and not by id., as was originally proposed. 

A similar struggle appeared likely in respect to the 
dollied and tommied rates, but fortunately a line of com
promise was discovered. An advance from, the 4s. 6d. to 
the 5s. ":list" was conceded by the employers, but it was 
agreed between both sides to limit this advance to the 
larger sizes, i.e. those above -.hw. in. which the com
petition of machine-made chain was less to be feared. 
When a resolution on these lines was finally moved, it was 
carried with only one dissentient. 

In pursuance of these resolutions the Board took steps 
to vary the rates in the form provided by the Act. The 
agreem,ent of the employers in regard to the dollied and 
tommied proposal had also carried with it, not perhaps a 
formal approvalo{ the hand-hammered proposal, but, at 
any rate, a discontinuance of open hostility to it. When, 
therefore, proposals to vary had been drafted and had been 
submitted to the Board for issue to the trade, only one em
oployer actually voted against them. The proposals, it 
was understood, were issued without prejudice, and as the 
Act requires that all objections lodged against them with
in a period of three months shall be considered, it would 
not be proper to assume ,that the" proposal to vary," 

J Chain Trade Board Minutes, 31st July 1912. 
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which was issued on nth August 1913, will necessarily be 
continned when it comes before tbe Board.1 If it is ratified 
by the Board of Trade, it will mean that the minimum 
rates stand as follows:-

(a) Time rate for women: 2Jd. when the employer 
provides workshops, tools and fuel, and 3fd. when he does 
not (as against 21<1. and 3id. at present). 

(b) Time rate for men: Sd. to 7M., according to the 
diameter of the iron used, when the employer provides 
workshop, tools and fuel, and 6fd. to 10M- when he does 
not (as against from Sd. to 7d., and from 6fd. to 91d. at 
present). 

(c) General minimum piece rates: an advance of ap
proximately 10 per cent. 

The new piece lists improve upon those originally 
issued in certain other· respects as well, in particular by 
tettling the number. of links to be regarded as con· 
stituting If short link" chain as distinct from "country 
chain," which is paid at a lower rate.-

Apart from the minimum time wage and piece rates 
the only part of the Chain Trade Board's determination 
which calls for special attention consists of the provisions 
with regard to learners. The word "learners" is not 
mentioned in the Trade Boards Act, but powers to fix 
special rates for them are conferred by section .. (I), which 
provides that rates may be fixed "so as to apply univer
sally to the trade, or so as to apply to any special process 
in the work of the trade, or to any special class of worken 
in the trade, or to any special area." In some industries 
which come under the Trade Boards Act the question of 
fixing special rates for learners is of the greatest import
ance. When the ordinary way of recruiting the trade is 
for an employer to engage learners, it is obviously necessary 
to fix minimum rates for them. If the rates are fixed too 

I The proposal to vary has been. since this was written, 
confirmed by the Chain Trade Board. 

• For the signiAcance of this point see below. pp. 56-57. 

4 
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low they may lead to an industry being flooded with 
juvenile labour. If ,they are fixed too high they may 
check the natural expansion of the trade. If they are not 
carefully graduated-for example, if one of the steps is too 
large---'-they may lead to young persons being dismissed 
when they reach a certain age. If they are not accom
panied by conditions requiring the employer to offer 
adequate facilities for learning the trade, they may lead 
to the employment of cheap labour under the guise of 
" learners." In the chain-making industry the Jearner
ship 'question is a' minor issue. Since the industry is 
largely carried on either on the worker's own premises 
or in small shops, it is recruited mainly by boys and girls 
who have picked it up at home; the usual answer to an 
inquirer who asks a worker how he or she first acquired 
the trade, is, " I learnt at my mother's block," or" I learnt 
at my sister's block," or, "I have handled the tools ever 
since' I could 'walk "; and investigations made by the 
Trade Board when the question of fixing learners' rates 
was under consideration revealed few learners employed 
under any formallearnership agreement in the " country " 
branch, and only very few, confined to some six or seven 
shops, in the "short link" branch of the trade.1 The 
craft is, in fact, acquired like any other of the operations 
of domestic life, by living with the people by whom, and 
in the house in which, it is carried on. 

If the Trade Board had fixed minimum rates for appren
tices working 'at home, not only would they have been 
difficult to 'enforce in practice, but the results might have 
been to encourage evasion of the general piece list. A 
woman chainmaker, for example, who was anxious to 
obtain orders for chain in a time of bad trade, might have 
offered to accept work at less than the list price, and 
induced the employer to give it her by saying that she was 
employing a learner at home who need not be paid the full 
rates, and that, therefore, he need not be afraid of prosecu-

• Memorandum by G. T. Reid, 20th July 1910. 
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fun if he offered it to her. The course which the Chain 
Trade Board followed, therefore, was to refrain from 
making any rules as to learners employed in domestic 
workshops, and to fix rates only for such learners-prob
ably an inconsiderable number-as should be working 
upon the premises of an employer. The rules 1 are slightly 
different in the case of learners making hand-hammered 
chain. and in the case of learners making tommied or 
dollied chain. They are as f01lows :-

(i) Hand-hammered ClJai".-The period of learnership 
is to last for two years. During the first six months the 
minimum wage is to be 45. per week, during the second 
six months Ss. 6d. per week, during the third six months 
80 per cent. of the minimum piece prices, during the fourth 
six months 90 per cent. of the minimum piece prices. But 
these special rates for learners are only to be paid on 
certain conditions. .. For the purpose of all the above 
rates, whether time rates or piece rates, 'learners' are 
persons who-{a) are definitely and effectively employed 
in the practical learning of the trade under an agreement 
in writing, and have not been definitely employed in 
learning the trade more than two years: 

"(b) are under seventeen years of age : 
.. (c) are working on the terms of having t~ workshop 

and the tools and the fuel provided by the employer: 
.. (d) hold a certificate from the Trade Board issued on 

an application made prior to the commencement of the 
employment, or within such period thereafter not exceed
ing three calendar months as the Trade Board may in any 
case a1low; provided always that in granting or with· 
holding such certificate the Trade Board may take into con· 
sideration whether, having regard to the number of learners 
employed in any factory or workshop or under any journey
man or worker, the learner proposed to be certificated 
has a reasonable prospect of receiving due instruction; 

, The rules as to learners are set out in full on the lista for 
making hand-hammered and dollied or tommied chain. 
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provided also that any certificate grarited may be with
drawn if the Trade Board consider that 'the conditions of 
employment have ceased to be such as would have origin
ally justified the grant thereof." 

(ii) Dollied 0' TommiedChaln.'-"Learners (as here
inafter defined) who are making 'the above classes of 
chain from iron of a size not larger than !IN diameter shall 
receive 'the following minimum or lowest 'time 'rate free and 
clear of all deductions, that is to'say-

CLASS .(A)-During the first six months of employment a 
minimum 'wage of 4s. a week. , 

During the second six months of employment a minimum 
wage of 5S. 6d. a week. 

During the third six months of employment a minimum 
wage of lOS. a week. 

During the fourth six months of employment a minimum 
wage of 12S; 6d. a week. 

CLASS (B)-But where a learner has served an apprentice~ 
ship of not'less than -two years to hand-hammered chain
making, such learner shall be allowed-to count such period 
of learning as equivalent to one year of service to dollied 
or tommied chain-making. For the purposes of all the 
above rates learners are persons who-
, (a), [as under hand-hammered chain]: 

(b) have not been definitely empl?yed in learning 
such branch of the trade more than two, years in ,the case 
of learners employed under Class {A), and one year in the 
case of learners employed under Class (B) : 

(e) are under eighteen years of age: 
(d) [as under hand-hammered chain, clause (e)]: 
(e) [as under hand-hammered chain, clause (d)l. " 

As has been already explained,' the number of "learners" 
iri the chain trade is so small that these rules do not affeCt 
more than an inconsiderable nUmber of persons. 'As a 
matter of fact, between the date of the establishment of the 
Chain Trade Board and 3rd December 1<]12, only fourteen 
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leamership certificates' had been issued.. The principles 
laid down by the Chain Trade Board are. however, of the 
patest importance, and. if applied to industries where 
learners were more numerous, would have far-reaching 
CODBequenc:es. In the first place. the mere fact that 8, 

Trade Boa~ has power to ~.minimum wages to be paid 
to young persons enables it to in1luenc:e the number of them 
employed. If it pleases, it can make juvenile labour 
expensive to the employer. In the second place, since, if 
it declined to fix special rates for learners, the employer 
would be legally bound to pay them the full minimum 
rates. the Trade Board is in a position to make it a con
dition precedent to the fixing of lower rates for learners 
thit their interests should be duly safeguarded, not only 
in the matter of wages, but in other respects as welL The 
most obvious way of doing this is to make it a rule, as the 
Chain Trade Board has done, that every learner should 
have a "learnership :certificate," duly signed by the secre· 
tary of the Trade Boards. The effect of this compulsory 
registration of apprentices is that whenever an employer 
engages a learner the Trade Board receives official notice 
of the fact. A special application must be forwarded to it 
by the employer on each occasion. and is considered with 
reference to the circumstances of the particular case. 
The employer must show that he is prepared to offer genuine 
facilities for acquiring the trade to the leamer, and that 
be is not engaging him merely because juvenile is cheaper 
than adult labour. He must in particular specify the 
number of j01U'Deymen and learners already employed. 
For the Trade Board, returning to the most primitive 
and universal of aD industrial regulations. bas rightly held 
that if the ratio of learners to journeymen is excessive. that 
in itseU offers a presumption that the learner has no 

• CWo Trade Board Papers, No. 437. SeveD certificates 
were Issued for girls aDd &eVeD for boys. Of the teo firma 
COIlc:erned, Iix were iD the hand-hammered branch. aDd four iD 
tho 4oUi~ Of Wlhmi~ br~ of ~o trad~, 
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.. reasonable prospect of receivirig due instruction," and 
has laid it down that the proportion of apprentices to 
journeymen is not to be larger than one of the former to 
every eight of the latter~ .. In the case of Mr. X., where 
it was shown that four journeymen were employed and three 
learners, it was agreed to inform Mr. X. that the Trade 
Board were of opinion that this proportion was excessive, 
and that a certificate would be granted to A. B. only on 
the understanding that· no learner should be taken on in 
the place of C. D., who would reach the age of seventeen 
in May 1912 "; .. It was agreed that an official should 
visit Mr. Y. and emphasise his obligation to teach": 
these entries do not come from the regisfers of a medfaeyaI 
municipality or craft gild, but from the Minutes of the 
Chain Trade Board for 11th January 1911. 
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THE EFFECT OF THE CHAIN TRADE BOARD ON 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT OTHE~ THAN 
RATES OF PAYMENT AND EARNINGS 

IN a subsequent part of this monograph an attempt is 
made to give sorae account of the advance in wages caused 
by the establishment of the Trade Board in the chain
making industry. It would, however, be a serious mistake 
to think that the advantages derived from the fixing 
of minimwn rates of payment are to be measured solely 
by the actual increase in earnings brought about by them. 
The effect of setting up a Trade Board in any industry is 
virtually to transfer the settlement of wage rates and of 
matters incidental thereto from the caprice of individual 
employers to the control of a representative body; and, 
quite apart from the direct increase in the workers' income 
represented by the difference between the new rates and 
the old, this transference of authority has two important 
consequences. In the first place it has the effect of defining 
industrial relationships by substituting general rules which 
have been reached after discussion for usages dictated by 
the convenience or necessities of particular individuals. 
In the second place it in1luences the whole conduct of the 
industry by placing all producers in respect of the price of 
labour upon an equal footing. and thus preventing the 
practices by which particular firms were able to secure an 
immediate advantage over their competitors in the matter 
of wages. Before giving figures of the advance in wages 
we will consider these two points in order. 

The first point need oot, as far as the chain industry is 
51 
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concerned, detain us long. Apart from the matter of 
apprenticeship, which has been discussed above,l the 
rules incidental to the fixing of minimum rates which 
the Trade Board has found it necessary to make aim at 
protecting the worker by preventing the employer from 
indirectly reducing his wage by demanding additional work 
without paying for it. Thus the rates are fixed" free 
a:nd· cIearof all deductions," which means that charges 
cannot be made for workshop convenience except to the 
extent laid down by the Trade Board, and that, as long ·as 
not more {han the minimum rates are being paid, fines of all 
sorts--the scourge of women workers in some industries-
are illegal. The reduction in prices -which an employer 
may claim when he provides workshop, tools and fuel is 
fixed at 25 per cent., and thus the possibility of exorbitant 
demands is ruled out. Ten per cent. extra is to be paid 
to the worker for gauging the links; any" undue variation 
from the size of iron shall be paid at the next higher rate" ; 
8 lb. is fixed as the probable wastage in every 112 lb. of 
iron. In all these matters the Trade Board made few new 
departures, and was merely defining and codifying the 
custom of the trade as it obtained in the best firms. This, 
however,_ is in itself a substantial benefit to an unorganised 
body of workers, and it is virtually certain that it will be 
necessary to carry the power of definition considerably 
further in the future. For some time past, for example, 
not only have there been frequent complaints _ that em
ployers we~ demanding .betterS qualities of chain for the 
price of .. commonest," . but it has also been alleged that 
certain classes of " short link" chain were being paid for 
as "coil chain," the list price of which is considerably 
lower.8. In the absence of a Trade Board the question 

1 See back, pp. 49-54 • 
.. See below, pp. 94 and II I-I1J. 

• See below, pp. 94~S. The cause of these complaints is 
as follows: There are two classes of chain made by women, 
short link chain and country or coil chain. .he difference 
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whether 01' DOt it is desirable to make rules to stop such 
iDd.inct evasioa of the list could DOt eftD be raised. for 
theR would be DO autbority wbose decisioD would he 
ft!COgDised u biDdin« 00 the trade. As it is. however, 
the workers' ~preseotatiftS have brought this particular 
pvance befoR the Trade Board. and wheD the Board's 
new proposals CXXDe into dfect. DOt only wiD rates be raised. 
bat the possibility of patin« the •• coil chain ,. prices for 
.. short link .. chain will be abo1isbed by a defiDitioa 1 

which often,. for the irst time. a means of detenniniDg 
within which of these two categories any particular chain 
faIls. • 

The second point is moR important. The subonliDa
tioa of an employers in the iadastry to & list of pns 
bas bad two COIUleqUeDCeS which &R of the utmost 
importance to the worken,. and &R of cousiderable in~ 
to studeats of the ec:oaomic:s of the minimum wage. Of 
these the first is easily grasped. By bing a minimum 

betweea them tams 011 the Damber' of links pel' foot. but DO 

dt'6nitioD .... laid cIOWD by the first Ca.aiD Trade Board, 
whicb a.amecI that the C1IIItoal 01 the trade _ to the Dumbet' 
01 IiIlb pel' foot ca.tit1Itiq abGrt link and coil c:haia .. 
apectiveJy would be foIJowecL Tbe WOI'ker'. complaiDt is that 
a abopowos CII' middlemaa wiD live. .., .... CII'der for I cwt. of 
No. I al.ap chaiD.. teDiD, her to make it with twelve CII' thirteea 
links to the foot. which. by the custom of the trade. is short link 
cha.io. aDd abouJd be paid at the short link price. _ely.]S. 6d. 
pel' cwt.; aDd that thea. whea abe bri~ the dWD back. he 
wiD pay her the coil dWD price. which is 6&. lOcI. pel' ewt. 
Thia __ that the middlem •• pta the c:haia made for the 
lower (coil dWD) price. aDd thea IIelJa it .. short link c:haia at 
the bieber (short link) pice. 

• Proposal to vary. IJth Aagaat 191,). "I. the case 01-
COIIUDODe5t ClU&l.ity hammered chaiD.. if the Dumber of IiDb 
pel' foot is ODe CII' two less thaa is speci6ecl ia column 2 01 
the above table. the rate .. for short link dWD &!WI apply, 
e~t that commonest dWD of sifts Nos. 9 CII' 10 c:oataining 
twety-6ve IiDb CII' more F foot &!WI be paid for .. short 
Iint. .. 
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below which piece rates cannot fall, the Trade Board has 
checked the wild fluctuations in the workers' earnings 
which used previously to take place, and has given a new 
security to their standard of life, which, though it may 
still be low, is no longer so entirely precarious as it was 
before. No better example can be found of the effect 
both on the position'ofthe worker and the organisation 
of the industry of the absence of any recognised standard 
wage or price list, than the conditions which till recently 
obtained in the chain-making industry. Prior to the 
operations of the Trade Board, what happened was that 
the rates paid at anyone time depended entirely upon 
a bargain made between the individual worker and the 
factory or shop-owner by whom he, or more usually she, 
was supplied with iron. In making this bargain the worker 
was in a peculiarly helpless position. Not only was she 
unsupported by any effective organisation, but since she 
was alone when she, got her order, and alone when she 
executed it, she was not even protected by the negative 
barrier to a decrease in price which is offered by custom 
in most businesses where a large number of workers are 
employed together, and which, ineffectual as it is, some
times causes even the most necessitous or most tyrannical 
manager to hesitate before enforcing a sweeping reduction. 
If she was employed by a shop-owner or a middleman, she 
had no knowledge what price he was getting from the 
factory, or what price he could afford to pay her. The 
result was that, befor~ the minimum rates were fixed by 
the Trade Board, the workers underbid each other for 
orders, and that prices were fixed, in the vivid words of a 
witness before a Royal Commission, by II a kind of auction 

"reversed." 1 Among both factory occupiers and shop
owners there have always, of course, been some who 
declined themselves to take advantage of the necessities 

1 Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into 
the working of the Factory and Workshops Acts, 1876. vol. ii. 
Minutes of Evidence. 5688. 
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of the worker, who deplored the beating down of rates 
by their more unscrupulous competitors, and who wel
comed the establishment of minimum rates by the Trade 
Board. . But the description of the organisation of the 
industry from which these words are taken was as true 
of large sections of it in 1909 ~s it was when it was given 
in 1876. .. On a Monday morning the contractors or 
mastermen assemble at the master's warehouse, when the 
master tells them. what work he has, and unless trade is 
very brisk he calls them hi ooe by one, and tests them as 
to what price they will make certain chains for, invariably 
giving the work to those who offer the lowest tender. 
Now it very often happens that the masters have orders 
on their books tha t there is no particular hurry for before 
the end of the quarter, or some time in the next. At these 
times when the men pay their accustomed visit to the 
master's warehouse, in quest of orders, the master does 
not put in an appearance, but deputes some subordinate, 
who, with a dismal countenance, tells the men that trade 
is bad, the master is out, and that he is afraid that there 
will be no more orden until there is a general reduction. 
The same process is repeated day by day, until those with 
any &elf-respect tum away in disgust, leaving the most 
necessitous, who are obliged to take what the master can 
give, and then they, with their wives and children, go to 
work night and day, as far as they dare, to make up lost 
time." I 

Moreover, the multiplication of middlemen itself aggra· 
vated the worker's disabilities. Side by side with the 
shop-owner who discharges a useful function and makes a 
legitimate profit by taking iron from the factory in bulk, 
distributing it to the workers whose capacity for makint 
different classes of chain he knows. supervising the work, 
and collecting the order when completed-6n operation 

. I Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into 
the working of the Factory and Workshops Acts, 1876, vol. ii. 
Minutea of Evidence, 5688. 
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which saves time and trouble to the factory maste~the' 
ease with which small masters can enter the chain- trade 
long ago -caused the appearance at Cradley of a, class- of 
middlemen' who really made their living by trading on the 
necessities. of. the workers. Their excessive number,..,...... 
there are said to be ISO to 250 shop-owners-resulted: in· 
reckless:undercutting between them. In their anxi~ty to 
secure orders from factories they_ frequently took out work 
at the' price which they should, if the nominal list· had 
been a reality, have paid. the workers; and in order. to make 
a profit at all were obliged to retain themselves money 
which should have been handed over to the latter as wages. 
Nor'was this.the worst evil. It sometimes happened that 
one middleman'. took out a larger· order than he could 
himself get executed. He would. then sublet part of it 
to· another, and the second would hand over part of. it to a 
third. It is stated that on occasion the order wOlVd pass 
through as many as five or six hands before reaching the 
worker' who actually made the chain. 

The· effect of this system in beating down wages is 
obvious. The first middleman could, perhaps, afford to 
pay a fair price. All the rest made their profit by cutting 
down wages, by (in the words of one of them) " persecut· 
ing the workers." The worker was in their power, for 
she depended upon him for orders. Moreover. as so 
frequently happens where wages are so low that the workers 
are obliged to live from day to day, their very poverty. 
produced a relation which placed them still more com
pletely at the mercy of the subcontractor. A practice 
grew up under which he advanced them money, allowed 
them to ".draw"· upon him; became, in fact, not only· 
their employer, but their banker, a banker with whom 
they were constantly overdrawn, and who, if they pro-. 
tested against a further reduction, could bring them to heel 
by a threat to stop their" draw" out of next week's wages. 
The result was that the more necessitous or unscrupulous 
middleman would playoff one worker against another, 
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telling a woman who called and asked for an order 
that he bad 110 work for her, and then, as she was about 
to leave the office, calling her back to say that though he 
did not really need her services, he would, out of kindness 
to her, give her a little work, provided she would take it at 
a low price; reminding a man that he was in debt, 'and 
tbat if he made any trouble he would have to repay 
at once; stating that he knew somebody else who would 
be only too happy to get work at any price, if the first 
applicant refused it; suggesting that his goodwill was 
more likely to be helpful in a pinch than any trade union; 
lamenting that he could not pay better, as he would like 
to do, on account of the competition of unscrupulous 
middlemen who had just reduced prices, and whom he 
was obliged to follow, because the factory which gave 
him work had done 10 at such a figure that he could not 
make a profit. 

The last statement was, often enough, perfectly true. 
The exactions of the middleman were not the cause, but a 
symptom, of the general disorganisation of the industry, 
and we must hasten to point out that what is said above 
does not imply that he bas any special responsibility {or 
the bad condition of this or any other trade. In the de. 
Dunciations sometimes launched against the subcontractor, 
there is a good deal of ignorance and a certain amount of 
bypocrisy. The desire of society to find a scapegoat for 
industrial brutality without impeaching wealth, position 
and respectability, has in the past led the more romantic 
of the writers who have described" sweating," to personify 
it u a sinister figure swollen with profits made by taking 
out work at a high price from the employer, and getting it 
done at a low price by the worker. That such monste8 
exist is probably true, though they are not numerous at 
Cradley Heath. That sweating is a .. system" which 
depends on the malpractices of" subcontractors" is wholly 
untrue: most unfortunately untrue, for, if. it 'were, it 
would be comparatively easy to abolish it. The safest 
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maxim to follow when it is desired to fix responsibility is 
the legal one, "Who profits by it ?.. Now there is no 
doubt that in the chain industry (as in most others), 
the person who profits by the beating down of wages 
by .the subcontractor is the ultimate employer, much 
more than the subcontractor himself. The factory 
occupiers who gave out work'may often have been un
aware of the conditions under which it was done. But 
the original pressure which led to the -cutting of wages 
started with them. 

"Half-ignorant, they tum'd an easy wheel. 
That set sharp racks at work, to pinch and peel." 

As far as Cradley Heath is concerned, the shop-owners. 
though they are more numerous than is necessary, and 
though their numbers have aggravated the evils of low 
wages in the past, are very largely at the mercy of the 
factory occupiers who give them work. They have really 
been not the principals, but the agents through whom 
competing employers have taken advantage of the absence 
of any standard rate to speculate on the possibility of 
reducing wages, in order that they might accept orders at 
prices which would not be remunerative unless wages 
were reduced. What the abuses described above meanis 
that, in the absence of trade union organisation, or of a 
legal minimum such as now exists, the price of labour 
tends to be the most elastic and compressible item in costs. 
The middleman cut at this because it was easier to do so 
than to beat down an astute factory master. The factory 
occupier knew that there was no fixed minimum, and 
therefore beat down the middleman till he could only 
ecoup himself by'reducing wages. The way in which 
the burden was shifted from one party to another till it 
finally accumulated with crushing weight on the wage
earner, will be evident if the reader recurs for a moment 
to the description of the organisation of the chain-making 
industry, which was given above. Orders for chains 
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are received by merchants in Birmingham, or London, or 
Manchester, and firms in Cradley Heath are asked to 
teDder for them. A typical firm in Cradley Heath owns a 
factory, where it makes a certain amount of. high-class 
chain. It employs three or four shop-owners to whom it 
gives out iron to be made into lighter chain, and perhaps 
at the same time gives out work of an inferior quality to 
lOme scores of single-handed workers. The shop-owners 
in tum make part of the chain on their own premises, 
and give out the rest to be made up by these home-workers. 
Now, when there is a minimum below which wages cannot 
fall. that fact has to be taken into account in tendering 
for contracts. A manufacturer can reckon up his costs 
throughout; 80 much for iron, so much for the workers 
whom he employs direct, 10 much for the middleman 
who cannot pay less than a certain price to the workers 
employed by him, and who must get a profit in addition. 
He can therefore offer the merchant an estimate, which 
includes all the items for which payment must be made, 
and the middleman, when taking out work from the 
manufacturer, can do the same. But since, before the 
establishment of the Trade Board, there was in fact no 
6.x.ed minimum, what happened was that the manu
facturer or middleman who was pressed, took an order 
which would not yield him a profit unless wages were 
beaten down, and, having taken the order, had accord
ingly to beat down wages. Every party, except the 
merchant who employed every one, and the wage-earner 
who employed no one, felt that a bad bargain at one 
stage could be retrieved by a good bargain at another. 
The employer argued (lOme times unconsciously) that, if 
he took work from the merchant at a low price, he couldt 
squeeze the sbop-owner; and the shop-owner argued (often 
consciously) that if he got a low price from the employer, 
he could squeeze the wage-earner. Thus the whole chain 
of contracts was, as it were, subtly corrupted by the 
fact that, in the Jast relOrt, the worker could be cajoled, 
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bluffed or intimidated, into selling his or her labour at an 
artificially lowered price. Each party in the series knew 
this; and each who could traded upon his knowledge, the 
factory owner quite as much as the middleman. The 
former, in contracting with the merchant from whom he 
got his orders, knew that if he did not beat down the 
middleman his competitors would do so, and was therefore 
disposed, when pressed, to take his orders at a low price, 
trusting to recoup himseH when his tum came to give 
orders to some one else. When the middleman came to 
the· employer for iron, he knew that the employer always 
'bad the alternative of giving it to him, or making it up in 
his own factory, and that there were other middlemen 
who would beat down wages if he did not. When the 
worker, ignorant of what price the middleman was being 
paid, came to him for iron, it was almost inevitable for 
the middleman, if pressed or anxious to get a footing in 
the trade, to offer the lowest price which he or she could 
be induced to accept, rather than obtain no work at all. 
.. The minimum rates," said an employer, .. ought to have 
been in -force -long ago. The unscrupulous employers 
used to make' things hard for the better men. . . • They 
would take work at. any price, and tell any tale to the 
poor workpeople. First, the merchant would beat the 
manufacturer down 3d. or 6d., by saying-often quite 
untruly-that So-and-so was quoting a lower price. Then 
the manufacturerw'()uld say, • Well, if other people can 
do it at that price, we can do it,' _ and would go to the 
workers and tell them, • So-and-so has quoted such-and
such a price. If you want to have work you must take 
it .at such-and-such a price from me.' There was· no 
.bottom in the tiade before. Now all that has been 
stopped. A manufacturer can reckon up his cost through
out, so much for iron,. so much for labour, and so on ; 
and therefore he knows that he cannot quote below a 
certain price." 

The .first effect, then, of the absence of any standard 
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price was that the earnings of the workers were extra
ordinarily unstable, piece ratel not only varying largely 
from finn to finn, but also fluctuating wildly from one period 
to another. WheD trade was good. trade unionism revived 
and took advantage of the boom to demand an advance : 
both meD and womeD, for example, have at certaio times 
in the past been paid OD a higher list than that now fixed 
by the Trade Board, quite apart from the special concessions 
offered by particular finns. WheD signs of a depression 
occurred, the difficulty of organising outworkers reasserted 
itseU, and by the time it bad become serious and a 
unioD was most necessary, the union. as far as the 
outworkeR were concerned. had virtually disappeared. 
The process would begiD by individual middlemen who 
were in difficulties nibbling at prices. A worker would 
come to them for iron and refuse to take it out except at 
the union price. They would tell him that be was a fool 
to belong to the union, that he could get work from them 
if be took it out below the list price, and that nobody 
would know, that if be refused his .. draws" would be 
stopped and be would have no more work from them. A 
competitor would next guess what was happening, and 
would tell his worken that So-and-so was giving out work 
below the list price, and that he was forced to do the same. 
The result was that a reduction in prices, which might 
have been necessary in a time of bad trade, was not so 
much a reduction as a complete collapse. It did not, as 
in a well-organised industry, take place after any formal 
discussion: it did not take place to an extent proportioned 
to the necessities of the trade; it did not apply equally 
or simultaneously to all finns. On the contrary, it was 
forced upon unorganised workers by individual employers
and middlemen, each of whom was in a panic lest his 
competitor should succeed in making a bigger cut at wages 
than he did bimseU, and the only limit to it was set not 
by what employers could afford to pay, but by the point 
at which a worker would decide that it wa$ better to 

5 
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.. elem playing" than to Helem working," and throw 
down his tools. There was, in the above-quoted words of 
an employer, " no bottom to the trade," and by the time -
that the ruinous beating down of wages was completed, it 
had resulted in competent women workers earning between 
4s. and 5s. for a working week of over fifty hours. 

The second elIect of the absence of any standard wage 
was more subtle. It was that not only did wages fluctuate 
wildly with every fluctuation in trade, but that-paradox
ical though it may seem-the fluctuations in the chain 
trade were themselves aggravated by the fluctuations in 
wages. One of the objections frequently brought against 
the establishment of legally enforceable minimum rates is 
that its effect would be to intensify the evil of unemploy
ment by offering a barrier to a reduction in wages when 
trade was sIack~ Such a reduction is, it has been argued, 
"the natural remedy" to be applied when a depression 
is imminent. If the demand for labour is falling off, it 
should be stimulated by a fall in the price of labour. Any 
force which holds up wages merely accentuates the depth 
of the depression. The enforcement by a trade union of 
its standard rates is thus really in part responsible for 
unemployment; while a system under which the SJate 
forbids the payment of less than certain rates, though it 
may benefit those who remain in work,will inevitably 
increase the number _of those who have no work at all, 
and thus either intensify distress or collapse under the 
pressure of the unemployment which it has artificially 
aggravated. . 

The chain trade of Cradley Heath offers an excellent 
opportunity for testing the doctrine that the acuteness of 
a depression can be mitigated by an immediate reduction 
in wages. Owing to its connection with agriculture and 
the shipbuilding industry, it naturally shows considerable 
irregularity; owing to the absence, prior to the Trade 
Board, of any standard rate, the price of labour was 
indefinitely compressible; and if the theory outlined above 
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were correct, this fact should have mitigated unemploy
menL In fact, however, the chain.making industry is one 
in which cyclical unemployment has been exceptionally 
acute; and what actual experience, as explained almost 
unanimously by employers, shop-owners and workers, 
shows is that the absence of a minimum, so far from 
steadying the demand for labour, actually increased its 
instability. The reason is simple. The consequence of the 
absence of any standard rate is to add an additional 
irreguJarity-e fluctuating labour price-to the other 
irregularitie ........ fluctuating demand and varying prices of 
raw material, which cause an industry to be busy at one 
period and slack aJ another. When there is a stiff barrier 
in the way of a reduction in wages, the production of 
goods is checked as the demand for goods diminishes. 
because prices fall while costs remain the same. In the 
chain trade wages could be cut almost at will: and 
since, in times of slackening trade, piece prices could be 
reduced to the minimum at which the worker could be 
induced to go on making chain rather than go without 
work altogether, it paid employers to crowd as much 
production as possible into the period when wages were 
at their lowest, and to curtail production when, owing to 
the revival of trade, they would naturally have been rising. 
What they did, therefore, was to pile up stock when wages 
were low; a small shop often holding 60 or 70 tons of chain, 
a large fum some hundreds. This. it might be thought, 
would have mitigated slackness by increasing production 
in slack times. In fact, however, it did not cause more 
than a temporary increase in production, and it intensified 
the irregularity of the industry. It did not cause more 
than a temporary increa!le of production: for while it is, 
of course, quite true that the cheaper an article is the 
more of it tends to be bought, it does not follow from this 
that when a general slackening of industrial activity 
causes the demand for an article to fall off, the demand 
will be revived merely by reducing the price at which the 
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article is offered. To argue that because" a reduction in 
the normal price of chain would cause the use of it in 
agriculture and shipping to be increased, therefore a 
temporary reduction in the price of chain would cause 
farmers to buy more when the harvest is bad, or ship
bt?Iders to buy more when merchants are placing fewer 
orders for ships, is a violent non sequitu,. The reduction 
in wages did not cause more chain to be made. It only 
caused more chain to be made when wages were at their 
lowest. And it intensified the irregularity of the industry. 
For it meant that the production of chain was going on 
steadily when there was no demand for the chain produced, 
and that when the demand revived employers had enough 
chain on hand to carry them over the first few weeks or 
months of the boom, with the result that at the time when 
workers would naturally have tried to get higher piece 
prices they were without work at all. Nor did it raise 
wages in times of depression. For since :every one knew 
that there was little demand for chain, the employer 
who was working to stock could tell his workers that he 
was under no pressure to execute orders, and that if they 
grumbled he would give them no work at all. What 
happened, in- fact, was that employers speculated on the 
possibility of reducing the price of labour, concentrated 
production in the period when labour was cheap, and 
offered less employment when it was dear. Some of them, 
indeed, went further even than this. It is perhaps not 
unduly cynical to say that the speculator who makes his 
living by taking advantage of price fluctuations is under 
a strong temptation to stimulate those fluctuations if 
he can. If an . employer, by working to stock, could 
accumulate enough chain to carry him over the period 
when the demand was brisk, he would be able to stop 
production for a time, to take advantage of the consequent 
slackness to reduce his piece prices, and to commence 
production for the next active period with wage rates 
at the bottom level This, accordingly, is what, prior 
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to the fixing of minimum rates, some of them seem to 
have made a regular practice of doing. In the words 
of a large employer, .. they rushed down wages as an 
investment." It is said that, on occasion, a man who 
bad enough stock on hand would even go so far as to 
encourage a strike. The classical example of working 
to stock when wage rates were low was given in 1910. 

The Trade Board had fixed rates for hand-hammered 
chain in August of that year, but, owing to the six months' 
period of grace allowed, they would not have become 
fully operative in the ordinary course of events till February 
19l1. Some firms, therefore, let about piling up large 
stocks of chain at the old piece prices, and locked out 
those workers who, on the instruction of the Union. de
manded the new ra tes. Had this manamvre been successful, 
not only would the firms concerned have got the advantage 
of having a large stock of chain made at extremely low 
prices, but the slackness which would have ensued pending 
its disposal would no doubt have been ascribed to the evil 
effects of State interference, and might have seriously 
discredited the Trade Board. On this occasion the 
prompt action of the Union and the brilliant leadership 
of Miss Macarthur compelled the employers to concede 
the new prices without the six months' delay. But this 
attempt to take advantage of the low prevailing rates 
to hurry on production was merely a single example, perhaps 
the last example, of what is stated by many of those 
connected with the industry to have beeD a not unusual 
practice. II When trade was bad," said a member of the 
employers' side of the Trade Board, .. bad manufacturers 
and middlemen used to pile up large stocks at low prices, 
and when they bad enough used to encourage a strike: 
• • • Now the tendency is to keep stocks down." .. The 
minimum rate," &aid ooe of the largest factory owners 
in Cradley Heath, .. will have the e1fect of steadying the 
trade. What happened previously was that employers 
took advantage of slack times to reduce wages. Then. 
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when wages were low, they seized the opportunity of cheap 
production thus offered in order to work to stock, and sold 
the chain when the good time came round again. They 
rushed down wages as-an investment." A shop-owner 
explained the process in greater detail. "I used to work 
for an employer who acted as follows: He would wait till 
_ he had piled up a lot of stock. Then he would encourage 
us to strike for the 5s. list. When he had cleared off all 
his stock he would. offer us one or two orders at the higher 
price, and then tell us that he had no more work for us, 
except at a lower price, and so gradually bring the price down 
and down. That has been stopped' by the Trade Board. 
It is in time of bad trade that it will be especially useful." 

To these two great evils, the endless cutting of wages, 
and the accentuation of trade fluctuations caused by the 
fact that wages could be endlessly cut, the Trade Board 
has applied a remedy which would be'most valuable even 
if the advance in earnings which it brought about were 
cOIllparatively slight. No employer now can undersell 
another by reducing piece prices. No middleman can 
cajole the worker into accepting a reduced price on the 
ground that he has been beaten.down by the factory. 
Both factory owner and middleman know exactly the 
lowest price which they must pay for labour, and tender 
for orders on that basis. The worker who gets iron from a 
middleman knows what price he or she should be paid, and 
the middleman, therefore, has to make his profit not by 
cutting wages but by obtaining reasonable terms from the 
ultimate employer.: Equally important is the influence of 
the minimum rates in discouraging speculative production, 
the" rushing down of wages as an investment." What 

-exactly the effect of the Trade Board will be in a time of 
bad trade it is, as yet, too soon to determine; for since the 
minimum rates came into operation the chain industry has, 
like most others, experienced a period of quite unusual 
activity. There seems no reason, however, to dispute the 
opinion of persons of practical experience in the trade 
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that by making it impossible for manufacturers to beat 
down wages, in order to work to stock when they are at 
their lowest, the Trade Board will have removed one cause 
making for irregularity of production. As long as the 
shipbuilding industry is conducted as at present, it is 
probably inevitable that the trade connected with it 
should suffer from periodical recurrences of depression. 
But it is at any rate a minor advantage that the incentive 
to speculative producu>D supplied by the absence of any 
standard rate should have been removed. 



VI 

THE EFFECT OF THE CHAIN TRADE BOARD ON 
RATES OF PAYMENT AND EARNINGS -

THE facts which have just been given show that even low 
minimum rates are better than no minimum, and that the 
Trade Board would have conferred considerable benefits 
upon the in<lustryeven if its effect in raising wages had 
been slight. In reality, however, the advance in the 
rates of most classes of workers has been considerable, 
and it is to an examination of this increase that we 
must now turn. The material available for forming an 
estimate of it consists (a) of such of the new and old piece 
~ates as are available for comparison, (b) of such figures 
as can be obtained as to the ea~nings of individual 
workers before and after the Trade Board's determina
tion came into force. Of these (a) shows the actual 
advance in the prices paid for making different classes of 
chain, (b) enables a comparison to be made between the 
earnings of workers before and after the rates were made 
obligatory,-a comparison which does not necessarily yield 
the same results as a comparison of piece rates, as it is 
conceivable that when higher prices are paid fewer hours 
are worked. . 

I. MEN'S EARNINGS 

(a) The advance in piece rates is easier to determine 
than the advance in weekly earnings, for reasons which 
will be given below. It is not, however, possible to say 
exactly what the advance has been in the case of piece rates, 

7' 
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because, before the Trade Board's list was issued, difierent 
employers were paying various prices for exactly the 
same deSCriptioD of chain. Indeed, one great benefit 
of the establishment ofa Board in the chain-making 
industry has been that, for the first time, all employers 
have been obliged to toe the same line. The great diver. 
gence in the prices which were previously paid accounts 
for the various estimates which are given the inquirer of the 
actual amount of the advance in piece rates brought about 
by the Trade Board: .. 25 per cent.," "40 to 60 per cent.," 
" 10 per cent. on the better grades, and 50 per cent. on the 
lowest grades," " 100 per cent. on some grades," were some 
of the estimates given by employers. The following 
table shows the advance in the piece rates for the making 
of dollied and tommied chain (the men's branch of the 
trade), brought about by the Trade Board. The figures 
as to the rates obtaining prior to the issue of the Trade 
Board's determination, on the basis of which the increase 
has beeD calculated, were supplied by the kindness of 
Mr. C. IL Sitch, the secretary of the Hand-hammered 
Chain Branch of the Women Workers' Federation. Owing 
to the fact that different prices were paid by difierent em· 
ployers before the Trade Board rates came into force, 
the amount of the increase caused by the Trade Board 
depends, of course, upon the prices assumed previously to 
have obtained, being greatest in the case of the firms who 
paid the lowest, and least in the case of those who paid the 
highest, rates. For this reason three percentuaI increases 
are given-the minimum, the maximum and the median. 
There is no material for ascertaining to which of these 
the actual increase most nearly approximates. They 
must be taken, therefore, merely as supplying limitiot 
points. 
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TABLE IV. 

'Increase Per, Cent. in 'Rates for Dollied and Tommied Cltain
Making cause.d by tlte Trade Board's Detennination. 

• 

Size of Iron. 

No.6 

" 5 
" 4 
" 3 
" 2 
" I 
"i}, 
" !~ 
" H 
"U 
,,~ 

:: it 
" i+n 
" Ill: 
" -h+n 
" i 
:: It+n 
,,1 
" l+n 
:: tl+n, 
" 
:: H+n 
" H+n 

I.S.W.G. 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" w 

" I. 

n 

(i) (ii) (iii) 

Minimum Maximum Median 
.Increase. Increase. Increase. 

Per cent. 
33"3 
43"4 
3S 
19'1 
13'3 
13'4 
9'9 

21'2 
20 

35'9 
2S 
26'6 
3°'6 
32 '6 
33'6 
24'2 

29'4 
37'5 

Per cent. 
68 
57"1 
So 
28'1 
3°'7 
22'9 
20 

35 
50 

45 
33"3 
31'3 
48'8 
37'3 
50 
37'S 
54'5 
50 

Average 

Per cent. 
5°'65 
5°'25 
42 '5 
23'6 
22 
18'15 
IS 
17'6 
19 
28'1 ' 
35 
33"3 
46'2 
50 
44 
38'8 
43"9 
36'3 
4°'45 
29'15 
28'95 
39'7 
34'95 
41'8 
30 '8S 
41'95 
43'75 

3S'04 

These figures speak for themselves as to the increase 
in the piece rates paid for making dollied and tommied 
chain, and need DO commentary. On the size of chain 
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(y\) where the median percentage increase was least, 
it was IS per cent. On the size of chain where the 
median percentage increase was greatest (No.6) it was 
50-65 per cent. The arithmetical average of the median 
increases, obtained by dividing the total increases in 
column (iii) by the number of different sizes of chain is 
35-04 per cent. The determination issued by the first 
Chain Trade Board brought about, therefore, an average 
increase in the piece rates paid for dollied and tommied 
chain of just over one· third. 

(6) Only the most meagre information exists as to the 
past and present weekly earnings of chainmakers, and what 
there is requires to be handled with great caution. The 
Board of Trade has published figures of the wages of 
chainmakers, but they relate exclusively to those of men 
working in factories, who rarely make the class of chain 
for which the Trade Board has fixed prices, and who, when 
they do make it, are paid on a higher list agreed between 
the Union and the Masters' Association. These figures, 
therefore, throw no light upon the condition of the workers 
affected by the Trade Board. When weekly earnings can 
be obtained by personal inquiry, it has to be remembered 
that many men chainmakers and the majority of women 
chainmakers work at home, and that, therefore, it cannot be 
assumed that they work the full standard weeks of forty
eight and fifty. four hours. Tables VI. and XIII. (pp. 77 
and 91) show that, as a matter of fact, very few of the 
men visited worked less than forty·five hours, but that 
nearly one·half of the women worked less than forty hours. 
A low weekly wage which suggests the most miserable rate 
of payment, may, therefore, merely mean that exceptionally 
few hours have been worked in the week under considenf. 
tion. Moreover, the exhausting character of the work is 
such that chainmakers, though they work with a speed 
which seems to the onlooker appalling, do less in summer 
than in winter; and when figures of hourly earnings are 
given, which were collected, as were those of the women 
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chainmakers, for a week in summer, it is necessary to bear 
in mind that in winter the hourly earnings of the same 
workers would ahnost certainly be somewhat higher. . 

Subject to these cautions, we may now give figures 
showing the earnings of a group of men chainmakers at a 
period subsequent to the fixing of minimum rates by the 
Trade Board. Table V. gives the weekly earnings, Table 
VI. the hours worked, Table VII. the hourly earnings. 
They are based on information collected from 222 men, 
during a week in October, by visitors acquainted with the 
district, the . natUre of the trade and (often) with the 
individual workers. They are, the~fore, likely to be 
fairly accurate. . Of the 222 men represented in them 74 
were "mastermen/' i.e. not masters, but" single-handed" 
workers who provided their own workshops, tools and 
fuel; and 148 were" journeymen," i.e. workers employed 
on the premises of shop-owners. 

TABLE V. 

Weekly u,'ages earned 6y Men Cllainmak.:rs during One Week. 
in October 1913. 

Wages. 

405. and over 
395. and under 405. • 
385." " 395.: 
37s." " 38s.; 
36s." .. 375 •• 
35s... .. 369.. 

.345• " .. 35s. 
33s." " 34s .. 
325." .. 335 •• 

31S." " 32S •• 
30s." ,,31S. 

Carry forward • 

I 
Z 

3 

8 

Men. 

8 

8 

Per 
cent. 

of 
Total. 
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TABLE VII. 

Hourly Earnings of Men Cltainmakers during One Week 
in October 1913. 

Hourly Earnings. 

lold. and over. • 
IOd. and under IOld. 

9.!d." " lod. 
9 d." " 9id. 
9 d." " 91d. 
9d. " " 9!d. 

~!~:: :: ~tdd. 
sId." "s d. 
8d. " " S d. 
7td." " Sd. 7 d." " 71d. 
7 d." ,,7 d. 
7d. " " 7 d. 
6Id." " 7d. 
6 d.... " 61d. 
6 d." " 6 d. 

'6d. " .• / 6 d. 
Sid." ,,6d. 
5 d... " Sid. 
5 d." " 5 d. 
5· " " 5 d. 4Id." " 5d. 4 d." ,,4N· 
4 d." " 4id. 
4. " " 4!d. 
3!d." .. 4d. 
3 d." " 31d. 
Sd. " ,,3 d. 
3d. " .. 3 d. 
Under 3d. 
Uncertain 

Total 

4 
I 

4 
6 
2 

14 
13 
9 

18 
16 
15 
28 
23 
27 
12 
II 

5 
8 
2 

222 

Total. 

33 

39 

222 

Per 
cent. 

of 
Total. 

41'9 

ITS 

'45 
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From these tables the following facts emerge: (i) In 
the week under consideration almost exactly one-half of 
the workers (49'S per cent.) worked between fifty and 
fifty·five hours, while 42'3 per cent. worked between 
forty-five and fifty hours, and 7'3 per cent. worked less 
than forty-five hours.-(ii) Just over one-half of the 
workers (So'. per cent.) earned between 20S. and 25s., 
while 16'6 per cent. earned less than 20S., 29"2 per cent. 
earned between 2SS. and 30S. and 3'6 per cent. over 30S. 
--(iii) 1 • .-8 per cent. of the workers earned 7d. per hour 
and over, 2S'2 per cent. earned between 6d. and 7d., 41"9 
per cent. between Sd. and 6d. and 17'5 per cent. under 5d. 

It will naturally be asked how far these figures corre
spond with the minimum rates fixed by the Trade Board 
for the making of dollied and tommied chain. This 
question cannot, unfortunately, be answered with any 
precision, for the reason that different minimum time 
rates were fixed for making chain of different sizes, and 
that the figures given above do not show the proportion 
of men engaged in making each of those different sizes 
of chain. Two facts. however, call for notice. The first 
is the large number of men working fifty and more hours 
in the week under consideration. The Chain Trade 
Board assumed, as a basis for fixing the rates for making 
dollied and tommied chain, a standard working week of 
forty-eight hours. It is probable that this assumption 
is correct when the whole year, summer and winter, is 
taken into account, and that the hours worked in the week 
in October when these figures were collected were some
what longer than they would be in the wanner months 
of the year. The second point which emerges from these 
figures is that 17'5 of the workerS examined were earnin( 
less than Sd. per hour. Now Sd. was, the lowest rate 
fixed by the Board for making the smallest size of chain, 
and though the speed at which different workers produce 
chain varies enonnously, it is a little disquieting to find 
that (according to the facts supplied by themselves) 
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between one-fifth and one-sixth of the men visited were 
obtaining less than that minimum.1 But we shall return 
to this point below, when speaking of the earnings of the 
women making hand-hammered· chain. 

How do the earnings of men in October 1913 compare 
with their earnings before the Trade Board's determina
tion came into force? Owing to the absence of any 
official statistics as to the earnings of chainworkers other 
than those employed in factories, this question can only 
be answered by calculating what the men represented in 
the tables given above would have earned if, while making 
the same size of chain, and working the same number of 
hours as in the week in October 1913, when they were 
visited, they had been paid at the piece rates obtaining 
before the rates now in force were fixed by the Trade 
Board. This method of comparison is not completely 
satisfactory, because it is probable that the chainmakers 
worked for longer hours when paid on the old. low list 
than they do now that they are paid on the higher list 
fixed by the Trade Board. If My husband," said the 
wife of a chainmaker, If used to work for sixty or seventy 
hours and bring home 12S. 6d. a week. Now he gets 
about 20S. in fewer hours." Nevertheless, it gives a vivid 
picture of the actual difference in weekly earnings caused 
by the rise in piece rates, particulars of which have already 
been given on page 74. To make the comparison it is 
necessary to distinguish between the "mastermen," or 

_ 1 Apart from the existence of a certain number of abnor
mally slow workers •. one explanation of the fact that Irs per 
cent. of the workers were stated to be earning less than Sd. 
per hour is, perhaps, to be found in the fact that in the case 
pf dollied or tommied chain (though not in that of hand
hammered chain) the Trade Board fixed rates only for the 
lowest quality of chain, and left the workers to bargain for 
higher prices for better qualities. This omission to fix 
minimum piece rates for all qualities of chain is criticised 
by soine workers on the ground that it leads to the higher 
qualities being paid for at unduly low rates. 
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single· handed workers, who work in their own shops 
with their own tools, and the "journeymen," who work 
in shops and with tools supplied by the shop-owner. The 
latter are paid 2,5 per cent. less than the former, a margin 
designed to recoup the sbop-owner for his outlay, and to 
leave him a living profit. Of the two following tables, 
Table VIII. gives the distribution of the earnings of 
II mastermen," Table IX. gives the earninr of II journey. 
men," (a) in October 1913, (b) immediately prior to the date 
when the Trade Board's determination came into force. 

TABLE VIII. 
Wukl.f E"",inrs Dj CAainmtJhrs (MtUlmnm). 

Weekly Earnings. 
(a) (b) 

Oct. 1913. 1911. 

)OS. and over. • · · · ... ... 
29$. and under lOs .• · · I ... 
28a. .. " 

:19$ .• · 1 . .. 
271. .. " 

211s • 3 ... 
26s. .. " 27" • 3 .. . 
2SS. N " 

261. • i . .. 
24" " " :aSI. • ... 
2]5. n .. 241. • · 6 1 
211. .. " 2J', • · 7 3 
211. a " 

221 •• · · 16 3 
2011. 

" " 
211. • 8 . .. 

191. 
" n 201. • 3 ... 

185. M .. 191. • · 7 5 
171. II " 

18s •• · · · · 5 6 
16s. 

" .. 171.. · · ... :I 
lSI. .. n 161.. ... 12 
145- .. n 151. • · · · · ... • IJI. " " 145 •• · · · · I 83 
UI. .. n IJI. • ... 6 
III. n " 

121. • · · .., :I 
los. .. .. lIS •• · · ... ... 
91. .. .. los. • · · ... :I 
S •• n .. 91. • · ... I 

Under 8s. · · · ... I ... 
TOIal 74 

I 
74 i 

6 
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TABLE IX. 
Week(y Etlrnings if Chainmakers Uourneymm). 

Weekly Earnings. 
(a) (6) 

Oct. 1913. 1911. 

3Ss. and over · · I ... 
345. and under 355 •• I ... 
335• .. .. 345 •• ... . .. 
325• .. .. 335 •• , I .. . 
3 15• .. " 3 25 •• · 2 ... 
3OS' .. .. 3 15 •• 3 ... 
295• .. .. 3°S· • 3 .. . 
285. .. .. 295 •• · 2 ... 
275. .. .. 28s. • - . IS ... 
265_ 

" " 
275 •• 8 ... 

:iSs. .. " 
265 •• 14 ... 

245. " .. 2SS. • ~ 16 ... 
235• .. .. 245 •• 14 ... 
225. .. " 

235 •• 9 ... 
215, 

" • .225 •• 9 2 
2OS • .. 215 •• 18 . .. 
195, .. 205 •• 8 3 
185. .. 195 •• . 5 9 
175. .. 185 •• 3 20 
165. .. 175. , . 2 9 
155. .. 165 •• · · 2 10 
145• .. 155 •• · '" 13 
135. .. 145 •• .. . 25 
125 • .. 135 •• I 10 
115. .. 125 •• . .. 18 
lOS. .. " 

115 •• ... 8 
9 5• .. .. lOS •• .. . 5 
8s. .. .. 9 5 .. ... .. . 
75. .. .. 85 .. .., I 
65. .. .. 75 .. ... 3 

Under 65. . .0 • I 

Total 1371 137 

These tables show that the effect of the minimwn piece 
,rates established by the Chain Trade Board was to bring 

1 The figures relate to only 137 instead of to 148 (see p. 76) 

as in II cases the particulars obtained were insufficient for a 
comparison to be made. 
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about a very striking increase in the weekly earnings of 
men. In October I9IJ, the II mode" (i". the point 
at which the largest group is found) lay. in the case 
of the II mastermen's" earnings, between :215. and 225,. 

and in the case of the II journeymen's" earnings. 
between 2os. and 215.1 Had the piece rates obtaining 
prior to the issue of the Trade Board's determination 
still obtained. then the mode of the earnings of both 
mastermen and journeymen would have been between 
135. and 145. The comparison between the wages earned 
at each date by the two classes of workers can be 
expressed as follows :-

Mastennen. Journeymen. 

1911 , 19'3, 1911. 1913, 

per cent. per cent. per cent. per cent, 

Under 'ss, 56'7 1'3 61'3 0'7 

ISS, and under 2OS, 337 20'2 37'2 14'6 

20t1. n .. 2S" 9"4 60'8 1'4 48-1 

251. " " 30t1. .'. 17'5 '" 30'6 

JOt. And over .,. ... .., 5'8 

The following diagrams will perhaps help the reader to 
visualise the difference in earnings brought about by the 
Trade Board. 

I If returns had beeD obtained from a larger Dumber of 
journeymen. it is probable, as Table IX. suggests. that the 
mode of their earnings would have laiD at lome poiDt betweeD 
2JI. and 265. 
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II. WOMEN'S RAns AND EARNINGS 

(4) In the case of women, as in the case of men, the 
advance in piece rates must necessarily be a matter of 
some uncertainty, owing to the difierent rates previously 
paid by difierent employers. One employer, with the 
object of comparing the prices paid before and after the 
Trade Board was established, supplied the following 
figures from his books:-

1C)08. 1913. 
Percentage 

advance. 

per cwt. 
I. tI. 

per cwt. 
I. tI. 

No. I beu 10 6 J2 0 14'2 
NO.3 extra 14 0 IS 0 "1 
No 4 best 19 0 21 0 10'S 
:-'0. l commOD II 9 I) 0 10'6 
I·inch commOD 4 6 .. 6 ... t\ commOD ) 9 .. 2 11'1 

commOD 6 0 6 8 11'1 

This firm, however, is not typical, as it paid higher rates 
than were customary. A more reliable indication of the 
change brought about by the Trade Board can be obtained 
from the following table. It shows (4) the increase in 
piece rates established by the Trade Board in 1910 for 
making hand-hammered chain as a percentage of the rates 
obtaining in that year prior to the issue of the Trade 
Board's detennination, (b) the percentage which will' 
be added to the rates fixed by the Trade Board in 1910 

if the recently issued .. Proposal to Vary" (see above, 
pp. 47-49) is ratified.1 

I Since the above wu writteD the Trade Board has graDted 
the proposed iDcreaae. 
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TABLE X. 

ta-verage Average 
lDcrease decrease Number Percentage 

Description ofCbain. 
per cent. per cent. of cases proposed to 

caused caused on which be added by 
by the by the comparison the II proposal 

rates fixed rates fixed is based. to vary,"l 
in 1910. in 1910. 

A. Short Link List ... ... ... .. . 
viz. : Commonest 67 ... 86 10 

Common. 49 ... 77 10 
Extra 19 ... 23 10 
Best 2 ... 10 3 10 

B. Coil Chain 26 ... 205 10 
(Section I. of list. 
Price paid per cwt.) 

C. Coil Chain 16 ... 596 10 
{Section V. of list. 
Price paid per doz. 
yards.) I 

It will be noted that the rise brought about in 19IO 

was greatest on the worst qualities of chain, and least on 
the better qualities, which are better paid, while on the 
small number of cases of "best" investigated there 
appears even to have been a decrease.· The advance 
shown on the price of " commonest" chain is a large one 
to have been secured at one stage~67 per cent.--and 
that it should have been recognised as reasonable by the 
employers shows how appallingly low the rates previously 
obtaining must have been. In fact, however, the advance 
on certain classes of chain is greater than appears from 

1 Since the above was written the Trade Board has granted 
the proposed increase. 

S The number of cases upon which the comparison is based 
is so small that little reliance can be placed upon it. 
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these lUI1lD1ary figures. If one looks, for example, at 
.. abort link commonest," one finds that on number 4 
chain the increase effected by the Trade Board was 69 per 
cent., on number]. 76 per cent., and on number 5, 8:r per 
cent. Mo~ver, it must be remembered that a rise of 
:roo per cent. in piece rates means, other things being 
equal, I a rise of more than 100 per cent. in weekly earn
ings. For the worker bas to pay the expense of fuel, and 
possibly of rent and tools, out of what he or she earns. 
Since this payment remains the same when the piece 
rates are raised. to double the piece rates means more 
than to double weekly earnings. To give an actual 
instance: Miss x., prior to the issue of the Trade Board's 
detennination, was paid 35. 6d. per cwt., and made 2 cwt. 
of chain a week, thus getting 75., out of which she paid 
25. a week for breeze, so that her net wage was Ss. If her 
weekly earnings had risen by 100 per cent., she would 
have got 105. per week. In fact, however, the piece rates 
were advanced by 100 per cent., so that she earned a gross 
wage of 145., or, when 25. a week was paid for fuel, us. 
A rise of 100 per cent., therefore, in the piece rates, 
meant in this case a rise of 140 per cent. in weekly earn
ings. Such large advances are, no doubt, quite excep
tional But the figures given above indicate that a rise 
of from So per cent. to 80 per cent. on the prices paid for 
the poorest class of chain has been quite a usual result of 
the Trade Board's determination. To this must now 
be added a further rise of 10 per cent. should the .. Pr0-
posal to Vary," isstfed on 11th August 191]. be ratified.' 

(6) In the case of women, figures of weekly earnings 
must be read with even greater caution than in the case 
of men, because of the extreme variations between t1le 

• Of c:oune other things often are not equal, •. ,., since piece 
rates were raised lDllDy of the women probably make chain 
foe aborter hours, and give more time to domestic work thaa 
they did before. 

• This rise has now been Cfanted. 
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hours worked in anyone' week by different women. To 
some women chain-making is their livelihood; others 
make 'chain merely in order to supplement the earnings 
-of husbands and fathers, and the impression produced 
by the table 'Of weekly earnings given below (Table XII.) 
must be corrected by a glance at the table of hours worked 
(Table XlII.)I More!>ver, the figures as to the earnings 
'Of wonien relate mainly to women working at home 
{" single-handed" workers), not to women working on the 
premises ofshop-owners (journeymen). For this reason 
the hours worked, according to Table XII!., are more 
irregular, and the weekly earnings, according to Table 
XII., are lower than they would have been if the majority 
of women represented had been working on the premises 
'of an employer. This fact !:loes not, however, affect the 
hourly earnings given in Table XIV. 

One other point with regard to women's earnings remains 
to .be nOticed. ·Female workers of all ages are employed 
at home, and it was conceivable. that the earnings given 
below might be depressed by the inclusion among the 
female wage-earners of a considerable number of young 
persons who had not yet attained the age at which a 
woman of nonnal health and strength may be held to be 
earning 'the wages of an adult worker. To avoid any 
misrepresentation arising from this possibility, Table XI. 
gives the ages of the 550 female workers who {out of a total 
·of 588} stated their age. 

They are as follows t-

T4BI.E XI. 
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TABU XI. 

AlII of Wo"'"" 

Per 

Ares. Total cent. 
of 

Total 

6S and over • · 12 12 2·1 
SS and under 65 · 30 30 S"4 
4S .. .. 55 · 6; 65 11·8 
JS .. .. 4S 106 106 19.2 

2S .. It JS · · 158 

r: 
287 

14 .. .. 2S · · 21 
2J to .. 24 · . 28 
22 .. .. 2J 19 
21 It .. 2J 21 25·· 
20 .. .. 21 · . :1 
:X .. .. 20 .. .. 19 17 
17 " .. 18 · 10 

}~ 16 .. It 17 · · II 

IS .. It 16 14 7·2 
14 .. It IS 4 
13 .. .. 14 · 1 

TOlal ;;0 SSO 
c-. 

It will be seen that. while 25·2 per cent. are between 
the ages of 18 and 25. and 67·:Z per cent. over 25. only 
7·z per cent. are under the age of 18. Had the propor
tion under 18 been larger. it would have been desirable 
to give separately the earnings of female workers under 
18 and of female workers over 18. In view. however. of 
the extremely small proportion of the former. their inclusion 
makes no serious difference to the accuracy of the tables 
of earnings. and the reader can easily allow for it himself. 
The large proportion of women chainmakers who are· 
over the age of 35 is striking. and confirms the figures 
given above (p. 9) as to the extent to which the in
dustry is carried on by married women and widows. 
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We may now give the tables showing the weekly earn
ings of 588 chainmakers in one week in July (Table XII.), 
the hours worked by them in the same week (Table XIII.) 
and their hourly earnings (Table XIV.) :_ 

TABLE XII. 

Earnings oj Women Clzainmakers in One Week in July 1913. 

Per 
Earnings. Total. cent. 

of 
Total. 

155. and over'. · 2 

145. and under ISS •. 2 

13S. 
" " 14S .• 3 

82 13"9 
12S. " " 135 •• 10 

liS., II " 12S •• ' . · 24 

lOS. 
" II' liS .• 41 

9s. " " lOS •• 44 } 89 15"1 
8s. 

" " 9S .• 45 

7S. " " 8s .• · · 86 86 14'6 

6s. 
" " 7s .• ,113 113 19"2 

Ss. " " 65.'. · 118 118 20'0 

45. " " 5s .• 46 

}.oo 
35. " .. 4s •• . · · 32 

17'0 
2S. 

" " 3S •• IS 

Under 2S. 7 

Total 588 588 
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TABLa: XIII. 
Hour, "'"/tIIl 67 WOIW" CIrai"",aurI in DIU Wuk 

i" lilly 1913. 

I I 
Per cent. 

HouR. of 
Total 

60 houn and over IJ 2·2 
50 .. and under 60 ISS 26·3 
40 .. .. .. So . 156 26·5 
30 .. " " 40 · . . 136 23'1 
20 

" " .. 30 · . 90 15·3 
10 " " "20 · 29 4'9 
Irre~ular and uncertain 9 1'5 

Total 588 

TABLa: XIV. 
EtJ"""rl I" HOII' ()f WOIW" Cltain",aj", in DIU Wuk 

in JIlIy 191]. 

Eaminp. 

41d. and over • 
4d. and under dd. 3Id. .. .. 4d. 

3 d." ,,3d. 3 d. " "3Id. 
3d... ,,3 d. • ltd. .. .. 3· . 
2 d. .. to:Z d. 
:z d. .. ":ZJd. 

:zd... ,,2 d. • :!i : : !d.
1d
.· 

I d. .. "Id. 
I." "Id. 
Id." "I. 
Under fd. • 
Uncertain 

Total 

2 

5 
3 
5 

II 

31 

34 
59 
95 

102 
86 
76 
36 
20 

9 
5 
9 

588 

Total. 

59 
95 

102 
86 
76 

} 70 

9 

588 

Per 
cent. 
, of 

Total. 

10'0 
16·1 
17"3 
14'6 
12'9 

• 
11'9 

··5 
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Eliminating those whose hours and earnings are uncer
tain, the reader will see from these tables (i) that in the 
week under consideration just over half the workers--so'4 
per cent.-worked between thirty and fifty hours, while 
29'01 per cent. worked more than fifty hours and 20'5 
per cent. less than thirty hours; (ii) that just over half 
the workers-S3'8 per cent.---earned between ss. and 8s., 
17 per cent. earning less than ss. and 29 per cent. over 8s. ; 
(iii) that nearly three-fifths of the workers--S9'06 per cent. 
-earned between l!d. and 2!d. per hour, 25'21 per cent. 
earning less than 1 !d. and·IS·71 per cent. earning more 
than 2!d. 

Apart from the remarkable irregUlarity of hours, two 
important points emerge from these figures. The first is, 
that even after the Trade Board has fixed rates, even when 
allowance is made for the comparatively small number 
of hours worked in some. cases. and even when the forty 
workerS who are known to be under 18 are excluded, 
the predominant earnings are. when measured by any 
reference to the idea of a "living wage," extraordinarily 
low. The second is the discrepancy between the earnings 
of the women and the minimum time rate fixed by the 
Trade Board. that minimum time rate is 2!d. per hour. 
and of the workers represented in the above table nearly 
three-quarters-as many as 74'09 per cent.-were, in July 
1913. earning less than 2!d. How is this startling dis
crepancy to be explained? The most obvious course is. 
no doubt, to deny that it exists. and to say that the women 
visited uniformly understated their earnings, and over
estimated the number of hours for which they worked. 
And, though the inquiry was carried out by persons whose 
pfactical experience' of the chain-making industry enabled 
them to check statements which were obviously absurd, it 
may readily be conceded that errors as to earnings and 
hours were probably made by the workers interviewed, 
and that such errors as were made tended naturally to take 
the form of maximising hours and minimising earnings. 
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It teems to the writer, however, that the problem raised 
by these figures ought not merely to be waived on one side 
with the statement that they are inaccurate. One obvious 
way of accounting for them lies in the hypothesis that 
the piece rates may originally have been fixed too low to 
yield the ordinary worker 2id. per hour. But apart from 
this suggestion, which, in view of the fact that the rates were 
fixed by penons with technical knowledge of the industry, 
is improbable, several possible explanations may be offered. 
In the first place, as stated above, the worker's output per 
hour is usually !IOmewhat less in summer than in winter, and 
it is highly probable that an investigation similar to that 
carried out in July would, in winter, yield higher hourly 
earnings. In the second plac;e, it is probable that since 
the rates have been raised the workers have worked some_ 
what more slowly than before. It must be remembered 
that many of these women have husbands, fathers and 
brothers making chain as well as themselves, that the 
increase in the total family income has often, therefore, 
been greater than would appear to be the case if atten
tion were confined to the increase in the earnings of women 
workers alone, and that for this reason the earnings of the 
female members of a family are not as indispensable to it 
as they previously were. In the third place. the figures 
given in Table. XII. and XIV. relate to nu earnings, j.e. 
total earnings less the deductions which have to be made 
on account of the worker's outgoings. on account of fuel, 
tools, and rent of the .. stall" where the chain is made. 
Now there is strong reason for believing that the price of 
the fuel bought by the worker has risen since the Trade 
Board drew up the list of piece prices. This fuel. or 
.. brene." as it is called. is bought retail by the workep 
from hawkers who sell it from door to door at !IO much a 
basket. When the Trade Board fixed rates the ordinary 
price for two baskets was sld-. and investigation made on 
behalf of the Board in July 1912 suggested that, though 
the price had risen enormously. from 115. per ton to 
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between 30S. and 40s., during the co.al strike, it had since 
fallen to about its former level. The inquiries seem, how
ever, to have been confined to the price charged for large 
quantities by the manufacturers of the article, and it may 
well be that "the retail price has, risen more than in 
proportion to the wholesale price. In view of the general 
upward movement in prices since 1910, it would indeed 
be surprising if the cost of fuel had not risen also. The 
majority of workers examined on the subject are convinced 
that it has done so, 7d. now being quoted for two baskets 
which previously . cost from s!d. to 6d., and 4!d. for one 
which previously cost 3!d. It is possible, therefore, that 
one reason why the net hourly earnings of so many women 
appear to be below 2!d. is to be found in the fact that the 
outgoings incidental to chain-making have increased. In 
the fourth place, there is the possibility either that 
better, which means slower, work is demanded, or that list 
prices are being in some way evaded. To the former point 
we shall return later, and need only pause here to say that 
a frequent answer of the workers to the question whether 
they"are better off is, "Yes, but I have to make extra 
for common," which means that they are being paid the 
price fixed for chain of the quality know as "common," 
but are required to make it of the quality known as 
" extra," a process involving greater care, slower production, 
and therefore lower earnings per hour. The latter practice 
does not necessarily irivolve an evasion of the letter of 
the Board's determination, though it does of its spirit and 
of the custom of the trade. As an example of what is 
meant one may cite the frequent complaint by the workers 
that they are not as much better Qff as they would other
wise be "because of the odd links," or "because I am 
paid for coil chain instead of short link." 

The explanation of these statements is to be found in 
the fact that hand-hammered chain falls into two broad 
classes, "short link" and "coil." Short" link chain, as 
its name implies, is chain the links of which are short in 
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length relatively to their width and thickness. The precise 
dimensions which are necessary in chain made from iron 
of a given Iize, in order that it may be tenned If short 
link," vary. In chain of high quality the length of a link 
of If short link " chain should not be more lhan 41 times 
the diameter or thickness of the iron. In commoner 
classes of chain the ratio of length to thickness may vary 
up to 51. Now in the notices which were issued by the 
Trade Board no direction was given in the case of hand
hammered chain as to what was to be deemed short link, 
but in fixing the piece prices the rates for If coil" chain 
were made to merge into those for .. short link" at a 
point which corresponded with the practice followed in 
the better, rath~ than in the commoner, varieties of chain. 
Arter the rates were fixed, this fact was gradually dis
covered by many employers, and they found it to their 
advantage in some cases, where the ratio of the length of 
link to its thickness was somewhat high for short link, to 
drop the term If short link," and to have the chain made 
under the .. coil" list in which the prices were lower. 
Even though, as is probable, such chain found its way into 
the market and was sold as .. short link," there was noth
ing illegal in the practice. It was, nevertheless, contrary 
to the spirit and intention of the Trade Board's deter
mination, and provision is made in the recently issued 
variation notices to indicate clearly the point at which 
each size of chain shall cease to be called If coil chain," 
and shall be regarded and paid for as .. short link." It 
needs to be observed, however, that in general these 
points are, as regards very common chain, somewhat 
more exacting than the old custom warranted. The 
ambiguity has been removed; there is now no doubt IS 
to what is and what is not" short link"; but it is doubtful 
whether the substance of the workers' complaint, as regards 
the number of links, does not still, to some extent, remain. 

How do the earnings set out in the above tables compare 
with the earnings of women prior to the fixing of minimum 
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rates by the Trade Board? This is a question to which 
it is not easy to get a satisfactory answer. Statements 
such as-.-that "in 1910 many of the chainworkers earned 
a net wage of 45. or 5s.," that" earnings have risen 2S. 

per woman worker employed," or the more picturesque 
remark that" at the old prices a woman had to strike 
1000 blows to earn lid., . at the new rate it will take 725 
blows to earn that sum;" ~though made by competent 
authorities, and though no doubt true of particular workers, 
are of no scientific value owing to the great difference between 
different workers and between the hours per week which 
they work. Owing to the unfortunate omission of the 
Board of Trade to publish any figures as to the earnings of 
workers employed in outshops and at ho~e in its Wage 
Census of 1906, no authentic record exists to show what 
weekly and hourly earnings were· before piece prices were 
fixed by the Trade Board. Such figures as it has been 
possible to collect as to the hourly earnings of forty-three 
workers are given in the following table :-

T.ULE XV. 

Earnings·per Hour of Women Chainmakers ;:n One Week 
in 1910. 

3d. and over . 
2~d. !!nd under 3d. 
2ld... .. 2id. 
2td." ,,2!d. 
2d. ,; ,,2td. 
ltd." ,,:Zd. 
lid." ,.lld. 
ltd." "lId .. 

• ld. " "ltd .. 
ld. " "Jd. 
ld. " ,,!d. 

Earnings. 

Total 

Workers. 

I 
1 
2 
2 
2 

S 
8 

IS 
7 

43 

~. Nottingham Evening Post, 8th September 19IO. 
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It win be seen from a comparison of this table with 
Table XIV. that whereas since the new piece rates were 
fixed by the Trade Board. the "mode" (i.e. the point 
where the largest group of earnings is to be found) lies 
between 2d. and 2id. per hour. it lay. prior to the new 
rates being fixed. between Id. and Ild- These figures 
are. however. far too small to form the basis of any gen
eralisa tion. In order to supplement them, I give below 
(II) figures showing what the hourly earnings of 426 workers, 
for whom figures have been collected. would have been if 
the old piece rates had still been in force, and what they 
would be if the II proposal to vary" were ratified; (b) a 
diagram comparing the distribution of earnings in one 

,week in July 1913 with the distribution of the earnings 
of the same workers as it would have been if the old piece 
rates had stin been in force, and with what it would be 
if the II proposal to vary II were made binding. The 
reason why the figures relate to only 426 workers. not, as 
in Table XII., to 588, is that in a considerable number of 
cases the particulars returned to us as to the quality and 
quantity of chain made in one week are not sufficiently 
accurate to allow of a calculation as to what would have 
been earned at the old piece rates being based upon them. 

TABLa XVL 

Wld(r EtInIi"gl 0/ CIuU,,1III.Ibn. 

ID Plus Rise 

1910 ID of 
Earnings. (esti· 1913. 

10 per cent. 

mated). now 
propos~. 

151. and over • · · 1 2 9 
145- aDd UDder IS" · · I 3 S 
131. II .. 145- · · I 3 9 
Ul. " " 131. · · I 8 14 

Carry Corward · 4 16 37 

7 
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TABLE Xv I.-continued . 

. ' .. 
Plus Rise In 

1910 In of 

: 
Earnings. (esti- 1913. loper cent. 

mated). now 
proposed. 

Brought forward 4 16 37 
I IS. and under 125. . . 7 18 22 . 
105. 

" " 
115. 2 27 37 

9s. " " 105. 7 29 35 
85. " " 95. 16 39 55 
75. " " 

85. 2S 67 68 
65. " " .75. 31 86 68 
ss. " ." 65. 61 85 58 
45• " " 55. 103 30 24 
35. " " 45. 79 18 IS 
25. 

" " 35• 70 9 6 
Under 25. 21 2 I 

Total 426 426 426 

These figures show that if the hours worked and quantity 
of .chain made are assumed to have been the same in 
1910 as in the week for which figures were collected in 
1913. the fixing of piece rates by the Board has meant a 
considerable upward movement in the general level of 
hourly earnings. In 1913 the mode lay between 55. and 
75.; in 1910 it would have lain between4S .. !lnd 55. In 
1910. 64 per cent. of the worker$ would have been earn
ing under 55. a week. and 14'3 over 75.; in 1913. 13'8 per 
cent. were earning. under 55., and 46 per cent. over 75. 
If. and when, the" proposal to vary II is ratified. the mode 
will lie between 65. and 85.. 10'7 per cent. of the 
workers will earn under 55. per week. 59'6 per cent. will 
earn over 75. per week and 22'5 per cent. over 105 . 

. per week. If the low earnings still obtaining create 

. amazement, even when the irregular hours worked by 
many' of the women are taken into consideration, the 
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improvement from a state of things in which under IS 
per cenL of. the workers earned over 75. a week, to one 
in which just upon 60 per cenL will.do so, certainly offers 
lOme cause for satisfaction. .. _ .. --. 
.... : 
-; 
~ 

.~ 
--:; 

-i 
-; 
-i 
-; 
.~ 

-~ .. ~ ! 
! -; , .-= : ; : --=; --, :r 
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: • ! 
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If\ 
If \ 
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\ 
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" 

"r-... 1/ " ......... / 
I '-V, .... ____ ~ ~_. 

_ ~ ~ ., ttl ., ., ., ., .., .~ .., .., 041 oM 

II .., 041 ...., .., .." 41 .., ..., .. ., .. ., .., ..., "51_ 

DiaIN'" ).-EantillCI D/ WDIfUII Cl,aillllldllf'l. 
s. Tdll XVI. 

Is this considerable increase in income traceable in 
any improvement in the social conditions of the district? 
In many towns the industries are too various to allow the 
consequences of prosperity in anyone of them to be easily 
distinguished. In C~dley Heath, which lives by making 
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chains, the effect of the minimum rates is visible to the 
eye of sense. The Trade Board has, in fact, forced itself 
on the notice of classes of people other than workers and 
employers through the influence it has had upon the 
general life of the town. The first consequence of the 
establishment,of minimum rates of payment was that 
the workers, having more to spend,spent more on food 
and clothes. According to shopkeepers, the effect of 
the Board of Trade's order, making the new piece rates 
obligatory, was to produce an immediate increase in their 
sales, which has continued during the subsequent period 
of good trade, and which has caused empty shops to be 
let and new shops to be opened. The second consequence 
was an improvement in the appearance both of the workers 
themselves and-a significant point-of their children. 
On this matter, about which no outsider can venture 
an opinion, the testimony of residents in the locality 
is decisive. "It is astonishing what a difference the rise 
in prices [i.e. piece rates] has made. The workers tum 
up earlier to work. They take more pride in themselves, 
and show more care in their work." "The appearance 
of the women at Trade Union meetings is different from 
what it was fonnerly." "The workers keep up a better 
appearance. There is a difference in their standard of 
living. Tradespeople take more money now than they 
used to do before the rates came into force." "We who 
live among the workers see the enonnous difference 
which the Trade Board rates have made in their clothes, 
appearance and cleanliness. But it will take a generation 
to make much improvement in the lowest class of all." 
" The appearance of the children at school is much better: 
they are better fed, better . clothed and better shod. 
When the women get more money, you may be sure it is 
spent on the children." Evidence such as this from 
employers, trade union officials and teachers, shows that 
even the short time which has elapsed since the rates 
came into operation has been long enough to allow of a 
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distinct rise taking place in the worken' standard of lifL 
I t is as though a weight which crushed a plant had heeD 
removed. Tbe bent stalk gradually straightens. the 
crushed leaves unfold and the sap begins to circulate 
througb tbe expanding veins. And not only immediate 
npenditanl but savings have increased. In the words of 
the superintendent of a large industrial insurance company: 
If In 1910 tbe women workers promised to pay up when the 
rates were fixed, and they did 10. The rates have had 
a steadying effect on insurance, and since 1910 arrears.
which are the most sensitive barometer of prosperity, have 
been less. Since tbe burden of industrial insurance falls 
chiefly on tbe women, tbe higher rates cannot fail to have 
made it easier for them." 

Industrial insurance is not, however, the only form of 
working<lass saving. Trade Unionism is, at least, equally 
important, for on Trade Unionism it to a great extent 
depends whether there will be enough money to save 
anything at alL What has been the effect of the Trade 
Board on Trade Unionism? At the present time three 
unions exist at Cradley Heath. The fint is the powerful 
organisation of men employed in factories; the second, 
tbe union of men employed in outshops, most of whom 
are malting dollied or tommied chain; the third is the 
local branch of the Women Worken' Federation. Of 
these three unions tbe fint, which is a very successful 
organisation, including virtually all the men employed 
in factories, does not concern us. Few of its members 
are making qualities of chain for which the Trade Board 
has fixed rates, and those who are making them are paid 
on a higber list, arranged between the union and the 
masten' association. Compared with the fint, the two 
lafter societies have always been relatively weak. Like 
all industries where there is a large number of smaD 
masters. and where a large proportion of those employed 
work at home, tbe more poorly paid sections of the chain 
trade have always been difficult to organise; and the 
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agreements which these unions have made with employers 
with regard to piece rates, though observed mOJ;"e or less 
satisfactorily. in times of good trade, have, when trade 
fell off, been constantly undermined in the way described 
above.1 If, as is sometimes· suggested, the tendency of 
a Trade Board were to' weaken voluntary organisation, 
it is these two societies which would have suffered from it. 
In fact, however, they have been strengthened rather 
than weakened. Provided a Trade: Union does not relax 
its efforts when a Trade .Board comes into existence, there 
are several reasons why the latter should facilitate its 
work. The workers, being better paid, are better able to 
pay contributions to their society. A Trade Board, by 
introducing uniformity into prices and fixing a minimum 
above which organisation can tak~ place, makes it easier 
for the workers to act together than it is when each is at 
the mercy of the individual employers, or middlemen, who 
give them work. The discussion which accompanies its 
formation and its work supplies a motive which keeps 
members together, and is a training in industrial self
government. On the whole, this view of the matter is 
borne out by the experience of the chain trade. The 
membership of the two societies affected, though still 
far ftom coextensive with the industry, has grown con
siderably since 1909: in the case of men it is probably 
how about 70 per cent., in the case of women about 60 per 
cent., of the workers eligible. The men's union secured 
in February 19II .an agreement with the employers by 
which its members were ·.to be paid on the 5s. instead of 
on the 4s. list, i.e. about 10 per cent. above the rates 
fixed by the Trade Board. .. I stick to the union; 2d. a 
week is not much, 'and we can afford it now." "The 
Trade Board has kept our members together, because 
they see that Trade Unionism is the only way of getting 
the best out of the Act." "Trade Unionism without a 
Trade Board is no good for domestic workers ...• We 

I See back, pp. 64-66. 
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can't hold more than the Trade Board gives"; such 
expressions of opinion by workers and trade union officials 
suggest that, so far, voluntary organisation at Cradley 
Heath has been able to use the Trade Board as a basis on 
which to build more securely. Nor must it be forgotten 
that the influence of a Trade Board in stimulating organi
sa tion is not restricted to the trade in which it exists. When 
the minimum rates fixed for one industry have brought 
about a considerable increase in the earnings of those 
employed in it, it is almost inevitable for workers in other 
industries to demand that they in their tum should receive 
a corresponding rise in their wages. This is, in fact, what 
has happened in the Midlands, where the hollow-ware 
makers, the clay.workers and certain sections of the metal 
trades have in the last year engaged in an agitation, 
with the result that the former have been brought within 
the scope of the Trade Boards Act, and the two latter 
have secured advances. Thus the influence of the Trade 
Board in the chain trade has extended to workers outside 
the chain·making industry, and has set up a standard to 
which other industries have been obliged to conform. The 
tragedy lies in the prolonged struggle which took place 
before the new level of wages could be won, and which, 
if these industries had been scheduled under the Trade 
Boards Act, would have been unnecessary. 



VII 

THE EFFECT OF THE CHAIN 1 KiUJE BOARD ON 
THE MANUFACTURE OF CHAIN 

THE evidence cited in the preceding sections shows that 
the Chain Trade Board has been successful in its primary 
object of. raising the standard of life of the worst paid 
sections of workers in the chain-making industry. Their 
incomes have risen considerably, though they are still 
deplorably low, and the increase in their incomes has 
resulted, according to the testimony of all observers, in_ 
improved nourishment, clothing and capacity for self
protection. An examination of the. effects of the Trade 
Board which stopped at this point would, however, be 
very inadequate. The establishment of minimum rates of 
payment, whether by a trade union or through. the inter
vention of some public authority, almost invariably has 
reactions extending beyond its immediate effect upon 
wages, and in forming an estimate of its ultimate value 
these Indirect consequences of intervention must, of 
course, be taken into account. The immediate and most 
obvious effect of a considerable rise in wages is to increase 
the expense of producing the article for which they are 
paid. This increased expense of production may be added 
to prices, in which case it may result either in less of the 
article in question or (if the demand for this is inelastic) 
le;s of other articles being bought. It may be met by 
speeding up, by closer supervision, by better machinery, by 
the elimination of unnecessary stages in the passage of 
goods from the first producer to the ultimate consumer, by 
a larger output or a better quality of work on the part of 

• 10-4 
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workpeople who are better fed, more contented and not 
compelled to work-if piece workers-at an inhuman 
pressure in order to earn a pittance. The higher rates may, 
again. result in a change of the personnel employed. 
Worken may be more carefully selected; for it is a common 
experience that if employees are so help~ss as to accept 
any kind of conditions, employers will put up with any 
kind of employees. The number employed may be 
diminished, because some of those employed when rates 
are low are thought not to be worth employing when rates 
are raised, or because a rise in prices to the consumer has 
resulted in a contraction of the demand. One class of 
labour may be substituted for another, men for women, 
boys for men, or "" verslL The question which, if any, 
of these reactions result from the legal enforcement of 
minimum rates-the question of .. the economic effects of a 
minimum wage "-can be answered only with reference 
to some particular trade, and as the result of an inquiry 
into its history since minimum rates were applied to it. 
The ingenuity of employers and workpeople so greatly 
exceeds that of economists that discussions of what" must" 
happen, unsupported by evidence as to what has happened 
or is happening, are usually quite worthless. Moreover, 
it is oot to be expected that the full effects of intervention 
should become apparent till after a considerable period, 
including both a boom and a depression. Since only three 
yean have elapsed since the minimum rates became 
obligatory in the chain trade, and since during those years 
trade has been unusually active, it is as yet too soon to 
determine what their ultimate effect will be. All that can 
be attempted here is to describe such tendencies as have 
appeared up to the present time. • 

The organisation of the chain·making industry is such 
that some of the results which were anticipated from the 
fucing of minimum rates, and which have become to a 
greater or Jess degree visible in the clothing and cardboard 
boxmaking industries, have not occurred, and do not seem 
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likely to occur, at Cradley Heath. In the first place, the 
fact that the workers are largely piece workers employed 
at home, reduces to a minimum the motive for dismissing 
slow workers. Provided the employer or shop-owner who 
gives out iron gets the order executed, it does not matter 
to him how long the workers take to make the chain. 
When, as is the case with workers employed on a shop
owner's premises, the fuel is provided for them, the em
ployer has some motive for getting rid of the slower 
workers; as they take longer to make the chain than the 
faster ones, and therefore consume more fuel per cwt. of 
chain produced. This fact may possibly make itself felt 
in times of bad trade. But it is obviously a weak incentive 
compared With that which appeals to an employer who is 
anxious to get the most out of a factory with heavy stand
ing charges, and it has no application at all in the case of 
the majority of women who work on their own premises. 
So far, at any rate, inquiry both among workers and em
ployers shows that there has been no decrease in the 
numbers employed. On the contrary, the general statement 
of both is that more .are employed than at any previous 
time. 

Nor, in the second place, is there any considerable 
evidence that work which was previously given out is now 
being done on the premises of the employer or shop-owner. 
Whether this will happen in the future it is as yet too early 
to say. Some, at any rate, of the workers would welcome 
the change .as preventing the underbidding for employ
ment which formerly went on, and as facilitating organisa
tion. For the present the proportion' between the chain 
produced at home and the chain produced in factories 

_seems to be much as it was before the Trade Board rates 
came into operation. Only two cases have come to my 
notice in which home work has been affected. In one it 
was stated to have been diminished, in the other to have 
been increased. The first was that of a factory occupier 
who stated that he relied more upon his factory than 
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previously, on the ground that contracts which he had 
previously got for small chain which would naturally be 
made outside, were now being obtained by men who, as he 
believed, were evading the Trade Board's determination. 
In this case, therefore, assuming the statement to be 
correct, there was no diminution of home work, but merely 
a redistribution of orders for it between different employers. 
The second case was that of a shop-owner who employed 
28 women. Prior to the Trade Board's determination 
he had employed 20 indoors and 8 outside. Now he 
employed 8 indoors and 20 outside. The reason given by 
him for the alteration was that the allowance off the rates 
of 25 per cent. which the Trade Board permits the shop. 
owner to keep in payment of his expenses and profits, was 
not sufficient to cover even the former, and that therefore 
he gained by giving work out and leaving the worker 
to provide tools and fuel, even though he had to pay her 
25 per cent. more. Taken together, these two cases may 
perhaps be regarded as cancelling each other. So far, at any 
rate, there is little reason to believe that home work has 
been either increased or diminished. 

In the third place, there is little evidence that the 
minimum wage tends in the chain·making industry to 
become the maximum, as it has sometimes, in general 
terms, been predicted that it would. Certain workers, it is 
true, have stated that whereas the old prices were higher 
than those fixed by the Trade Board, they have been 
reduced since the new rates came into operation. Such 
cases are, however, as can be seen by referring to the 
figures on pp. 14 and 86, quite exceptional A glance at 
Table XIV., on p. 91, will show that the hourly earnings of 
women workers vary very greatly, according (in part) 
to differences in their strength and skill. which precludes 
the supposition that the eHeet of the Trade Board has 
been to reduce them to one .. dead level" As a matter 

. of fact, inquiry shows that some employers pay consider· 
ably higher prices than those fixed by the Trade Board 
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in order to· aUract the better workers. Indeed, in the 
dollied section of the trade, the employers have agreed 
with the Union to pay its members on the basis of the 5S. 
list, and though it is held that the agreement has not been 
satisfactorily observed, the fact that it should have been 
made shows that there is no general disposition to treat the 
Trade Board rates as a maximum which is not to be 
exceeded. 

The· principal indirect effects of the Trade Board rates 
are seen in connection with the price of chain, the quality 
of work and, to a less extent, the general organisation of 
the industry. In respect of its ability to raise prices to the 
consumer, the chain trade stands in a peculiar position. 
On the one hand. wages form a very large proportion of the 
total cost of making chain, especially of making the poorer 
qualities. There is in the chain trade nothing like the local 
variations· in wages that there are, for example, in the 
clothing industry, variations which cause northern manu
facturers to be hardly affected by an advance in wages of 

. which southern manufacturers complain; there is little 
foreign competition:- the fact that the industry is con-
centrated in a narrow area facilitates united, or at least 
simultaneous, action; and since the quality of each grade 
of hand-hammered chain is fixed, its price is naturally 
more sensitive to any increase in the cost of production. 
On the other hand, the fact that most of the chain affected 
by the Trade Board rates is made at home or in small 
workshops diminishes the opportunity, which exists in 
many trades, of meeting an advance in wages by a re
organisation of the methods of production. In this respect 
the chain-making industry differs very markedly from 
two others in which Trade Boards were set up under the 
Act of 1909, namely, the Wholesale and Ready·Made 
Bespoke Clothing Trade, and the Manufacture of Card
board, Paper and Chip Boxes. In both those industries, 
as will be shown in subsequent studies, that aspect of the 
.. economy of high wages," which consists in the effect of 
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aD advance in wages upon management, bas been con
spicuoUL In the chain-making industry there is .no 
possibility for .. speeding up" as far as the workers 
employed at bome are concerned, while those employed 
on the premises of sbop-owners seem to work already at a 
speed which no pressure could increase. There is, in fact, 
oext to no .. management," as distinct from .. labour," 
the shop-owner, • except where he is merely a middleman, 
being himself one manual worker among others. Econo
mies connec:ttd with management can hardly, therefore, 
be introduced. 

For these reasons the chain-making industry is not 
typicaJ, and it would not be right to assume that the 
eftect of raising wages in other industries by means of a 
Trade Board would necessarily be to raise prices merely on 
the ground that it had that eftect in the chain trade. That 
this has been the effect in thij partic:ular industrytbere 
teemS little room for doubt. The price of hand-hammered 
chain to the consumer has risen aeveral times in the course 
of the last few years, as the following figures,' obtained 
from an exporting merchant, show:-

1909- 191:1. 
Increase 
percent. 

In-I 105. 6d, per cwt. 145. 9<1, per c:wt. 40'4 
gs,6d. " III. C)d. " 23'6 . 9L 4ld. " IlL 3d. • 41'3 . 105. 7d. II ras. 6d. • 18'. 

For the purpose of comparing the rise in prices per c:wt. 
to the purchaser with the increase in the piece prices per 
cwt. paid to the worker, one may set the average increase 
in the price of common chain given above side by side with 
the average increase in the piece prices paid for making 

• Chain Trade Board Papen, 304-
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common chain (see back, p. 86). The result is as 
. follows :-;.-

Increase in price to purchaser of 
four'sizes of common chain. 30'8 per cent 

Increase in piece prices to worker 
on common chain 49 

It will be seen that the advance in prices to the purchaser 
is about three-fifths of the advance in piece prices paid to 
the worker. But these figures exaggerate tbe advance in 
prices to the consumer. For, as will be shown below, the 
quality of the chain made has improved, and the purchaser 
is therefore obtaining a better, article for his money. 
Measured by the price paid for making it, chain of 
" extra" quality is about 20 per cent. better than chain of 
.. common" quality, ,and dearly this difference should be 
taken into account in corisidering the advance in prices. 
How far this rise in prices; such as it is, is due to the rise 
in wages it is impossible to say. During the period under 
consideration-the prices of most articles, including the 
raw materials for the .manufacture of chains, have been 
rising, and I9I2, the year for which prices are given, was 
one in which they were disturbed by the enormous 
temPorary rise in the price of coal. The general view of 
manufaCturers that the advance in wages has, in the main, 
come out of an advance in prices, must not, therefore, be 
taken as implying that the prices would not have risen if the 
old rates had remained in force. 

To say that an advance in the price of chams is the 
principal immediate source from which the increased wages 
of chainworkers have come is not to imply that this must be 
so permanently. . Though, for the reasons given above, the 
opportunities for introducing improvements in the process 
of manufacture are not so numerous as in most factory 
industries, there are signs that even in the chain-making 
industry the rise in wages has, as usual, let loose forces 
making for economies in production. In the first place, 
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the establishment of minimwn rates appears to have a 
distinct effect on the quality of the chain produced. That 
the low rates paid resulted in inferior work has long been 
a common-place. The system, said a witness before the 
Commission of J876, .. compels men to work at the same 
low rate as women and children, and therefore they are 
obliged to make such a large quantity of work to earn a 
bare subsistence that they have no time to do full justice 
to their work, the incentive to good workmanship being 
crushed out through excessive competition, and thus ••• 
the markets are glutted with cheap but very inferior 
worko" I .. Chains," stated a manufacturer to the Lords' 
Committee in J889, .. are sent out all over the world when 
they are merely put in the blacking-pot i the' blacking
pot test' has become one of the names of common chain." I 
That an improvement in the quality of the chain made 
would be one effect of setting up the Chain Trade Board 
was foretold before it was actually established. .. I am 
infonned by the Honorary Secretary of the Chainmakers' 
Association." said a speaker in the House of Commons, 
when the Trade Boards Bill was under consideration. 
.. that every one of the good employers agrees that this 
trade should be placed in the schedule of this Bill. They 
say that not only is sweating bad for the employees who 
receive such miserable wages, but also that it is fatal to 
the reputation of the trade itself. Only last Saturday I 
was speaking to the ex-mayor of Dudley, who " gave mea 
concrete case illustrating this phase of the question. He 
told me that only a few months ago he was in Canada • • • 
and when in one of the shipping yards he saw a quantity 
of chain. He referred to the fact that he was then mayor 
of Dudley, near Cradley. 'Oh,' said the gentleman to. 

I Report of the Commissioners appointed to inquire into 
the working of the Factory and Workshops Acts, 1876. Minutes 
of Evidence. 5688. 

• Third Report of Lords' Committee on Sweating Sflltem. 
1889. 23.506• 
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whom he was speaking, • you know Cradley, do you 'I 
All I can -say is, we shall have no more chain from Cradley, 
as the last lot we had was such shoddy stuff that it broke 
like single wire.' The hope and expectation which the 
'good employers have as to the ultimate effect of this 
Bill is, that it will prevent, this shoddy manufacture of 
chain which is being sent abroad to the detriment of the 
good name of the trade."l That this anticipation has to a 
considerable extent been realised is proved by the evidence 
both of-employers and of workers. The reason is twofold. 
On the one hand, since a higher piece rate has to be paid 
for making the chain, employers insist, as far as they can, 
on having a better quality which will fetch a better price. 
When they can give out orders for" common" chain to men 
who are 'accustomed to making" extra," they do so; for 
the worker who usually makes chain of a better quality 
cannot easily lower his standard. When they cannot do 
this they inspect the chain more carefully and demand a 
bette'r finish. Hence the frequent complaints from the 
operatives, that they are now required to make" common" 
chain of the-quality of" extra," though they are only paid 
the "common" price. On the other hand, since the rates 
have been raised; the workers are no longer obliged to 
work with the same frantic ,speed as before in order to 
make a 'pittance: They- tend, therefore, to work more 
slowly"and,because they work more slowly, to produce 
better chain. "Workers," said an employer, "who were 
earningss. a week wereqirite' needless of the quality of the 
work done,.as the low prices made it necessary to them to 
work at the highest pressure. Now that they c~n get lIS. 

they take more pride in their work." " There is certainly 
a tendency," stated another, "to improve the quality of 
the chain made. . • . When there was no minimum, the 
master could say to the workers, 'Quality does not matter; 
sweat it down as you can.' Now employers demand 
,a better -quality of chain," II Formerly," said a shop-

1 Hansard, voL iv., pp. 368-9 (28th April 19(9). 
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owner, .. the workers had to work long hours and to rush 
the work. Now they can make it better because they go 
more iIowly. At the same time, employers are trying to 
get a better class of chain in return for the Trade Board 
prices. They are really raising the quality of the chain 
50 far as the Trade Board's definition is concerned." 
.. The rate,," said a chainmaker, .. used to be so 
low that the worker had no time to put in good work. 
Slap chain [the poorest quality] used to be made one-two 
-three-down I If was exported under false certificates, 
stating it to be of good quality, • slap' chain going as 
• best'; which in time woukl have lost us our foreign 
markets. Now that the rates have been raised, the 
employers pick the workers more carefully, and won't let 
them make the chain so fasL Besides, now that the rates 
are higher, they can afford to work more slowly." 

That bad wages produce bad work is an experience as 
common as it is habitually disregarded, and it is not 
surprising that with the advance in the prices paid the 
quality of the chain shoukl have improved. The fact 
that it has done 50 suggests that the minimum rate is not 
likely to stand at anyone level for a very long time to
gether. Processes change, and improvements are intro
duced; and as they are introduced it is natural that an 
advance in wages should be demanded at the same time. 
It is, perhaps, more surprising that as yet the chain trade 
should have been little affected by machinery. To intro
duce machinery, or to speed up existing machinery, is 
a common reply of employers to an advance in wages, and 
in one industry, at any rate, the manufacture of cardboard 
and paper boxes, this result has already occurred. 

How far has machinery been used to meet the extra 
wage-bill imposed by the Trade Board 1 This question 
can be answered with some accuracy. Of the two kinds 
of machine-made chain on the market, weldless or twisted 
chain and electric·welded chain. the former appears to be 
made by two finns in England, the latter by seven, which, 

8 
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while continuing to produce a good deal of chain as before, 
have in the past few years put in electric-welding machines. 
As far, therefore. as the trade as a whole is concerned. one 
may say that hitherto the introduction. of machinery. 
though· somewhat accelerated by the Trade Board. has 
taken place only on a quite inconsiderable scale.1 

What likelihood is there of machinery being introduced 
in the future to such an extent as to cause a serious dis
placement of hand labour ? This question is by no means 
easily answered. The view of most employers is that as 
wages rise the pressure to introduce machinery will become 
irresistible. It has not been so hitherto because labour 
was cheap. When the Trade Board fixed minimum rates. 
the agents of machine-making firms were active. and a 
certain number of machines were introduced. But they 
are expensive, costing £250 to £350 each; many ·of the 
employers are small men with little capital to spare; and 
those who could afford a considerable outlay preferred to 
wait and see what the future policy of the Board would be. 
H Prior to the:fixing of minimum rates by the Trade Board," 
said a IaIge manufacturer, "women's rates were so low that 
it did not pay to introduce machinery •.•. The reason 
why since then machinery has not been introduced more 
rapidly is that manufacturers have hitherto thought it 
possible that the minimum rates might be reduced. in 
which case their expenditure upon machinery would be 
wasted." The view of the workers is that machinery is a 
bogey which is brought forward whenever a rise in wages 
is demanded. that empJoyers have cried "wolf" too long 
to be taken seriously now. and that in any case only 
certain sizes of chain can be welded by machinery. Be
tween these conflicting opinions it would be presumptuous 
for an outsider to attempt to decide. He can only record the 
actual facts, and the facts appear to be that twisted chain 
(mostly of foreign manufacture) is at present competing to 
an appreciable extent with certain kinds of country chain; 

I Chain Trade Board Papers, 304. 
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that electric-welded cbain can be used to replace the 
5Illa11er sizes (No. 6 and under) of band-hammered 
chain, but that. as the former must be made of steel, it 
has the defect of being more brittle than the latter, and 
tbat at present welding by electricity is technically too 
imperfect a process to replace band-hammered cbain, even 
in the smaller sizes, while the larger sizes are as yet alto
gether unaffected by it. At the present moment, indeed, 
the demand for machine-made chain seems, in spite of 
the activity of trade, to be diminishing rather than increas
ing. Farmers, who a year or two ago were placing orders 
for it, have returned to band-hammered cbain, on the 
ground that the latter is more durable. Nor is it without 
significance that, 10 far as can be ascertained, not a single 
tender for a cwt. of machine-made cbain should ever 
have been received by the Admiralty. For the British 
Admiralty is by far the largest buyer of chain in the world; 
it is the ambition of every chain-making firm to secure its 
custom; and if chain could be produced by machinery 
which would face the required tests. it would be incredible 
that the Admiralty should not bave been inundated with 
offers to supply it. 

I t would, however, be contrary to all experience to 
assume that technical difficulties will permanently stand 
in the way of the introduction of machinery. If it is 
introduced, wbat is likely to bappen? What bappened 
in another local industry, tbat of nail-making, was that a 
whole generation was spent in a fruitless struggle between 
band labour and machinery, the price paid for the former 
steadily falling, and its fall failing ultimately to check the 
introduction of the dreaded machines. Clearly it would be 
disastrous if the same long agony were undergone by tfte 
chain trade. That the competition of machinery should 
be met by reducing the minimum rates, and by returning 
t~ the old condition of things in which a woman earned 45. 
to 6s. a week for fifty or sixty hours of labour. is as unthink
able as it is that if this ruinous policy were adopted it would 
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~;ucceed in excluding machinery once the latter had been 
.mad\! technically satisfactory. The minimum rates must at 
all costs be maintained, and, if possible, raised. Would it 

. not, however, be possible for the introduction of machinery 
to take place without any great dislocation involving a 
serious diminution of employment? It would, if machin
ery were introduced by degrees and with due regard to the 
vested interests of the hand workers. Of the attempts 
which have been made in the past with this object only 
two, so far as the writer is aware, have secured the desired 
result. One is the stipulation made by certain unions 
that those already employed in the trade shall be given 
a period of trial, at the standard time wage, on the new 
machinery. The other is an arrangement to reduce the 
hours of labour. Neither of these possible courses are 
within the present power of a Trade Board, but it has. 
nevertheless, a resource which would be more effective than 
either. Since it can fix the minimum legally permissible, 
it can, in effect, regulate the speed with which machinery, 
once it is technically satisfactory, shall be introduced. 
If the same minimum rates were fixed for the machine 
worker as for the hand worker. machinery would carry 
all before it. If a much higher rate were fixed for the 
former than for the latter, it is conceivable that it would 
not pay to introduce machinery at all. If the rates for 
the machine worker were sufficiently· high to make him 
considerably more expensive to the employer, while not 
so high .as to destroy the advantages of machine pro
duction, machinery would be introduced, but it would be 
introduced gradually, and without causing any violent dis
location. The employer who was prepared to pay high 
~ages and employ the most highly skilled labour would find 
it pay to use machinery; the employer who elected to pay 
lower wages would continue to produce by means of hand 
labour. There would, in fact. arise a division of labour in 
the trade somewhat similar to that which exists at present 
between factory workers and outworkers. One reason why 
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all chain is not taken into factories is to be found in the 
fact that the Union insists on all factory-made chain being 
made at a higher list than has been secured by the out
workers. with the result that only the larger and higher
priced chains are made in factories_ In the same way, 
if higher rates were fixed by the Trade Board 1 for the 
machine workers than for the hand workers, the two 
methods of production would continue for a long time 
to exist .uIe by side, as factory production and outwork 
do at the present time. What would happen would be 
a gradual transfonnation of the industry, instead of a 
violent revolution. Instead of the large fums with suffi
cient capital to put in machinery underselling the rest, 
and thus not only creating unemployment among wage
earners, but also ruining a large number of small masters, 
for whom the use of expensive machinery is out of the 
question, the industry would be divided between the new 
machine worken, mostly young persons paid at a higher 
rate, and the old hand workers, mostly of advancing years, 
paid, it is true, at a somewhat lower rate than the machine 
worker. but neither deprived of their employment. nor 
in danger of having their earnings cut down by the com~ 
petition of machine production to the level at which they 
stood before the Trade Board was established. The long and 
fruitless struggle with machinery. which has been the most 
tragic chapter in the history of so many industries, would 
be avoided, and machinery, once it were ready to be 
introduced, would come in by degrees, not lowering the 
wages of the hand workers. but raising the wages of machine 
workers. 

If the histories of other industries make speculations as 
to the future of machine production in the chain tradt! 
inevitable, the present condition of that industry makes 
them for the time being almost otiose. Machinery is still on 
its trial, and, as we have shown, the additional cost of 

• A Provisional Order would be necessary to empower th .. 
Trade Board to fill rates for machine-made ~hain. 
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increased wages has been met by its introduction in only an 
inconsiderable number of cases. On the other hand, there is 
one respect in which the condition of the industry is already 
beginning to undergo a transformation which may, in time, 
be of great importance j though at present it is only in its 
incipient stages. It has been pointed out above (pp. 7:"'8 
and 59-61) that the middleman or shop-owner occupies a 
peculiar position in the chain-making industry. Standing as 
he does between the factory owner and the wage-eamer, he 
is necessarily the first to feel the effect of any reduction in 
prices by the former, or any advance in prices to the latter, 
and he has hitherto been the agent through whom wages 
were beaten down. What has been the effect upon him 
of the establishment of minimum rates by the Trade 
Board? Has the rise in wages. been met by squeezing 
him out or by reducing his profits? That this would be 
the case was anticipated when the Board was appointed . 
.. The middlemen," it was said, "cannot continue. to exist 
as middlemen. They must either confine themselves to 
working for wages, or, if they employ others, go into 
the market and sell their chain direct to the consumer, 
not to the factory owner." And the prospect was wel
comed by some of the more experienced ·workers, who 
argued that the reckless competition of middlemen 
dragged down wages. Middlemen, however, always 
an ambiguous 1 word, is actually misleading when ap-

1 See the following defence· of the shop-owner (County 
Express, 8th October 1910).· no • • So far in this letter I have 
refrained from using the word 'middleman.' I leave it to 
those who use this word to define what they mean and make 
out their case, which they have not done as yet. If they 
Illean what I think they do, then I emphatically protest 
against the shop-owners being placed in the same class. By 
shop-owner I mean the man who has learned his trade and 
worked at the block from his youth up, and who, after years 
of honest toil and thrift • . • has, by strict economy, saved 
a few pounds and invested them in tools for himself and 
others, and , • , added fire after fire as .circumstances per-
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plied without discrimination to the organisation of the 
chain trade at Cradley Heath. Those whom an outsider 
would describe as middlemen, because they are intermedi
aries between the factory owner and the wage-earner, 
may be divided into two broad classes. First, there are 
shop~wners who take iron from factory owners and make 
it into chain with a few workers, mostly men, in their 
own shops, or who make part of it in their own shops and 
give the rest of it to outworkers, mostly women, working at 
home. These perform a useful function, as long as the 
production of chain is not entirely concentrated in fac
tories. They enable the employer to give out iron in large 
quantities to a few responsible persons, instead of being 
obliged to deal with several hundred individuals, and 
"lee that the chain is brought in at one weighing and in 
one lot." Secondly, there are middlemen who are not 
themselves shop-owners, who often have little technical 
knowledge of the trade, and who are really parasites upon 
it, accepting orders at low prices and then <at least before 
the minimum rates were fixed) taking advantage of the 
worker's necessities to squeeze their profit out of him. 
In practice, of course, these two classes shade 'into each 
other. It is one of the evils produced by generations of 
low wages that every one at Cradley Heath seems to do a 
little .. factoring," including the workers themselves. But 
the difference between them is nevertheless important. It 
is as great as that between a Jewish small master in the 
clothing trade who makes up coats with a few journeymen, 
and the middleman, or middlewoman, who merely acts as 
an agent for distributing orders and speculates on the 
possibility of reducing wages. 

Of these two types of middlemen both have been affected 
by the Trade Board, and their profits form one of the 
sources from which the advance in wages has come. The 
mit. This man is typical of scores and lICOl"es in our trade. • • • 
It is by men of this type and along these lines that our whol~ 
industrr hal been built u" .•• ," 
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Trade Board itself allowed for the customary organisation 
of the industry by differentiating between the prices to be 
paid by the employer who provides workshop, fuel and 
tools, and the prices to be paid by the employer who does 
not, but merely gives out work. The higher prices are 
paid by the factory occupier to the shop-owner, the lower by 
the shop-owner to such wage-earners as work on his premises, 
while the "single-handed" worker, working in his or ller 
own home, must be paid the higher prices, whether he 
gets iron from the factory occupier direct or from a shop
owner. Th~ effect of this arrangement on the middleman 
who is middleman and nothing else is obvious. The mere 
speculator who does not provide workshop, tools and fuel, 
but who simply distributes iron, must pay the worker 
the price which he himself gets from the factory so long 
as that price is the bare Trade Board rate. He can no 
longer accept orders at a higher rate and give them out at a 
lower. He is, therefore, eliminated, and as he was merely 
a burden on the industry the diversion into the channel of 
wages of money which he previously took as his profit is 
clear gain. The effect on the shop-owner himself, who is 
not a mere middleman, has not been so drastic, but it has 
certainly been to weaken his position. On the one hand, 
the mere defining and codifying of industrial relationships 
has blocked certain channels from which he previously drew 
profits. Formerly, for example, many shop-owners who 
had introduced electric blast into their shops used to 
charge the men working there as much as 4s. a week in con
sideration of it, so that if a shop-owner employed ten men 
he would receive 40s. a week for blast which probably did 
no~ cost him more than 20S. The possibility of doing this 
has now been stopped 1 by the fact that the Trade Board 
rates must be "free and clear of all deductions." More 

I The advantage of the policy followed by the Trade Board 
in ~ matter is, at least, doubtful. The proposal made by 
the shop-owners was that .. where shop-owners supply blast 
~ither by :power or by payin~ blower the shop-owner b~ allowecl 
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important, the effect of the Trade Board bas virtually 
been to fix his profits. Before the minimwn rates were 
bed, a shop-owner who did DOt get a good price from the 
factory had the chance of recouping himself by beating 
down wages, while if he did get a good price from the 
factory, and heat down wages at the same time, he might 
make a considerable profit. Now that the alternative 
of Iqueuing the worker is removed, he stands, as it were, 
betweeD two fires. Formerly he was the hammer, now he 
is the anvil. He must pay not less thaD a certain price 
for labour. He has no legal claim to more than a certain 
price from the factory occupier. His opportunity of 
occasionally making a bargain which. from his point of 
"iew, is good in both directions, is therefore abolished. 
Uniesa he can get special terms from the factory occupier, 
he must live on his margin of 25 per cent., or else go out 
of the trade. Whether that margin is sufficient is not for 
an outsider to say. It is probably inevitable that shop
OWDen should say that it is not, that it covers, and no 
more thaD covers, workshop expenses. Their anticipation 
that the advance in wages would corne out of their pockets 
was partly responsible for the duration of the diSpute 
in 1910, when they declined to pay the higher rates to 
the worken until they could secure from the factory occu
pien 50me guarantee that their own rates would be fixed 
at a remunerative leveL What has actually happened 
is fairly clear. A certain nwnber of sbop-owoers have 
given up business. A certain nwnber have .. gone into 
the market," ceased. that is to say, -to work for factory 
occupiers, and begun themselves to deal directly with the 
merchants who give orders for chain. A certain nwnber 
have succeeded in getting from the factory a percentagei' 
over and above the rates &xed by the Board. A large 

the maximum charge of 39. per week for such service rendered." 
It was defeated by a coalition of the factory occupiers and 
workers on the Board (Clam Trade Board Minutes, 11th 1 anuary 
1911). 
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number are struggling along with reduced profits. "When 
the Act came into force," said a middleman who could 
scarcely be called a shop-owner, "I visited my employer 
and told him I expected to be paid at the price of one 
quality higher than that at which I pay my outworkers, 
e.g. on No. --, 83s. instead of 60S. My employer told me 
that would give me a larger profit than he got himself, 
and offered 10 per cent. I get 10 per cent. now and as 
much more as I can. The middlemen, like myself, are 
worse off than they were before the rates were fixed. The 
price to the workers is fixed. The employer knows this, 
and has the alternative of giving out work to the middle
man or of employing workers directly himself. He there
fore pays the middleman as little -above the price fixed 
for the worker as he can .... If I could get a job at 
£2 a week I would give up being a middleman." " The 
minimum rates," said a factory occupier, "have hit the 
middlemen hard, and under the new conditions there are 
fewer of them. We [i.e. the factory occupiers] -can't go 
below the minimum, and if we pay them the full minimum 
we are free as regards the law. The shop-owner has, it is 
true, an allowance of 25 per cent. for tools and fuel. But 
that only meets his actual costs. He has no margin. 
What he does, therefore, is to demand more from the 
superior employer or factory owner. But there is no 
stipulated sum which he is paid above the Trade Board 
price. He strikes his bargain like other people and does 
the best he can. Hence there is a tendency to squeeze 
him." "I know of four shop-owners," stated a shop
owner, who was himself, owing to the class of chain he 
lJlade, little affected by the' Trade Board rates, "who 
have given up business since the rates came into force. 
If the Act were properly administered, more would dis
appear. The Trade Board has made it bad for the shop
owner. Formerly some of them would take orders from 
the employer at a very low rate, and make their profit by 

-beating down the workers. Now they have to pay the 
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Trade Board rates and make their own profit on the top; 
it must come from the employer, not from the workers. 
• • • The workers know what they ought to get, and tend, 
therefore, to go direct to the manufacturer's office, instead 
of to the middleman. The more the minimum is raised 
the more likely are shop-owners and middlemen to be 
squeezed out." 



VIII 

THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE CHAIN TRADE 
BOARD'S DETERMINATIONS 

IF we do not here enter at length into the administrative 
problems involved in the enforcement of minimum rates, 
it is not because they are unimportant, but because they 
are common to all the Trade Boards, and will therefore 
be considered in their place in a subsequent monograph. 
It is obvious, indeed, to the most superficial observer that 
as the number of industries brought within the scope of 
the Trade Boards Act is increased, the office by which it 
is administered must inevitably obtain a different status 
from that which it now has. At the present time the 
Trade Boards Office has no direct dealings with the Treasury, 
and can spend no money without the sanction of the Board 
of Trade, which means that, to give only one example, 
no legal proceedings can be undertaken without the Board 
of Trade's permission being asked and obtained on each 
occasion. The task of enforcing the determination of the 
Trade Boards is in the hands of a staff of investigating 
officers, in connection with whose work the Trade Boards 
~v:e established administrative committees. But, 
though employed on behalf of the Trade Boards, the in
vestigating officers are appointed by the Board of Trade, 
which has laid it down that they must receive instructions 
only from the Chairman of the Trade Boards, and be 
responsible to him alone. Nor is this system of dual 
control the only feature of the new organisation which 

J·t 
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suggests that it is still immature. There is the further 
problem which arises from the need of co-ordinating 
the work of the different departments whose staffs at 
the present time inspect factories and workshops, in 
particular of the Home Office and of the Board of 
Trade. Factory inspectors, the investigating officers of 
the Trade Boards, Labour Exchange officials, Insurance 
officers are aU engaged in supervising industry, with 
different objects and from different points of view; 
and it can scarcely be doubted that they should be 
placed in a closer connection with each other than has 
existed hitherto. 

Postponing till a later occasion a discussion of these 
larger questions of organisation, we may describe shortly 
the administration of the Trade Boards Act in so far as it 
concerns the chain-making industry. Section 6 (1) of 
the Act provides that, when a rate has been made obliga
tory by the Board of Trade, any employer paying less 
"shall be liable on summary conviction in respect of 
each offence to a fine not exceeding twenty pounds, and 
to a fine not exceeding five pounds for each day on which 
the offence is continued after conviction therefor." 
Section 6 (2) provides that the court may order the em
ployer convicted of paying less than the minimum rates 
to pay, "in addition to any fine, such sum as appears to 
the court to be due to the person employed on account 
of wages, the wages being calculated on the basis of the 
minimum rate." Section 1 (I) (b) provides for the pro
cedure which was actually followed in connection with 
the chain trade, by laying down that, during the interval 
of six months which must elapse between the determina; 
tion of minimum rates by the Trade Board and the issue. 
by the Board of Trade of an order making them obligatory, 
.. any employer may give written notice to the Trade 
Board by whom the minimum rate has been fixed, that 
he is willing that that rate should be obligatory on him. 
and in that case be shall be under the same obligation 
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to pay wages to the person employed at not less than the 
minimum rate, and be liable to the same fine for not doing 
so, as he would be if an order of the Board of Trade were 
in force making the rate obligatory." The enforcement of 
the minimum rates is the duty of the staff of the Trade 
Boards Office, which consists in all of twenty-five persons. 
Of these seven are investigating _officers, but as one of 
these is employed during his whole time in the office, the 
total number available for the purpose of inspection is 
six, of whom four are men and two are women. In the 
four trades which were scheduled in 1909 there are about 
200,000 workers, and as in the case of two of them, 
ready-made and wholesale bespoke tailoring, and the 
making of paper, cardboard and chip boxes, the workers 
to be protected are distributed in every part of the country, 
and are employed as often in small workshops as in factories, 
anything like systematic inspection is out of the question 
until the present staff is largely increased. The authori
ties responsible for staffing the office appear, indeed, to 
have learned nothing from the history of Factory and 
Workshops Acts administration, and to be determined 
to thrust upon the investigating officers of the Trade 
Boards the same impossible task that was placed upon 
the early factory inspectors. But the investigating 
officers and the factory inspectors are to the wage
earners what the policeman is to the owners of property, 
and itis as intolerable that the former should be deprived 
of the protection which is their right by law because of 
the parsimony of the Treasury, which means, of course, 
the indifference of the Government, as it would be that the 
.latter should be exposed to robbery because the police 
-authorities did not provide sufficient constables. Indeed, 
it is more intolerable. For those who depend upon wages 
are seven-eighths of the nation, and what they stand to 
lose through lack of an adequate service of inspectors is 
not merely their property, but their livelihood, their 
health and even their lives. 
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The inadequacy of the present staff of investigating 
officers produces less practical evils in the case of the 
chain trade than it does in that of the tailoring and box
making industries, partly because the concentration of 
the manufacture of chain in a small area facilitates in
spection, partly because, since minimum piece rates and 
not merely minimum time rates have been fixed by the 
Trade Board, it is relatively easy for the investigating 
officers to discover breaches of the determinations, partly 
because the energetic trade union brings offences to their 
notice. What happens in practice is that an investigating 
officer visits Cradley Heath once in every four or six 
weeks. If he has no special clue to follow he walks into 
all the shops in a given area and asks the workers what 
chain they are making, what price they are being paid 
for it, whether any deductions are made or gratuities 
demanded, who weighs in the chain and whether they 
have their" particulars" notes. If an irregularity is found 
he goes to the employer or shop-owner who supplies the 
iron, obtains from him a list of all his outworkers, and 
visits them in tum. The Union, at the same time, main
tains '" fairly elaborate system for detecting cases of under
payment. The district has been divided into sections; 
the head of each section notifies cases needing investi
gation to the secretary of the Union; and the secretary 
of the Union communicates them to the authorities at the 
Trade Board Office, or, if an investigating officer is on the 
spot, to the investigating officer. The only case 1 in 
which a chain manufacturer has hitherto been prose
cuted for paying less than the minimum rates was due 
to this co-operation between the Trade Board officitUs 
and the Trade Union. The offence on that occasion \w.s 
clear. The defendant, during the period of .. limited 
operation," had induced three of his workers to sign an 
agreement to accept less than the minimum rates. This 

I See Appendix B. Since this was written three other 
prosecutions have taken place. 
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he was legally entitled to do under section 7 (I) (a) of the 
Trade Boards Act, which provides that when a rate has 
been fixed by a Trade Board, but not yet made obligatory 
by the Board of Trade, the. minimum rate shall apply only 
.. in the absence of a written agreement to the contrary." 
Subsequently, however, to doing this, he, in common 
with the majority of employers in the Chain Trade, had, 
in accordance with section 7 (I) (b) of the Trade Boards 
Act, given written notice to the Trade Board to the effect 
that he was willing that the minimum rate should be 
made obligatory upon him, and had. thus rendered himself 
liable to prosecution if he paid less than the minimum 
rate fixed in the Trade Board's determination. In spite 
of doing this he paid two workers I3s. per cwt., when they 
should have been paid I7s., and one worker I8s. 6d., when 
he should have been paid 27s., at the same time entering 
the correct prices upon their .. particulars" notes. The 
defendant pleaded guilty to the offence, and his counsel had 
nothing to say on his behalf except that the Act was a 
bad Act, that the mother of the two boys concerned had 
asked. that they might be paid at the lower price-which, 
when put in the witness-box, :;he denied 'having done
and that -their employer, II out of the tenderness of his 

. heart, allowed them to work" at the lower prices. The 
Bench took a serious view of the offence, fined the defend
ant £5 and costs, and ordered him to repay to the three 
workers arrears of wages amounting respectively to £3. 
I5s. 3d, £3.9s. 4!d. and lIS. 3!d., a total loss to him of 
£32. 45. IOd. The case 'had a salutary effect in Cradley 
Heath, and ·complaints of underpayment have since 
diJninished. It is not pretended, of course, that there 
i!lt no evasion whatever. Both employers and workers are 
convinced that there are still a certain number of masters 
who, on occasion, pay less than the rates fixed by the Trade 
Board; and a resolution was carried at the Trade Board 
on 1st July 1912, recommending the appointment of an 
inspector" to give his whole time to the district for a 
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period of six montbs." I But there is no reason to believe 
that breaches of the detenninations are common. On the 
whole, as far as the chain trade is concerned, nearly all 
the evidence suggests that the Act is being successfully 
administered. 

I Chain Trade Board.Minutes, 1st July 1912. 

9 



IX 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

THE facts which have been presented in the preceding 
chapters of this short work do not offer a foundation upon 
which any large generalisations as to the effects of the 
establishment by a Trade Board 'of minimum rates of 
payment can be erected. Both the obstacles to, and the 
facilities for, the application of a minimum wage to the 
chain-making industry are, on the whole, peculiar to 
itseH l and we must therefore postpone a discussion of 
the wider issues raised by that policy till we have examined 
its operation in other industries, the circumstances of which 
are different from those of the chain trade. It may, how
ever, be useful to the reader to summarise the main points 
whfch emerge from the experience described in the preced
ing pages. They are as follows :-

(i) The experience of the Chain Trade Board has proved 
that it is possible to fix and enforce minimum rates of 
payment for a highly technical industry, and to do so 
with the approval of the public opinion of all the main 
classes of persons concerned in the trade. -

(ii) Apart from their direct influence in increasing 
earnings, the minimum rates thus fixed (a) have checked 
the fluctuations in piece rates and earnings which used 
previously to take place; (b) are likely, in the opinion of 
employers and workers, somewhat to smooth out the 
fluctuations in production, which, in the past, were par
tially due to the absence of any minimum below which 
the price of labour could not be reduced. 

(iii) The rates paid both to men and to women workers 
'30 
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in 1910. prior to the Trade Board's detennination, were 
considerably lower than those agreed upon between the' 
Associa tions of Masters and Journeymen in 1889, and there 
is no reason to suppose that.they would have risen if the 
Trade Board had not intervened. 

(iv) The effect of the Trade Board's first detenninations 
was to bring about a rise in the piece rates paid for making 
dollied or tommied chain of about 35 per cent., and a 
rise in the piece rates for making hand-hammered chain 
of .. commonest," .. common" and .. extra" quality of 
about 67. 49 and 19 per cent. respectively. This advance 
in piece rates has been reflected in the increased weekly earn
ings of both men and women, and in a rise in the general 
totandard of life of the district. 

(v) The effect of the Trade Board has been to give an 
impetus to Trade Unionism. 

(vi) There is no reason to suppose that the increase 
in piece rates has caused unemployment or an alteration 
in the proportions of chain made on the premises of the 
factory occupiers, of the shop-owners and of the workers. 

(vii) The increased piece rates have been met partly 
by an advance in the price paid for chain by the pur
chaser, partly by an improvement in the quality of the 
chain made, partly by a reduction in the profits of the 
5hop~wner or middleman, partly, but only to a small 
extent, by the introduction of electric-welding machinery. 

(viii) The Trade Boards Office is understaffed. But, 
as far as the chain-making industry is concerned, there' is 
little reason to think that the minimum rates fixed by the 
Trade Board are evaded to any serious extent. 
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TRADE BOARDS ACT, 1909 

[9 EDW. 7. CH. -22] 

A.D. 1909.-An Act to provide for the establishment of 
Trade Boards for certain Trades. [20th October 1909.] 

Be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by 
and with the advice and conseht of the Lords Spiritual and 
Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament 
assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows :-

ltSTABLISHMENT OF TRADE BOARDS FOR TRADES TO WHICH 
THE ACT APPLIES 

I. Application 01 Act to certain traaes.-(1) This Act 
shall apply to the trades specified in the schedule to this 
Act and to any other trades to which it has been applied 
by Provisional Order of the Board of Trade made under 
this section. 

(2) The Board of Trade may make a Provisional Order 
applying this Act to any specified trade to which it does not 
at the time apply if they are satisfied that the rate of wages 
prevailing in any branch of the trade is exceptionally low, 
as compared with that in other employments, and that the 
other circumstances of the trade are such as to render 
the application of this Act to the trade expedient. ' 
• (3) If at any time the Board of Trade consider that the 
conditions of employment in any trade to which this Act 
applies have been so altered as to render the application of 
this Act to the trade unnecessary, they may make a Pro
visional Order that this Act shall cease to apply to that 
trade. . 

(4)' The Board of Trade may submit to Parliament for 
confirmation any Provisional Order made by them in 

'3° 
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pursuance of this section, but no such Order shall have 
effect unless and until it is confinned by Parliament. 

(5) If, while a Bill confirming any such Order is pending 
in either House of Parliament, a petition is presented 
against any Order comprised therein, the Bill, so far as it 
relates to that Order, may be referred to a select committee, 
or, if the two Houses of Parliament think fit so to order, 
to a joint committee of those Houses. and the petitioner 
shall be allowed to appear and oppose as in the case of 
Priva te Bills. 

(6) Any Act confirming a Provisional Order made in 
pursuance of this section may be repealed, altered, or 
amended by any subsequent Provisional Order made by 
the Board of Trade and confirmed by Parliament. 

2. EstablisAmmI 01 TratU Boards lor trades to wAich Act 
IIpplies.-(I) The Board of Trade shall, if practicable, 
establish one or more Trade Boards constituted in accord~ 
ance with regulations made under this Act for any trade 
to which this Act applies or for any branch of work in the
trade. 

Where a Trade Board is established under this Act for 
any trade or branch of work in a trade which is carried on 
to any substantial extent in Ireland, a separate Trade Board 
shall be established for that trade or branch of wor¥ in a 
trade In Ireland. 

(2) Where a Trade Board has been established for any 
branch of work in a trade, any reference in this Act to the 
trade for which the Board is established shall be construed 
as a reference to the branch of work in the trade for which 
the Board has been established. 

3. General duties 01 TraiU Boards.-A Trade Board for 
any trade shall consider, as occasion requires, any matter 
referred to them by a Secretary of State, the Board of 
Trade, or any other Government department, with refer
ence to the mdustrial conditions of the trade, and shall 
make a report upon the matter to the department .y 
whom the question has been referred. • 

MINIMUM RATES OP WAGES 

... Duties "nil pow",. 01 Trade Boards wit" respect 
to ""IIi"..,,,, rates 01 wages.-(I) Trade Boards shall, 
subject to the provisions of this section, fix minimum rates 
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of wages for timework for their trades (in this Act refetreG 
to as minimum time-rates), and may also fix general 
minimum rates of wages for piecework for their trades 
(in this Act referred to as general minimum piece-rates), 
and those rates of wages (whether time- or piece-rates) may 
be fixed so as to apply universally to the trade, or so as to 
apply to any special process in the work of the trade or 
to any special class of workers in the trade, or to any special 
area. 

If a Trade Board report to the Board of Trade that it 
is impracticable in any case to fix a minimum time-rate in 
accordance with this section, the Board of Trade may so far 
as respects that case relieve the Trade Board of their duty. 

(2) Before fixing any minimum time-rate or general 
minimum piece-rate, the Trade Board shall give notice 
of the rate which they propose to fix, and consider any 
objections to the Tate which may be lodged with them 
within three months. 

(3) The Trade Board shall give notice of any minimum 
time-rate or general minimum piece-rate fixed by them . 

. (4) A Ti:ade Board may, if they think it expedient, 
cancel or vary any minimum time-rate or general minimum 
piece-rate fixed under this Act, and shall reconsider any 
such minimum rate if the Board of Trade direct them to 
do so, whether an application is made for the purpose or 
not: 

Provided that the provisions of this section as to notice 
shall apply where it is proposed to cancel or vary the 
minimum rate fixed under the foregoing provisions in the 
same manner as they apply where it is proposed to fix a 
minimum rate. 

(5) A Trade Board shall on the application of any 
employer fix a special minimum piece-rate to apply as 
respects the persons employed by him in cases to which a 
minimum time-rate but no general minimum piece-rate is 
a~plicable, and may as they think fit cancel or vary any 
sftch rate either on the application of the employer or after 
notice to the employer, such notice to be given not less than 
one month before cancellation or variation of any such rate. 

5. Order giving obligatory eUect to minimum rates of 
wages.-(I) Until a minimum time-rate or general mini
mum piece-rate fixed by a Trade Board has been made 
obligatory by order of the Board of Trade under this 
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section. the operation of the rate shaD be limited as in this 
Act provided. 

(2) Upon the expiration of six months from the date on 
which a Trade Board have given notice of any minimum 
time-rate or gl'neral minimum piece-rate fixed by them. 
the Board of Trade shall make an order (in this Act referred 
to as an obligatory order) making that minimum rate 
obligatory in cases in which it is applicable on all persons 
employing labour and on aU persons employed, unless they 
are of opinion that the circumstances are such as to 
make it premature or otherwise undesirable to make an 
obligatory order. and in that case they shaU make an 
order suspending the obligatory operation of the rate (in 
this Act referred to as an order of suspension). 

(3) Where an order of suspension has been made as 
respects any rate. the Trade Board may. at anT time after 
the expiration of six montha from the date 0 the order, 
apply to the Board of Trade for an obligatory order as 
fl'spects that rate; and on any such application the 
Board of Trade shall make an obligatory order as respects 
that rate, unless ther are of opinion that a further order 
of suspeo.l\ion is de51rable, and, in that case. they shall 
make such a further order. and the provisions of this 
section which are applicable to the first order of suspension 
shall apply to any such further order, 

An order of suspension as res{'f!cts any rate shall have 
eflect until an obligatory order IS made by the Board of 
Trade under this section. 

(4) The Board of Trade may, if they think fit, make an 
order to apply generally as respects any rates which may 
be fixed by any Trade Board constituted, or about to be 
constituted, for any trade to which this Act applies, and 
while the order is in force any minimum time-rate or 
gl'neral minimum piece-rate shall, after the lapse of six 
months from the date on which the Trade Board have 
given notice of the fixing of the rate, be obligatory in tbe . 
same manner as if the Board of Trade had made an ordar 
making the rate obligatory under this section. unless in 
any particular case the Board of Trade, on the application 
of any person interested. direct to the contrary. 

The Board of Trade may revoke an.., such general order 
at any time after giving three months notice to the Trade 
Board of their intention to revoke it. 
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6. Penalty 10; not paying wages in accordance with mini; 
mum ,ate which has been made obligatorY.-(I) Where any 
minimum rate of wages fixed by a Trade Board has been 
made obligatory by order of the Board of Trade under this 
Act, an employer shall, in cases to which the miili.mum 
rate is applicable, pay wages to the person employed at 
not less than the minimum rate clear of all deductions, 
and if he fails to do so shall be liable on summary convic
tion in respect of each offence to a fine not exceeding 
twenty pounds, and to a fine not exceeding five pounds 
for each day on which the offence is continued after con
viction therefor. 

(2) .On the Conviction of an employer under this section 
for failing to pay wages at not less than the minimum rate 
to a person employed, the court may by the conviction 
adjudge the employer convicted to pay, in additon to 
any fine, such sum as appears to the court to be due to 
the person emp10yed on account of wages, the wages being 
calculated on the basis of the minimum rate, but the 
power .to order the payment of wages under this pro
vision shall not be in derogation of any right of the person 
employed to recover wages by any other proceedings. . 

(3)· If a Trade Board are satisfied that any worker 
employed, or desiring to be employed, on time work in any 
branch of a trade to which a minimum time-rate fixed by 
the Trade Board is applicable is affected by any infirmity 
or physical injury which renders him incapable of earning 
'that minimum time-rate, and are of opinion that the case 
cannot suitably be met by employing the worker on piece
work, the Trade Board may, if they think fit, grant to the 
worker, subject to such conditions, if any, as they pre
scribe, a permit exempting the employment of the worker 
from the provisions of this Act rendering the minimum 
time-rate obligatory, and, while the permit is in force, an 
employer shall not be liable to any penalty for paying 
~ges to the worker at a rate less than the minimum 
Ume-rate so long as any conditions prescribed by the 
Trade Board on the grant of the permit are complied with. 

(4) On any prosecution of an employer under this 
section, it shall lie on the employer to prove by the pro
duction of proper wages sheets or other records of wages 
or otherwise that he has not paid, or agreed to pay, wages 
at less than the minimum rate. 
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• (5) Any agreement for the payment of wages in contra
vention of this provision shall be void. 

7. Limiud operation 01 minimum ,au ",hielt ltas not "een 
mad, obligalory.-(I) Where any minimwn rate of wages 
has been fixed by a Trade Board, but is not for the time 
being obligatory under an order of the Board of Trade 
made in pursuance of this Act, the minimwn rate shall, 
unless the Board of Trade direct to the contrary in any 
case in which they have directed the Trade Board to 
reconsider the rate, have a limited operation as follows:-

(a) In aU cases to which the minimum rate is applicable 
an employer shaU, in the absence of a written 
agreement to the contrary, pay to the person 
employed wages at not less than the minimwn 
rate, and, in the absence of any such agreement, 
the person employed may recover wages at 
such a rate from the employer: 

(b) Any employer may give written notice to the 
Trade Board by whom the minimwn rate has 
been fixed that he is willing that that rate should 
be obligatory on him, and in that case he shall 
be under the same obligation to pay wages to 
the person employed at not less than the 
minimum rate, and be liable to the same fine 
for not doing so, as he would be if an order of the 
Board of Trade were in force making the rate 
obligatory i and 

(e) No contract involving employment to which 
the minimwn rate is applicable shall be given 
by a Government department or local authority 
to any employer unless he has given notice to 
the Trade Board in accordance with the fore
going provision: 

Provided that in case of any public emer
gency the Board of Trade may by order, to 
the extent and during the period named in tke 
order. suspend the operation of this provisioft 
as respects contracts for any such work being 
done or to be done on behalf of the Crown as is 
specified in the order. 

(2) A Trade Board shall keep a register of any notices 
given under this section: 

The register shall be open to public inspection without 
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-payment of any fee, and shall be evidence of the matters 
stated therein: . 

Anywpy purporting to be certified by the secretary of 
the Trade Board or any officer of the Trade Board author
ised for the purpose to be a true copy of any entry in the 
register shall be admissible in evidence without further 
proof. 

8. Provision 101" case 01 persons employed by piece W01"k 
where II minimum time-rate but no general minimum piece
rate has been fixed.~An employer shall, in cases where 
persons are employed on piece work and a minimum time
rate but no general minimum piece-rate has been fixed, 
be deemed to pay wages at less than the minimum rate-

(a) in cases where a special minimum piece-rate has 
been fixed under the provisions of this Act 
for persons employed by the employer, if the 
rate of wages paid is less than that special 
minimum piece-rate; and 

(b) in cases where a special minimum piece-rate has 
not been so fixed, unless he shows that the 
piece-rate of wages paid would yield, in the 
circumstances of the case, to an ordinary worker 
at least the same amount of money as the 
minimum time-rate. 

9. Prevention 01 evasion.-AIty shopkeeper, dealer, or 
trader, who by way of trade makes any arrangement 

. express or implied with any worker in pursuance of which 
the worker performs any work for which a minimum rate 
of wages has been fixed under this Act, shall be deemed 
for the purposes of this Act to be the employer of the 
worker, and the net remuneration obtainable by the 
worker in respect of the work after allowing for his neces
sary expenditure in connection with the work shall be 
deemed to be wages. 

10. Consideration by Trade Board 01 complaints as to 
inlraction 01 minimum rates.-(I) Any worker or any 
person authorised by a worker may complain to the Trade 
Board that the wages paid to the worker by any employer 
in any case to which any minimum rate fixed by the Trade 
Board is applicable are at a rate less than the minimum 
rate, and the Trade Board shall consider the matter and 
may, if they think fit, take any proceedings under this Act 
on behalf of the worker. 
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• (2) Before taking any proceedings under this Act on 
behalf of the worker, a Trade Board may, and on the first 
occasion on which proceedings are cOntemplated by the 
Trade Board against an employer they shall, take reason
able lteps to bring the case to the notice of the employer, 
with a view to the settlement of the case without recourse 
to proceedings. 

CoNSTITUTION, PROCEEDINGS, &C. OF TRADE BOARDS 

II. Constitution .,,4 procseding. 01 T'4tle BOflrds.
(I) The Board of Trade may make regulations with respect 
to the constitution of Trade Boards which shall consist 
of members representing employers and members repre· 
senting workers (in this Act referred to as representative 
members) in equal proportions and of the appointed 
members. Any such regulations may be made so as to 
apply generally to the constitution of all Trade Boards, or 
specaally to the constitution of any particular Trade Board 
or any particular class of Trade Boards. 

(2) Women shall be eligible as members of Trade Boards 
as well as men. 

(3) The representative members shall be elected or 
nominated, or partly elected and partly nominated as 
may be provided by the regulations, and in framing the 
regulations the representation of home workers on Trade 
Boards shall be provided for in all trades in which a con· 
aiderable proportion of home workers are engaged. 

(4) The chainnan of a Trade Board shall be such one of 
the members as the Board of Trade may appoint, and the 
secretary of the Trade Board shall be appointed by the 
Board of Trade. 

(5) The proceedings of a Trade Board shall not be in· 
validated by any vacancy in their number, or by any 
defect in the appointment, election, or nomination of 
any member. • 

(6) In order to constitute a meeting of a Trade Boar<t 
at least one third of the whole number of the representa· 
tive members and at least one appointed member must be 
present. 

(7) The Board of Trade may make regulations with 
respect to the proceedings and meetings of Trade Boards. 
including the method of voting; but subject to the pro-
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visions of this Act and to any regulations SO made Trade 
Boards may regulate their proceedings in such manner as 
they think fit. 

X2. Establishment of district trade committees.-(x) A 
Trade Board may establish district trade committees con
sisting partly of members of the Trade Board and partly 
of persons not being members of the Trade Board but 
representing employers or workers engaged in the trade 
and constituted in accordance with regulations made for 
the purpose by the Board of Trade and acting for such 
area as the Trade Board may determine. 

(2) Provision shall be made by the regulations for at 
least one appointed member acting as a member of each 
district trade committee, and for the equal representation 
of local employers and local workers on the committee, 
and for the representation of homeworkers thereon in the 
case of any trade in which a considerable proportion of 
homeworkers are engaged in the- district, and also for the 
appointment of a standing sub-committee to consider 
applications for special minimum piece-rates and com
plaints made to the Trade Board under this Act, and for 
the reference of any applications or complaints to that 
sub-committee. -

(3) A Trade Board may refer to a district trade com
mittee for their report and recommendations any matter 
which they think it expedient so to refer, and may also, 
if they think fit, delegate to a district trade committee 
any of their powers and duties under this Act, other than 
their power and duty to fix a minimum time-rate or general 
minimum piece-rate. 

(4) Where a district trade committee has been estab
lished for any area, it shall be the duty of the committee 
to recommend to the Trade Board minimum time-rates 
and, so far as they think fit; general minimum piece-rates, 
applicable to the trade in that area, and no such minimum 
~te of wages fixed under this Act and no variation or 
c!ancellation of such a rate shall have effect within that 
area unless either the rate or the variation or cancellation 
thereof, as the case may be, has been recommended by 
the district trade committee, or an opportunity has been 
given to the committee to report thereon to the Trade 
Board, and the Trade Board have considered the report 
(if any) made by the committee. 
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• IJ. Appoinl8tl member, of Trade Boards.-{I) The Board 
of Trade may appoint such number of persons (including 
women) as they think fit to be appointed members of 
Trade Boards. 

(2) Such of the appointed members of Trade Boards 
shall act on each Trade Board or district trade committee 
as rna y be directed by the Board of Trade, and, in the case 
of a Trade Board for a trade in which women are largely 
employed, at least one of the appointed members acting 
shall be a woman: 

Provided that the number of appointed members acting 
on the same Trade Board, or the same district trade com
mittee, at the same time, shall be less than half the total 
number of members representing employers and members. 
representing workers. 

ApPOINnlENT OP OFFICERS AND OTHER PROVISIONS FOR 
ENFORCING ACT 

14- Appointmem of ogicerS.-(I) The Board of Trade 
may appoint such officers as they think necessary for the 
lJurpose of investigating any complaints and otherwise 
securing the proper observance of this Act, and any officers 
so appointed shall act under the directions of the Board of 
Trade, 'or, if the Board of Trade so determine, under the 
directions of any Trade Board. 

(2) The Board of Trade may also, in lieu of or in addition 
to appointing any officers under the provisions of this 
section. if they think fit, arrange with any other Govern
ment Department for assistance bein~ given in carrying 
this Act into effect, either generally or 10 any special cases, 
by officers of that Department whose duties bring them 
into relation with any trade to which this Act applies. 

15. POfIIer, of OgicerS.-(I) Any officer appointed by 
the Board of Trade under this Act, and any officer of 
any Government Department for the time being assistiftg 
in carrying this Act into effect, shall have power for t~ 
performance of his duties-

(a) to require the production of wages sheets or other 
record of wages by an employer, and records 
of payments made to outworkers by persons 
giVUlg out work. and to inspect and examine 
the same and copy any material part thereof; 
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(b) to require any person giving out work and an1 
outworker to give any information which it is 
in his power to give with respect to the names 
and addresses of the persons to whom the work 
is given out or from whom the work is received, 
as the case may be, and with respect to the 
payments to be made for the work; 

(c) at all reasonable times to enter any factory or 
workshop and any place used for giving out 
work to outworkers; and : 

(d) to inspectaI1d copy any material part of any list 
of outworkers kept by an employer or person 
giving out work to outworkers. 

(2) If any person fails to, furnish the means required by 
an officer as necessary for any entry or inspection or the 
exercise of his powers under this section, or if any person 
hinders or molests any officer in the exercise of the powers 
given by this section, or refuses to produce any document 
or give any information which any officer requires him 
to produce or give under the powers given by this section, 
that person shall be liable on summary conviction in 
respect of each offence to a fine not exceeding five pounds ; 
and, if any person produces any wages sheet, or record of 
wages, or record of payments, or any list of outworkers 
to any.officer acting in the exercise of the powers given 
by this section, knowing the same to be false, or furnishes 
any information to any such officer knowing the same to 
be false,. he shall be liable, on summary conviction, to a 
fme not exceeding twenty pounds, or to imprisonment for 
a term not exceeding three. months, with or without hard 
labour. 

16. OffiCef'S to produce cmifi,cates when required.
Every officer appointed by the Board of Trade under this 
Act, and every officer of any Government Department 
for the time being assisting in carrying this Act into effect, 
sllall be furnished by the Board or Department with a 
ctrtificate· of his appointment, and when acting under 
any or exercising any power conferred upon him by this 
Act shall. if so required. produce the said certificate to 
any person or persons affected. 

17. POWef' to take and conduct proceedings.-(I) Any 
officer appointed by the Board of Trade under this Act, 
and any officer 'of any Government Department for the 
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time being assisting in carrying this Act Into effect, sball 
have power in pursuance of any special or general direc. 
tions of the Board of Trade to take proceedings under this 
Act, and a Trade Board may also take any such proceed. 
ings in the name of any officer appointed by the Board of 
Trade for the time being acting under the directions of 
the Trade Board in pursuance of this Act, or in the 
name of their secretary or any of their officers authorised 
by them. 

(2) Any officer appointed by the Board of Trade under 
this Act, or any officer of any Government Department 
for the time being assisting in carrying this Act into effect, 
and the secretary of a Trade Board, 'Or any officer of a 
Trade Board authorised for the purpose, may, although 
not a counselor solicitor or law agent, prosecute or conduct 
before a court of summary jurisdiction any proceedings 
arising under this Act. 

SUPPLEMENTAL 

18. RegulaJioM liS 10 MOU ot filling notiU.-(I) The 
Board of Trade shall make regulatIOns as to the notice to 
be given of any matter under this Act, with a view to 
bringing the matter of which notice is to be given so far as 
practicable to the knowledge of persons affected. 

(2) Every occupier of a factory or workshop, or of any 
place used for giving out work to outworkers, shall, in 
manner directed by regulations under this section, fix any 
notices in his factory or workshop or the place used for 
giving out work to outworkers which he may be required to 
fix by the regulations. and shall give notice in any other 
manner, if required by the regulations, to the persons 
employed by hlffi fiI{ any matter of which he is required to 
rive notice under the regulations : 

If the occupier of a factory or workshop, or of any place 
used for giving out work to outworkers, fails to comply 
with this provision. be shall be liable on summary cod'
viction in respect of each offence to a fine IIOt exceeding 
forty shillings. 

19. Reg,"IIIioM 10 b, laid 1utor, Parliamenl.-Regula
tions made under this Act shall be laid as soon as possible 
before both Houses of Parliament. and, if either House 
within the next forty day. after the regulations have been 
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laid before that House resolve that all or any of the regula. 
tions ought to be annulled. the regulations shall, after the 
date of the resolution, be of no effect, without prejudice 
to the validity of anything done in the meantime there
under or to the making of any new regulations. If one 

. or more of a set of regulations are annulled. the Board 
of Trade may. if they think fit. withdraw the whole set. 

20. Interchange 01 powers between Government Depart
ments.-(x) His Majesty may. by Order in Council. direct 
that any powers to be exercised or duties to be performed 
by the Board of Trade under this Act shall be exercised 
or performed generally. or in any special cases or class of 
cases, by a Secretary of State, and. while any such Order 
is in force, this Act shall apply as if, so far as is necessary 
to give effect to the Order. a Secretary of State were 
substituted for the Board of Trade . 
. (2) Any Order in Council under this section may be 

varied or revoked by any subsequent Order in Council. 
2x.Expenses 01 ca"ying Act .nto effect.-There shall be 

paid out of moneys provided by Parliament-
(x) Any expenses, up to an amount sanctioned by 

the Treasury. which may be incurred with the 
authority or sanction of the Board of Trade by 
Trade Boards or their committees in carrying 
into effect this Act; and 

(2) To appointed members and secretaries of Trade 
Boards and to officers appointed by the Board 
of Trade under this Act such remuneration 
and expenses as may be sanctioned by the 
Treasury; and 

(3) To representative members of Trade Boards and 
members (other than appointed members) 
of district trade' committees any expenses 
(including compensation for loss of time). up 
to an amount sanctioned by the Treasury, 
which may be incurred by them in the per
formance of their duties as such members; 
and 

(4) Any expenses, up to an amount sanctioned by 
the Treasury. which may be incurred by the 
Board of Trade in making inquiries, or procur
ing information, or taking any preliminary 
steps with respect to the application of this 
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Act to any trade to which the Act does not 
apply, including the expenses of obtaining a 
Provisional Order, or promoting any Bill to 
confum any Provisional Order made under, 
or in pursuance of, the provisions of this Act. 

22. SIwrl 'ilk tlnd commencement.~I) This Act may 
be cited as the Trade Boards Act, 1909. 

(2) This Act shall come into operation on the first day 
of January nineteen hundred and ten. 

SCHEDULE 

TRADES TO WUICH THE ACT APPLIES WITHOUT PROVISIONAL 
ORDER 

I. Ready·made and wholesale bespoke tailoring and 
any other branch of tailoring in which the Board of Trade 
consider that the system of manufacture is generally 
similar to that prevailing in the wholesale trade. 

2. The making of boxes or parts thereof made wholly 
or partially of paper, cardboard, chip, or similar materiaL 

3. Machine-made lace and net finishing and mending 
or darning operations of lace curtain finishing. 

4- Hammered and dollied or tommied chain-making. . 

10 
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REpORT OF PROCEEDINGS TAKEN BY THE BOARD OF TRADE 
AT STOURBRIDGE POLICE COURT AGAINST AN EM
PLOYER INFRINGING THE CHAIN TRADE BOARD'S 
DETERMINATION 

[Reproduced by the courtesy of the Editor of the Worcestershire 
and Staffordshire Count" Express, Saturday, 26th August i9I Il 

A CASE of great interest to the chain trade was heard 
at the Stourbridge Police Court yesterday, when the first 
prosecution under the Trade Boards Act was heard, a 
manufacturer being summoned for paying less· than the 
minimum rate of wages fixed by the Trade Board. The 
justices present were Sir Henry F. Grey (presiding), Capt. 
Thompson, Mr. F. P. Fellowes and Mr. Joseph Wool
dridge. The defendant, A. B., chain manufacturer of 
Cradley, was charged, on the information of George T. 
Reid, of the Board of Trade, that he did unlawfully, on 
various occasions between the twelfth day of May 19II 
and the twenty-ninth day of July I9II, at Cradley, pay 
to John Edward Harbach, a workman in his employ, 
wages less than the minimum rate of wages fixed by the 
Trade Board established under the Trade Boards Act, 1909, 
for the hammered and dollied or tommied section of the 
chain trade as the general minimum rate of wages for piece 
~ork to be paid for that chain and obligatory on him, con

.trarY to the provisions of the said statute. There were 
also similar charges in respect to Llewellyn Tromans and 
Alfred Heath of Cradley. 

Defendant pleaded guilty. 
Dr. Ginsberg, instructed by Messrs. Tunbridge & Co., 

Birmingham, appeared to prosecute on behalf of the 
Board of Trade, and Mr. A. E. Sheldon defended. 
- 146 
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CASE FO. TBlt PItOSECUTlOlf 

Dr. Ginsberg said he appeared on behaU of the Board 
of Trade, and as it was an important matter which affected 
the industry of (radley, he would like, although his friend 
had pleaded guilty, to state the case at some length, 
because he understood that it was important that the 
exact intention of the legislature in passing the Act of 
Parliament should be realised, and the way in which it 
ahould be carried out should be for the benefit of the 
employer and employee. He was rather given to under
stand that these did not understand their position, so he 
would like to state what the law was, and hoped the Bench 
would forgive him if he occupied their time a little. 

Sir Henry Grey-It's not a question of time, but, as 
derendant pleads guilty, you need not go into it at great 
length. . 

Dr. Ginsberg said the Trade Boards Act was passed in 
1909, and came into operation in October 1910. By 
that Act it was necessary to establish a Trade Board for 
the various trades, one of which was the chain trade. 
In the case of the hammered and dollied chain trade they 
were obliged to form a Trade Board, and one was established 
and at once proceeded to lay down the rate of wages 
which should be paid. That was in October 1910. A 
little later notice was given to the worlanen and the 
employers that those rates were to be put forward and 
adopted if within three months no objections were made. 
No objections were made, and on 26th January a minute 
wal passed by the Trade Board making those rates 
obligatory, and notices were sent. to the employers and 
were published in the London Gazette. Then, in the be
ginning of February, notices were sent to aU the em
ployers, including defendant, and later on in the month. 

The defendant, among others, signed the list, by whi;h 
they adopted the rate. There was power given to aay 
employer under section 7 of the Act, that 

.. Where any minimum rate of wages has been fixed 
by a Trade Board, but is not for the time being 
obligatory under an order of the Board of Trade 
made in pursuance of this Act, the minimum 
rate shall, unless the Board of Trade direct to the 
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contrary in any case in which they have directed" 
the Trade Board to reconsider the rate, have a 
limited operation (a) in all cases to which the 
minimum rate is applicable an employer shall, 
in the absence of a written agreement to the 
contrary, pay to the person employed wages at 
not less than the minimum rate, and, in the 
absence of any such agreement, the person em
ployed may recover wages at such a rate from 
the employer."· . 

When it was seen that the rate was coming, and that 
it was necessary all the employers should adopt it, it was 
adopted. Thus, as appeared on X3th February, defendant 
had adopted the Act, and it became obligatory upon him. 
At that time the boys Harbach and Tromans were taking 
bundles of iron from him to make into chain, and iliey 
received notes containing a copy of the rates to be paid. 
The bundles contained half a hundredweight of iron to be 
worked up, and they were to be paid at the fixed rate. 
He would read one of the notes-an original-which stated 
that on 29th July x9u, E. Harbach received a note 
which gave the size of the chain as NO.3, description 
2XS. 6d., weight x cwt. 0 qr. 25 lb., and that he was to be 
paid. for it at the rate of 2XS. 6d. per cwt. Mr. Reid had 
taken certain extracts from the books of Mr. A. B. 
in relation to Harbach, and the books showed that the 
rate shown in the books corresponded with the rate which 
was shown upon the particulars which he had just read, 
but his witnesses would say that in each case the money 
which came into the hands of this employee was sub
stantially less than the rate which had been accepted by 
the defendant as being the minimum rate which he was 
paying. That being so, there was no question but that 
an offence was being committed under the Act. Section 6 
said-

(x) "Where any minimum rate of wages fixed by a 
Trade Board has been made obligatory by order 
of the Board of Trade under this Act, an em
ployer shall, in cases to which the minimum 
rate is applicable, pay wages to the person 
employed at not less than the minimum rate 
clear of all deductions, and if he fails to do 
so shall be liable on summary conviction in 
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respect of each offence to a fine not exceeding 
twenty pounds, and to a fine not exceeding 
five pounds for each day on which the offence 
was continued after conviction therefor." 

In addition, Dr. Ginsberg said the court might, by the 
conviction, adjudge the employer to pay, in addition to 
the fine, the difference between the rate actually paid and 
the rate calculated from the basis of the minimum rate of 
pa y to which the employee was entitled. There was no point 
of dispute except to prove the rate of wages which ought to 
be paid, and the rate of wages actually paid. The Act 
said the wages multt be paid clear of all deductions, and 
the onus lay upon the employer. There was a section 
of the Act which provided that in case of infirmity or 
physical injury, whlch might incapacitate the emplOyee. 
from doing the work properly, the Trade Board might, if 
it thought fit, grant to the worker, subject to such con
ditions, if any, as they prescribed, a permit exemrting 
the employment of the worker from the provisions 0 this 
Act rendering the minimum time rate obligatory, and the 
employer would not be liable to any penalty for paying 
wages to the worker at a rate less than the minimum time 
rate so long as any other conditions prescribed by the 
Trade Board on the grant of the permit were complied 
with. There was no such infirmity in these cases, so it 
was not suggested that these boys were not entitled .to 
the full minimum time rate of wages. And there was no 
suggestion either that they were learners, for which there 
was also provision made in the Act. Everybody, with 
the5e exceptions, who was employed under this Trade 
Board must have the full rate clear of all deductions. The 
reason was that the framers of the Act felt the worker 
needed protection, and having given that protection to 
the worker, and having said the minimum rate of wages 
must be paid, it was only fair to the employer who paid the 
full rate of wages that offenders should be punishet!, 
because it was manifestly unfair that his neighbour shourd 
be able to undersell him in consequence of his contraven
tion of the law by avoiding the statute and paying a less 
rate of wages. There was no suggestion that Mr. A. B. 
did not know the law. He signed the II white lis!," and 
had a notice by post, and the list was put up in the office. 
The bors would tell them that in this particular chain, 
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NO.2, the rate shoUld have been I75., but they had at 
diHerent times had I3S 6d., and more recently :12S., per cwt. 
These boys were not sufferers, they were learners; they 
earned the money and handed it over to their mothers, 
who kept the house. The mother, when she went to the 
butcher or the baker, thought in money, but the boys 
thought in rate, the rate per cwt. They might not tell 
the exact amount of money earned, but they were per
fectly clear on the -rate. They woUld say, "We ought to 
have been paid at the rate of I7s. per cwt., but, in point 
of fact, we were only paidI3s. per cwt." With regard 
to the No. 4 chain, it should have- been paid for at 
the rate of 27s. per cwt., and when c;me looked at Tromans' 
sheet one woUld see he was paid I8s. 6d. week after 
week; 

Sir Henry Grey-i8s. 6d. instead of 27s. ? 
Dr. Ginsberg-Yes. Proceeding, he remarked that they 

were dealing with people who were not very well able to 
take care of themselves. The whole justification under 
which the proSecution was brought was that the work
people were not able to take care of themselves in the 
same sort of way as an ordinary business man could with 
regard to contracts. Therefore they had an absolute 
statutory provision that any contract by which the worker 
agreed to accept payment at a less rate than the minimum 
shou1d be void. In spite of the contract the worker, or his 
mother, or his father had signed, he was entitled to the full 
rate. Some time previous to the signing of the white list, 
certain matters cropped up, and among them the matter 
of these boys. Defendant told them that he was not able 
to pay them the full rate, and got them to sign an agree
ment that they woUld accept less than the minimum rate. 
Until that Act became obligatory he might have been 
right in doing it, but immediately defendant signed the 
".white list" he accepted the rate as obligatory, and the 
C6)ntract shoUld have been dropped, and the full rate of 
wages paid. Instead, he continued to pay the boys at the 
low rate, and showed that he knew he was doing wrong, be
cause one of the mothers of the boys woUld tell them that 
Mr. A. B. on one occasion put down the money accord
ing to the rate on the table, but took some back and paid 
her the balance. The boy Heath woUld tell them that he 
was told by the defendant he coUld not afford to give any 
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more. He (Dr. Ginsberg) was entitled to ask the Bench 
for a penalty of £20 in regard to each offence, but he did 
not propose to do so, because this was the first case under 
the Act. But the Board of Trade attached great import. 
ance to it, for a very great deal of thought and work had 
been gone to in framing it, and it was desirable the case 
1ihould be gone into and thoroughly ventilated. This 
kind of evasion of the law was not right to other em· 
ployers, .to the employee or to the Government, and it was 
necessary it should be stopped. In regard to the amount 
which had to be paid back to each of the boys, he would 
like to ask his fnend to go into certain papers, of which 
he had supplied him with copies, with Mr. Reid, and, if 
they could not agree they could then ask the Bench what 
they considered was the right amount. 

Mr. Sheldon-I should strongly resist any order for the 
return of any money to these boys. 

Dr. Ginsberg-Under those circumstances I think it 
will become necessary for me to put my witness in the box. 

Mr. Sheldon-I much prefer that course. 
Sir Henry Grey-Has the defendant ever paid the boys 

the full amount? 
Dr. Ginsberg-Yes, the full amount on 15th August, 

being three days after Mr. Reid, the complainant in this 
case, had been round among his workpeople. 

EVIDENCE FOR THE PROSECUTION 

Mrs. Heath, wife of Noah Heath, examined by Dr. 
Ginsberg, stated that she resided at Cradley, and her 
son Alfred was emyloyed by defendant. In February 
she saw the list 0 rates fixed by the Trade Board, 
and knew, in consequence, what rates her boy was 
entitled to. 

Did you ever go to Mr. A. B.'s to get your bpy's 
wages? Sometimes-about three times, I think. • 

And you had some idea what money you ought to 
receive? Yes; I knew what I ought to receive. 

Did you receive it? No, sir. 
Did you make any observation as to it being less or 

more? I asked him to give more, and he said he coul4 
not afford to, 
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THE QUESTION OF REPAYMENT 

Mr. Sheldon said he was afraid he had rather misled his 
friend. He quite agreed that they had underpaid the 
men, and that the Bench" had a discretion which they 
might exercise and order this money to be refunded. All 
he asked them to do was to exercise that discretion and 
not order this money to be refunded, on the ground that 
the parents of these children themselves knew. exactly 
what they were doing. If they thought fit they could go 
to the County..court and recover the money. If the Bench 
did decide to award them something he was prepared to 
agree as to the actual amount with his friend. 

Dr. Ginsberg said upon this he would read section 6 of 
the Act, subsection 2, which said- " 

" On the conviction of an employer under this section 
for failing to pay wages at not less than the 
minimum rate to a person employed, the Court 
may by the conviction adjudge the employer 
convicted to pay, in addition to any" fine, such 
sum as appears to the Court to be" due to the 
person employed on account of wages, the wages 
being calculated on the basis of the minimum 
rate, but the power to order the payment of 
wages under this provision shall not be in de
rogation of any right of the person employed to 
recover wages by any other proceedings." 

He admitted it was open to the Bench to refuse to "grant 
him this, and that it would then be open for them to 
recover it by civil proceedings. It was also perfectly 
competent for them to say that here was a man who had 
underpaid these people, and that the whole machinery set 
in motion was devised to prevent a man getting the 
benefit of this sort of thing, and that they were fully 
justified in ordering him to repay it. ' 

Sir Henry Grey said the Bench would be quite prepared 
to ilear arguments, if necessary, as to whether the youths 
should be refunded anything, and, if so, what. -

Dr. Ginsberg thanked the Bench, and added it was im
portant. The whole object of legislation of this kind 
was to make it clear, not that a vindictive punishment 
should be dealt out, but that benefits should not be derived 
by doing a :wrongful act. 
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• Mr. Sheldon intimated that he wished to put some 
questions to Mrs. Heath, who had left the witness·box. 

Mrs. Heath, recalled, was asked by Mr. Sheldon the age 
of her son. and replied that he would be seventeen on yd 
October next. 

Mr. Sheldon-Does be get between 17S. and £1 a week 
if he works? WitneSS-17S. 6d., I think. 

Mr. Sheldon-I wish to draw the Bench's special atten· 
tion to this, that this is a lad of but sixteen years of age. 
When was Heath first employed by Mr. A. B.? Wit· 
ness-I cannot telL 

You heard about the Trade Boards Act and II white 
list"? Yes. 

Did you fear for your son's employment by reason of 
the increase in wages? Were you afraid that he would 
not be able to get any employment? Well, he hadn't 
much work at the time. 

Did you go to Mr. A. B. and ask him with tears in 
your eyes to take your son on? That I never did! 
(Laughter.) 

Did you sioan any agreement with regard to your son's 
wages? The boy signed. 

That was the agreement roughly to I\ccept 5S. below the 
list. They were to contract at prices at which they had 
been working? Yes. 

Have you constantly asked Mr. A. B. to continue on 
your son at the lower rate, notwithstanding this? No. 

Is your son working now? No. 
h It a fact he cannot get work? He was working for 

Mr. A. B. last. 
Is it not a fact that at the minimum rate of wages your 

son is unemployable? I don't wish to say anything. 
(Laughter.) 

Dr. Ginsberg-Has your son made hammered chain for 
some years? A good bit. 

So when other boys were playing, be was at work quali· 
fying to earn man's wages? Is that so? • 

Sir Henry Grey-I do not think she quite understands. 
Dr. Ginsberg-He was working day after day in the 

shop learning to make chain while other boys were playing 
in the fields? Mrs. Heath-Not that I know of. 

Mr. Felix Fellowes-What quality has he been making ? 
Dr. Ginsberg replied that in the first place he had made 
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dollied chain, but he alSo made block chain. Block chaifl 
was made so that it would pass over the pulley of a block 
without any obstruction, and to this extent it had to be 
made better than the ordinary chain. 

Mrs. Heath, in reply to Dr. Ginsberg, said the chain was 
made in the chain shop at their own home. 

So that the 17s. 6d. of which you speak is gross, and you 
have to provide out of that 17s. 6d. the rent of the shop, 
or the interest on the shop, and the cost of the fuel and all 
,the other details? Yes, sir. 

You said the boy earned 17s. 6d. a'week; does he earn 
. 17S. 6d. a week every week in the year? No, he has to 

work for it before he has it. (Laughter.) 
Does he get work every week ? . Pretty regular work is 

found him, but not every week. 
He does not average 17s. 6d. a week gross on the whole? 

No. 
Dr. Ginsberg'intimated that he did not propose to go 

into the other cases after what his friend had said. 
Mr. Sheldon said he would like one of the boys called. 
Dr. Ginsberg said he would call any witness the defence 

liked. A plea of guilty had been given, the figures had, 
he understood, been agreed, and so far as he was con
cerned he did not propose offering more evidence. 

Sir Henry Grey mentioned that he would like to know 
whether the figures which had been handed up were 
agreed to. 

Mr. Sheldon-Yes, I have agreed to them. 
Llewellyn Tromans, examined by Dr. Ginsberg, said he 

was sixteen years old. 
Mr. Sheldon-What did you earn if you worked six days 

a week? Sometimes 14S., and 13s. and I2S. 
Have you ever got ISS. or £1? No. 
How long have you been in the trade? Only eight 

months making dollied chain . 
• Dr. Ginsberg~How long have you been making chain 

crt all? I made hammered chain before dollied for about 
twelve months. 

How old were you when you began making -chain ? 
Thirteen. -

And you are now sixteen? Yes, in October. . 
Does your employer provide you with coal to heat the 

&re? No, we have to find that ourselves· 
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And who pays the rent of the phtce in which you work? 
}lather. 

And how many hours a day do you work? Eight to 
eight. 

How many days a week? Six. 
The Clerk suggested the other two boys should be put 

in the box to prove their ages.. 
Dr. Ginsberg observed that they appeared younger than 

they reaDy were. 
AHred Heath was then called, and wben asked to read 

the oath. said be could not do so. 
Dr. Ginsberg-What is your age? Witness-Seventeen 

on 2nd October. 
The Clerk-How long have you worked in the chain 

trade? Witness-[ have made chain since [ left school
hammered chain and dollied. 

When did you leave school? When [ was thirteen. 
Mr. FeIlowes-Have you ever been to a night school? 

Witness-No. sir. . 
Nowhere since you were thirteen? No. 
You ought to. It is a disgrace for you not to be able 

to read the oath. You ought not to neglect your educa
tion like that. 

John Edward Harbach was next called, and gave his age 
al nineteen. 

THE DEFENCE 

.~fr. Sheldon said that in the first place he had to COIl
tend that this was another instance of an Act of Parlia
ment doing hann instead of good. Section 6. subsection 3. 
provided for certain exemptions in cases of infinnity and 
physical injury. and also in regard to piece wwk. In this 
case neither of these exemptions was available for the 
protection of his client; no application be could make 
under the statute would be any assistance to him. "be 
chain which these young men were engaged in maldhg 
was dollied chain-a small siz.e-and the price which Mr. 
A. B. himseH obtained for it was 175-

Mr. Ginsberg-Are.you going to prove that , 
Mr. Sheldon-I will, if necessary, put my client into 

the box to say that the price which he actually obtains for 
it is the price which he is compelJed to paT under the Trade 
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Board rules. In the circumstances now happened he ha§ 
to cease making this chain, with the result that these 
young men will also· cease to be employed. Proceeding, 
Mr. Sheldon said it had been equally well known both to 
Tromans and the others and to their parents that if the· 
Trade Boards' rate of wages were insisted upon these 
youths were unemployable, and the mothers went to Mr. 
A. B. and asked him with tears in their eyes to keep 
them on. And he did so. There was no question· of 
pressure being brought to bear upon the children or the 
mothers. They had got starvation on the one side, and 
this arrangement with Mr. A. B. on the other, and Mr.
A.B., out of the tenderness of his heart, allowed them 
to work. 

Dr. Ginsberg said that if this philanthropist went into 
the box he would be prepared to cross-examine him. 

The C1~rk-Are you prepared to put him into the box? 
Mr. Sheldon replied he was. His instructions were that 

th~ mothers went in each case to Mr. A. B. and pressed 
him to retain these boys, notwithstanding the Act of 
Parliament. In regard to signing the "~hite list" he 
urged that shortly after February his client was approached 
by certain other members of the chain trade, and he was 
told that unless he signed his workmen would be with
drawn. He was not an educated man-far from it. He 
had no . idea of the actual result of what he was signing, 
and he did sign and bound himself. His friend had 
pointed out that from and after 2nd August, when the 
order was made apart from the white list, the proper rates 
of wages had been paid, and in future in all cases, where 
his client was compelled to take this class of work. he 
would again continue to pay the proper rate of wages. He 
was instructed to express regret that this state of things 
had arisen, but it arose out of an ill-advised and ill-con
sidered Ac~ of. Parliament. There ought to have been 
prlivision made for the employment of youths of this kind, 
am he (Mr. Sheldon) proposed, after the Bench had given 
their decision, to put in motion certain machinery with 
a view to having provision made to enable youths of this 
kind to be employed profitably to themselves and their 
masters. Under all the circumstances he suggested this 
case might be well met by a small penalty, which would 
p~ a. wapp'n~ to ot4er trade~ ~n similar positio~s in Cradler 
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and the district who, he was informed, were equally 
guilty with his clienL His client was the scapegoat for 
others. 

Dr. Ginsberg thought Mr. A. B. had better go into 
,the box. 

Mr. Sheldon-I do not think so, unless my friend desires 
iL My friend says I have made a statement and I am not 
prepared to substantiate it '1 

Dr. Ginsberg-No, I do not say thaL 
Mr. Sheldon-Then I do not wish to ca.l1 him. 
Dr. Ginsberg-I will leave it there. 

THE DECISION 

Sir Henry Grey, after the Bench had retired for a short 
time, said-We think that this is a very serious case, and 
what makes it all the worse is that we are clearly of opinion 
the defendant knew perfectly well what he was doing. 
We shall have to order him to refund the figures agreed, 
that is, to the boy Heath, £3. ISS. 3d.; to Tromans, £3. 
?So 4ld·; and to Harbach, lIS. 3ld.; we also order him 
In each case to pay a fine of £5 and the Court costs, and £2 
in each case towards the costs of the prosecution; in 
default in each case one month's imprisonment, to run 
consecutively. 

The fines, costs and money ordered to be refunded 
totalled £32. 45. Iod. 
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